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ABSTRACT 
 This thesis examines the presence and distribution of tin-enameled earthenwares 
in what was colonial Louisiana at nine archaeological sites: Madame John’s Legacy 
(16OR51), the ca. 1730s French Colonial Barracks (16OR136), the Lower Pontalba 
Building (16OR209), Galveztown (16AN39), French Site I (16PC80), the Bicentennial 
Gardens (22AD999), Los Adaes (16NA16), the American Cemetery (16NA67), and the 
Chamard House site (16NA100).  To examine the ceramic diversity, a comprehensive 
classificatory system is proposed, with discussion and classification of vessel forms.  
Ceramic diversity was anticipated to be patterned following geographic and 
economic lines; however, this was not substantiated through the analysis of the general 
body of tin-enameled ceramics.  This study raises questions about the patterning of 
Spanish-style tin-enameled wares, provides a suggested tin-enameled signature for 
French colonial sites in the second half of the eighteenth century, but most importantly it 
provides baseline data about the decorative style of faience in the state of Louisiana. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION & HYPOTHESIS  
 
 
With La Salle’s historic 1681-82 voyage down the Mississippi and his erection of 
a column and a cross, he claimed for “Louis Le Grand, Roi de France et de Navarre” all 
the land drained by the Mississippi and its tributaries.  This was the beginning of 
sustained French interest in the Lower Mississippi Valley.  This colonial expansion 
provided the initial European elements that constitute the cultural gumbo that is 
Louisiana.  In addition to French ways, explorers and settlers brought disease, conflict, 
and enslavement; they also brought European material culture.  While the British, Dutch, 
French, German, Portuguese, and Spanish crowns vied for wealth and dominion over the 
New World, colonists embodied this dominion, bringing with them material 
manifestations of their continental culture. 
French colonial Louisiana was an enormous expanse of land that comprised most 
of the central and southern United States (Figure 1).  Settlement was characterized by 
military and trading centers dispersed along the river systems that drained the central 
portion of the continent (i.e. the Missouri, Red, Mississippi, Mobile-Tombigbee, 
Alabama-Talapoosa, and the Tennessee). There were intimate interactions with American 
Indians; they were translators, guides, hunters, wives, servants, slaves, and consumers as 
well as producers.  While the extraction of mineral wealth was the overriding factor 
which motivated the exploration of Louisiana, trade with American Indians was a 
powerful determinant on the placement of French settlements.   
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Figure 1.  Map of colonial Louisiana and the locations of major settlements in the eighteenth century. 
1. New Mobile       7. Pointe Coupee     13. Biloxi 
2. Dauphine Island            8. Ft. St. Pierre  
3. Ft. Toulouse                  9. Ft. Tombecbe 
4. Ft. Rosalie                    10. Arkansas Post 
5. Ft. St. Jean Baptiste     11. Ft. Massac 
6. New Orleans      12. Ft. Chartres  
1
2
3 
45
6
7
8 9
10 
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12
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Colonists carried notions of culturally defined space, of hierarchical relations, 
idealized in the “Great Chain of Being” and rooted in feudal allegiances; they also 
brought domestic life-ways.  These domestic life-ways are represented in the 
archaeological record.  The information contained in various parish courthouses, 
archives, and family records only tell part of the story.  The remainder must be told 
through archaeology.  There are several notable studies (Walthall 1991(editor), 1991a, 
1991b; Walthall and Emerson 1992; Waselkov 1999, 2002) most of which focus on the 
interactions between the French and Native Americans.  These studies almost always 
focus on the Great Lakes Region, the northern reaches of the Mississippi Valley in 
Illinois, or towards the East in the area of Mobile, Alabama.  The remaining extant 
information can only be found in unpublished form, in the “grey literature.” 
Ceramics are a class of archaeological remains that have been used in prehistory, 
protohistory, and history, to interpret culture (Ford 1935), gender (Longacre 1968), 
ethnicity (Otto 1984), trade, agency (Wilkie 2000a, 2000b, 2001), and socioeconomic 
status (Miller 1980, 1991, 1993; Manson and Snyder 1996; Spencer-Wood 1987).  
During the first half of the 18th century, there were four gross divisions of ceramics found 
in the New World: aboriginal or Native American, stonewares, coarse earthenwares, 
Chinese porcelain, and tin-enameled wares.  This thesis will focus on the last.   
It has been said that: “Surprisingly, little is known about the use, distribution, and 
chronology of tin-enameled wares in Louisiana.  With few exceptions they have not been 
reported in anything except small quantities from sites in Louisiana” (Hunter 1993:101).  
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Archaeological Plan poses the following question as a 
direction of research for the Colonial period:   
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Investigate the development of New Orleans as a trade, import/export, 
distribution center for colonial Louisiana.  What ceramics came from France, 
England, Spain and Germany, and when?  Did quantities and types change 
through time?  When and how were they distributed to the hinterlands? (Smith 
et al. 1983:246).   
 
To these, I add.  Were ceramic vessels sensitive markers of wealth in the Eighteenth 
century?  If so, what does the distributional pattern tell us about wealth? 
I hypothesize that: based on documented increases in price for items at a distance 
from entrepots such as Dauphine Island and New Orleans, and the possibility that there 
was a relatively wide variety of ceramic designs to choose from, that the ceramic 
assemblages will be stylistically different, less diverse, at points farther away from the 
entrepôt, all other things being equal.  Socioeconomic status may obscure this pattern; 
but, by comparing sites with similar socioeconomic status across space, this problem can 
be mitigated.  Also, because the type and frequency of ceramics across space, as a 
function of price, primarily relate to the expressions of socioeconomic status, the 
exploration of it is a major focus of this thesis.  In order to test this hypothesis, I began 
searching for sites that contained tin-enameled earthenwares and were in geographically 
distinct areas.   
Where Do the Sites Come From? 
The sites were selected from the Louisiana Division of Archaeology’s Central 
State archaeological files.  Regulations explicitly delineate the proposed content of the 
files: 
The Central State archaeological survey files shall include all available 
information on known historic and prehistoric sites located within the State of 
Louisiana.  Such information may include geographical references, site 
descriptions, field notes, maps, drawings, photographs, and related documents of 
every description.  (Rivet 1995:41) 
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At the present time, the majority of site file information is developed as a result of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966; that is, archaeological surveys are undertaken 
on parcels of land which are affected by a federal undertaking as defined in 36 CFR 800.  
These compliance surveys are augmented by on-going site inventories conducted through 
the Regional Archaeological Program, and continual inventories of federally owned 
lands.  They represent the largest single body of archaeological site forms in the state.   
In addition to paper forms, the Louisiana Division of archaeology maintained the 
Louisiana Computerized Archaeological Database (LACAD) (The LACAD is currently 
being replaced by a more up-to-date system).  As part of the site form information and 
the LACAD, a cultural affiliation is recorded.  These range from prehistoric to historic 
period cultures (Table 1).  Rachel Watson ran a query on the LACAD data selecting all of  
Table 1.  LACAD cultural affiliation categories. 
Prehistoric Unknown Marksville Caddo 
Historic Unknown Issaquena Historic Indian Contact 
Paleo-Indian Baytown Historic Exploration 1541-1803 
Meso-Indian/Archaic Troyville Antebellum 1803-1860 
Neo-Indian Unknown Coles Creek War & Aftermath 1860-1890 
Poverty Point Plaquemine Industrial & Modern 
Tchefuncte Mississippian  
the sites that had “Historic Indian Contact” and “Historic Exploration” in the “Cultural 
Affiliation” field.  These two categories span the chronological period from European 
contact (pre-1680) until, roughly, the beginning of the Antebellum period, or 1803, when 
the United States purchased Louisiana from the French.  This search yielded 151 sites.   
The Sites 
The 151 sites selected for further study were first entered into Excel and exported 
to ArcView 3.2.  The site locations were then projected onto various themes—
cartographic data sets with linked tabular information.  First, I located the sites on a 
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generalized map of Louisiana.  As can be seen in Figure 2, the archaeological sites occur 
in 33 of the 64 parishes in Louisiana—over half—and are arrayed along the Mississippi 
and Red River drainages. 
Based on information on the site forms and related reports, the sites were divided 
into three categories: (1) sites containing tin-enameled wares, (2) period sites, and (3) 
other sites (Figure 3).  Sites containing tin-enameled wares are those that contained, on 
the surface or through excavation, majolica, delft, delftware, or faience.  Period sites are 
those sites where no excavations have been conducted and nothing collected from the 
surface but will likely produce tin-enameled wares.  The other sites are those sites that 
have creamware, pearlware, whiteware, ironstone or other later ceramic products, but no 
tin-enameled wares.  Twenty-nine percent of the sites examined contained tin-enameled 
wares (n = 44), fifteen percent of the sites were categorized with the period sites (n = 22), 
and fifty-six percent of the sites were categorized as other (n = 85).  There are inevitably 
sites with tin-enameled wares which are not reported here; however, barring a site-by-site 
perusal of the Division of Archaeology’s Site File records, this is the fullest accounting 
possible. 
Of course, the sites of interest for this thesis are the archaeological sites in the tin-
enameled category (Figure 4, Table 2).  In order to test the hypothesis that there is a 
change in stylistic pattern of faience products the further removed from ports of entry and 
tied to economic status, one has to select a sub-set of the forty-four sites with the 
presence of tin-enameled wares.  Factors that determined site selection were geography, 
European occupation, and the ability to locate the collections for study.  Of the European 
contexts, most collections are generally small (i.e. 16EBR29, 16CT531, 16OR129, 
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Figure 2.  Map of Louisiana showing the location of archaeological sites from the LACAD (Historic Contact and Exploration). 
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 Figure 3.  Map of Louisiana showing archaeological sites by category. 
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Figure 4.  Map of Louisiana showing the location of sites with tin-enameled wares which were considered for this study.   
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Table 2.  Site names and numbers for sites with tin-enameled ceramics. 
Site 
Number Site Name Cultural Affiliation Date Range 
16AN35 Great Houma's Village Houma Indian   
16AN39 Galveztown Spanish Colonial Post 1779 
16AV21 Tunica-Biloxi Indian Village Historic Tunica-Biloxi 
late 18th 
century 
16AV48 Neitzel Historic Tunica-Biloxi, primarily Biloxi 
late 18th 
century 
16CM112 El Nuevo Constante Spanish Colonial 1766 
16CT531 Deadly Sycamore Site Spanish Colonial, Antebellum late 18th & 19th cent. 
16EBR29 Civic Center Site Spanish Colonial, Antebellum  18th, 19th and 20th century 
16EBR30 Magnolia Mound Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 18th, 19th and 20th century 
16IV11 Bayou Goula Mounds-18th Cent. Occupation Protohistoric 
1689 to 19th 
century 
16IV134 Bayou Goula Mugulasha Village Historic Indian Contact   
16JE60 Isle Bonne Prehistoric pre-1790 
16JE88 Rigolettes-Dupont Coles Creek, Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 
700-1100 AD, 
Post 1760 
16JE197 Colonial Site 1 Spanish Colonial Post 1778 
16JE214 Sanchez House Site/Colonial Site 2 
Spanish Colonial/Canary 
Islander Site Post 1778 
16JE215 Colonial Site 3 Spanish Colonial/Canary Islander Site Post 1778 
16JE216 Colonial Site 6 Spanish Colonial/Canary Islander Site Post 1778 
16LF92 Acadia Plantation Spanish Colonial Late 1700s 
16LF106 UNO 1036/Acadia Plantation Spanish Colonial Late 1700s 
16NA15 Colfax Ferry Site Historic Indian Contact   
16NA16 Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Spanish Colonial 1721-1773 
16NA67 American Cemetery Site Historic Exploration   
16NA100 Chamard House Historic Exploration 1760-1825 
16NA108 Old Stevens House French Colonial  
16NA240 Prudhomme-Roquier French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 1740-Present 
16NA241 Marie Therese Coin-Coin/Whittington Site 
French & Spanish Colonial, 
Antebellum 1780-Present 
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Table 2.  (continued). 
Site 
Number Site Name Cultural Affiliation Date Range 
16NA299 Roquier French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 
Pre-1798 to 
late 1800s 
16OR45 Hermann-Grima Historic House 
French & Spanish Colonial, 
Antebellum 1722-Present 
16OR51 Madame John's Legacy French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum  Post 1728 
16OR129 Cabildo French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum  Post 1722 
16OR136 New Orleans Square 62 French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum  Post-1730 
16OR209 Lower Pontalba Building French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 1722-Present 
16PC33 Lakeland Plantation Spanish Colonial, Antebellum Late 18th-20th cent. 
16PC80 French Site 1 Spanish Colonial, Antebellum Post-1720 
16PL37 Fort St. Mary French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum Post 1746 
16PL49 Port Eads (East Bank) Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 19th and 20th cent. 
16SB147 Chalmette Unit-Jean Lafitte 
French & Spanish Colonial, 
Antebellum Post 1731 
16SJ20 Wilton Plantation French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 
18th, 19th and 
20th cent. 
16SJ21 Helvetia Plantation French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 
18th, 19th and 
20th cent. 
16SJB9 Mialaret House Site French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 
18th, 19th and 
20th cent. 
16SJB11 Whitney House Site French & Spanish Colonial, Antebellum 
18th, 19th and 
20th cent. 
16SJB42 The Ambrose Haydel Habitation Spanish Colonial 1770-1826 
16WF2 Angola Farm Site Historic Indian Contact 1680-1708 
16WF21 Bloodhoud Hill Historic Indian Contact 1706-1731 
16WF25 Trudeau Historic Indian Contact 1731-1764 
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16PL49), some as few as one sherd.  The collections form other sites which were 
promising are in unknown locations (e.g. 16NA108, 16NA240, and 16NA241).  Finally, I 
intended to examine the early 18th century occupations as much as possible, this made 
sites of the Spanish period less favorable (e.g. 16JE197, 16JE214, 16JE215, 16JE216, 
1LF92, 16LF106, 16SJ20, 16SJ21, 16SJB9, and 16SJB42). 
Nine sites were selected based on their location, collection size and collection 
accessibility. The sites selected were:  Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51), the ca. 1730s 
French Colonial Barracks (16OR136), and the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) from 
the New Orleans area; Galveztown (16AN39) along the Amite River, French Site 1 
(16PC80) in Pointe Coupe Parish along the Mississippi River, and the Bicentennial 
Gardens (22AD999), a site in the Natchez area representing remains in the vicinity of Ft. 
Rosalie; as well as three sites in the Natchitoches area Los Adaes (16NA16), the 
American Cemetery (16NA67), and the Chamard House (16NA100) (Table 3, Figure 5). 
Table 3.  Archaeological sites discussed in this thesis. 
Site Name Site Number 
Madame John’s Legacy 16OR51 
French Colonial Barracks/New Orleans Sq. 62 (Durel Comage) 16OR136 
Lower Pontalba Building/ Governor’s Residence 16OR209 
Galveztown 16AN39 
French Site 1 16PC82 
Bicentennial Gardens in the Vicinity of Ft. Rosalie 22AD999 
Los Adaes 16NA16 
American Cemetery 16NA67 
Chamard House 16NA100 
The fieldwork for this project consisted of visiting the Louisiana State Museum, Coastal 
Environments, Inc., the Louisiana, Division of Archaeology, Louisiana Museum of 
Natural Science, Regional Archaeologist Program, and Northwestern State University  
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Figure 5.  Archaeological sites with tin-enameled collections which provide the data for this study.  
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(NSU) on Fridays from November 2002 until May 2003.  There I viewed the collections 
discussed in this thesis.  Nathanael Heller, Assistant Registrar, was my liaison with the 
Louisiana State Museum; Thurston Hahn and Sara Hahn were my contacts with Coastal 
Environments, Inc.; Josetta LeBoeuf and Kelli Ostrom were my contacts with the 
Division of Archaeology; Rob Mann was my contact with the Museum of Natural 
Science; and George Avery and Hiram Gregory were my contacts at NSU.  Jill-Karen 
Yakubik, President of Earth Search, Inc. (ESI), allowed access to a collection housed at 
ESI and was kind enough to let me take it to my home and analyze them at my own 
convenience. 
While visiting, I collected data regarding ceramic vessel form, rim and base 
diameter, vessel wall thickness, and decoration.  Vessel wall thickness was measured 
with calipers with an accuracy of 1 mm.  The vessel sherds with decoration were 
photographed with a digital camera or scanned with a digital scanner.  Some of the 
decorated sherds that indicated vessel form were drawn to scale; those indicating vessel 
form, but with no decoration, were also drawn.  They have been reproduced in Chapter 3.    
For vessel sherds with decoration, I collected information regarding: ware, class, group, 
type, color, and style (see classification discussion Chapter 3).   
These data were entered into Microsoft Access to ensure referential integrity 
when initially manipulating the data.  Information was then exported to Microsoft Excel 
for statistical and graphical purposes.  Because many of the sample sizes were small, too 
small to reliably apply higher order statistical tests, straight count comparisons and 
percentage comparisons are used to discuss diversity.  While percentages were used to 
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compare sites, an additional method developed by Robinson (1951) was used to index 
their similarity (see discussion in Chapter 6).   
In order to test my hypothesis, it is necessary to set the theoretical stage (Chapter 
2), characterize the type and shape of vessels that can be expected and provide a 
comprehensive classificatory system to facilitate inter-site comparison (Chapter 3), 
provide a broad economic context providing documentary evidence and discussion 
concerning the prevailing conditions (Chapter 4), and provide specific information for the 
sites examined and detailed information about the tin-enameled ceramics found at each 
site (Chapter 5).  Taken together, these data create the context for cross comparison 
between the information from each of the nine sites discussed in this thesis (Chapter 6) 
allowing me to propose a present myth (Richardson 1975) about the past or a conclusion 
(Chapter 6). 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
THE THEORETICAL STAGE 
INCLUDING VARIOUS ACTORS, THEIR LINES, AND THEIR IMPORT 
 
 
Motivations for the examination of tin-enameled wares, like any other ceramic 
type, are predicated upon their inferential or derivable data.  Just what, if anything, can 
the distribution and decoration of a ceramic tell an archaeologist?  Theoretically, it can 
tell us about settlement patterns, presence/effectiveness of trade routes, consumer choice, 
and economic differences.  The patterning of ceramics over space can, in a 
processual/post-processual framework, answer broad questions concerning cultural 
patterns that may not correspond directly to technological restraints, but provide insight 
to “superorganic” cultural patterns that derive from a series of individual choices 
represented at the group level.   
Anthropological Meta-Narrative 
 
 In response to the dictum, “Archaeology is Anthropology or it is nothing” (a 
paraphrase of Maitland in Willey and Phillips 2001:2 [1958]), it is necessary to situate 
this research endeavor in a theoretical milieu.  Cultural Materialist approaches are often 
appealing because “the UNIVERSAL structure of socicultural systems posited by cultural 
materialism rests on the biological and psychological constants of human nature, and on 
the distinction between thought and behavior, or emics and etics” (Harris 1979:51).  By 
incorporating Pike’s etics and emics and partitioning biological and mental phenomena, it 
deconstructs cultural phenomena into interpretable segments.  It allows archaeologists to 
examine the reflection of human activity that is the archaeological record.   
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The etic/biological aspects of Cultural Materialism were championed through the 
ecological reconstruction of Processual Archaeology (Binford 1962, 1965; Binford & 
Sabloff 1982) and the patterning of South (1976, 1977).  Binford’s 1962 call to action, 
articulated in American Antiquity, decries the lack of processual studies relating to 
material culture in these words:  
I would consider the study and establishment of correlations between types of 
social structure classified on the basis of behavioral attributes and structural 
types of material elements as one of the major areas of anthropological 
research yet to be developed (Binford 1962:219).   
 
Suzanne Spencer-Wood took this sentiment as the guiding purpose of her edited volume, 
Consumer Choice in Historical Archaeology (1987a).  Binford’s emphasis on process 
shifted archaeology towards the hard sciences and reinvigorated positivist research.  
Counter to its tenets, this movement relegated culture, at least its ideological phenomena, 
to the sociocultural anthropologists.   
The emic/mental phonomena was explicated and constructed by Structuralists 
(Deetz 1996; Glassie 1976) and Post-Processualists (Hodder 1986; Leone and Potter 
1989).  Resistance to Binford’s processual dogmatism can be seen in Leone’s (Leone and 
Crosby 1987:397-410) advocacy of documents as “Middle-Range Research.”  This 
research attempts to arrive at new understandings of the past by taking documents and the 
archaeological record as imperfect reflections of the other, with two distinct 
epistemological bases.  By doing away with a false dichotomy, artifacts or documents, 
Post-processualists abdicate a single lens for a stereoscope, brining into relief the three-
dimensional nature of the past.  The employment of Middle-Range Theory allows 
documents to produce something like an etic grid for the researcher, a cognitive frame of 
reference, not a totality of truth.  The documentary record can provide linking arguments 
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to the past where the interplay between the two databases, the cognitive framework and 
the archaeology shaped by their respective epistemological bases, produce the present-
myth of the past. 
 Binford’s ethnoarchaeological and later Leone’s critical theory perspectives have 
allowed Ann Martin to write:  
No longer must archaeologists wait for their data to speak to some larger theory; 
everything that has a relationship with that object is necessary to arrive at its 
larger meaning.  It is the layering of particular precise historical circumstances 
with larger cultural systems that allows the material world to have a voice.  It 
also is the juxtaposition of varying kinds of material culture and documentary 
data that leads to new questions.  Second[ly], historical archaeologists have 
turned to the recursive nature of material culture.  Material culture is not just the 
product or reflection of culture, it is imbedded in culture; it is symbolic, active, 
and communicative and carries its own meaning. (Martin 1996:75) 
 
Martin imbues material culture with the power to act, not just reflect.  Material culture 
becomes an extension of an individual who is driven by the historical circumstances of 
life and by the “market” as an omnipresent force.   
I advocate a nomothetic, deductive practice of archaeology, which is not at odds 
with the idiographic prescriptions of the culture-history period, because of the emi/etic 
division.  A theory in which, description, typological categorization, and basic data 
summary are necessary in archaeology, but they are not the ultimate goal.  In other 
words, archaeology is anthropology, and anthropology is a science built on idiographic or 
artifactual detail.  This science does not eschew description and narrative, it uses them to 
test hypethetico-deductive questions phrased in the forms of hypothesis.  Then, it turns 
the answers to these questions into present-myths about the past (Richardson 1975), as 
opposed to past-myths about the present (a la Levi-Strauss 1979).  The myth in this case 
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is the current understanding of what happened in the past.  These myths, of course, are 
subject to revision based upon new information.   
The Actors and Their Lines: Theories of Socioeconomic Status 
 Julian Steward (1972:47) argued for the differentiation of contemporary society 
into levels of sociocultural integration, thus making these societies amenable to the 
ethnographic method.  Using this concept, a national culture is divided into two “general 
kinds of features: first, those that function and must be studied on a national level; 
second, those that pertain to sociocultural segments or subgroups of the population” 
(Steward 1972:47).  Based on the features of the society and Steward’s differentiation, 
this method provides conceptual tools with which to investigate all complex societies, no 
matter their historical position.  Complex societies are defined as those societies that: 
encompass vast areas, are bound together by a dominant political and/or religious system, 
nominally recognize a standardized currency (i.e. states or state-backed-companies 
engaged in colonial enterprises), and which are horizontally stratified.   
 The national institutions, which are not amenable to ethnographic study, include: 
the form of government, legal system, law enforcement, military organization, and others.  
These are excluded from ethnographic analysis because they have aspects that are 
“national or international in scope and must which must be understood apart from the 
behavior of the individuals connected with them” (Steward 1972:47).  This does not 
remove them from the field of archaeological study, but requires that extensive 
documentary evidence be gathered as an etic grid.   
 With regard to the sociocultural segments or subgroups of the populations, it is 
better to let Steward speak directly: 
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The individual lives within the framework of a set of national institutions, but 
his noneconomic daily activities are normally carried out within the context 
of a fairly small segment of society that consists of people substantially like 
himself and who therefore may be said to have a subculture.  There are two 
principal types of sociocultural segments.  First there are locally distinctive 
segments, such as communities, rural neighborhoods, and ethnic minorities, 
which may be considered vertical cleavages within the larger society.  
Second, there are horizontal cleavages, which separate segments following 
occupational or class lines and, in some cultures, cast lines.  These may 
crosscut local cleavages (Steward 1972:66).   
 
He goes on to say: 
Virtually all modern communities consist of several distinctive sociocultural 
segments which have differing positions in a system of social statuses.  This 
suggests a cultural definition of classes: classes are sociocultural groups, 
subcultures, or segments arranged in an hierarchical order.  But the hierarchy 
functions principally in the locality.  It does not always follow that segments 
having the same relative status in different localities will be equivalent if the 
local or regional subcultures are unlike (Steward 1972:66-67).   
 
The vertical cleavages provide differentiation in each community, within the 
contexts of socioeconomic status.  The vertical cleavages are varied over space within a 
localized area, a town or city; that is, subcultures expresses themselves geographically in 
a community by concentrating sociocultural segments in localities.  I am, however, 
primarily interested in the horizontal cleavages.  These integrating horizons link class 
differences from each particularizing locale.  The horizontal aspect of the cleavages is 
emphasized when the ordinal relationships are removed from their particularizing locals 
and placed in juxtaposition to other classes across space.  These geographically disparate 
ordinally ranked classes (read socioeconomic status) are also participating in the larger 
homogenizing institutions of the state or colony.  Therefore, a socioeconomic class, as a 
sociocultural segment, is a homogenizing force on individuals across space and through 
time.  The criteria used to represent this class to “others” changes based upon space, time, 
and structure as defined by Harris (1979:53-54), but the social process, continually 
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mediated by behavioral factors, is constant.  Based upon these conceptual foundations, 
the study of the representation of socio-cultural segments in the archaeological record can 
provide valuable information in the domains of anthropology and history. 
What is socioeconomic status (SES)?  This is a class or status that is ascribed to 
an individual based upon multiple factors relating to, but not exclusively of, their income, 
their education, their community standing, and their social rank.  Here we can see the 
intersection of the vertical and horizontal sociocultural groups.  Modern social science 
has primarily relied upon education and income as the factors to determine a SES for the 
purposes of statistical analysis (Gordon 1969).  Focusing on these two factors limits our 
ability to examine SES as a historical phenomena, and therefore to relate it to the 
materiality of a domestic archaeological site.   
 Socioeconomic Status is a complex combination of wealth, prestige, and 
presence.  Following Baugher and Venables’ ideas concerning SES (1987:37), I present 
16 variables that should be considered when characterizing an individuals SES.  Table 4 
is almost wholly taken from Baugher and Venables (1987:37); however, I deleted some 
variables specific to the coastal British colonies and made the remaining ones more 
specific to the French colonial situation (e.g. thinking in terms of concessions, congés, 
and engages).  By no means is this an exhaustive listing, but it is a substantial 
embarkation point for considering a person’s ordinal ranking with regard to other 
individuals in their communities, or vertical cleavages. Ranking these variables against 
other families in the community is the basis of assessing a persons SES. 
 Ceramics provide a material link between these mostly social rankings and their 
localized particular representation in a residence.  This material link can be systematized 
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thorough Binford’s division of artifact attributes into technomic, sociotecnic, and 
ideotechnic cultural functions.  This is a one-to-many relationship; one ceramic to many 
roles.  Because of this one-to-many role, ceramics have multiple meanings and, 
depending upon the research question asked, can reflect different functional levels. 
Table 4.  Socioeconomic considerations. 
1.   Annual Income 
2.   Annual Expenditures 
3.   Amount of Land Holdings (i.e. Concessions) 
4.   Company Rights of Trade (congés) 
5.   Number of Servants/ Slaves  
6.   Number of engages 
7.   Capital, including inheritances and investments, especially investments in land 
speculations and trade enterprises (This is considered in addition to Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.) 
8.   Size, Architectural Style, and Location of Home(s) 
9.   Political Offices 
10. Military Offices 
11. Lineage 
12. Marriage(s) 
13. Friends 
14. Enemies 
15. Personal Behavior  
16. Physical Appearance and Health 
Technomically, ceramics are an embodiment of technological knowledge.  If the 
production of ceramics were a local phenomenon, it would indicate that there were 
extraction locales which could enlighten the investigator about the location and 
distribution of techno-environmental interfaces, much like lumbering and brick 
production.  Ceramics are also sociotechnic in nature.  They function as and “extra-
somatic means of articulating individuals one with another into cohesive groups capable 
of efficiently maintaining themselves and of manipulating the technology” (emphasis 
added) (Binford 1962:219).  They convey status information, implicitly communicating 
class divisions and affinities.  Ceramic vessels, of course, are not the only type of vessel 
on the table, but they were often the most fragile and at the same time durable.  Unlike 
pewter and silver, once fired, ceramics remain in the same form until broken.  Also, 
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because ceramics are easily broken and replaced at regular intervals, their decoration, 
which is tied to the time of production, is reflective of the trends of fashion.  Decoration 
has the fleeting character of art overlain upon the less temporally mutable vessel form.  
Ceramics also fulfill ideotechnic roles by articulating the “symbolic milieu.”  In 
comparison to the symbolic importance of other status markers, ceramics are more subtle 
than a home, a ring, a seal, or vestments, but no less important during the 18th century.   
The series of individual choices relating to the embodiment, representation, and 
display of wealth are reflected in the archaeological record.  It is a reflection of culture 
that is, not a “product of mental constructs, but rather…a set of fluid perceptions and 
expectations subject to both change and continuity” (Mrozowski 1996:453).  This culture 
is “shared meanings, practices, and symbols, [which] constitute the human world.  [Its] 
meaning is negotiated through human interaction…culture is active, as something people 
invent and reinvent in daily life” (Beaudry 1996:480-481).  The archaeological record left 
by human actors, humans as active agents shaping their world and negotiating meaning 
through the shared yet multivalent communicative medium of material culture, represent 
agency and practice.  Considered in toto, the content of the archaeological record, the 
result of these individual choices, is also a reflection of the interplay between economic 
choices and economic access.  The consumer choice framework provides the conceptual 
bridge between site and society.  It bridges the horizontal cleavages of socioeconomic 
status, ceramics as sociotecnic-level artifacts, and individual choice to examine the past.  
It provides the linkages between small, localized, household-level behavior and large, 
regionalized, economy-level behavior. 
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 While the consumer choice approach has been used to great effect in 19th and 20th 
century work and has been undertaken in Spanish colonial studies by Kathleen Deagan, 
Judith Bense, and others, it is little used in the study of French colonial archaeology.  
Waselkov (1995) attempted to discuss two colonial period archaeological sites, Old 
Mobile (1MB94) and Dauphine Island (16MB61), with regard to “material wealth” but 
found that it was not a straightforward proposition.  As a result of his efforts, he called 
for a more contextual approach.  In the context of this thesis it appears that he 
emphasized the importance of the consumer choice framework. 
Their Import: 
18th Century Socioeconomic Status and Consumer Choice in Louisiana 
 To begin constructing a socioeconomic framework for the 18th century, we have 
to consider the legacy of the medieval social pattern as it was reinterpreted through the 
Enlightenment and then transported to the New World in the 16th to 18th centuries.  The 
French post-medieval system is referred to as the Seigneurial System.  Like the fief 
system, men received land grants from the crown, but unlike the fief system, vassals did 
not owe military service.  The grantee or Seigneur, who was not always present in North 
America, administered the land grants; they often gave sub-grants to censitarires often 
called paysans or peasants in the Old World.  The land grants or concessions promised 
great gain, but they did not confer the security of nobility (Allain 1995a:16-17). 
 The Seigneurial system imposed responsibilities on the Seigneur as well as the 
Censitaire.  The Seigneur maintained banalities or a monopoly on the flour mill, which 
he was required to construct and operate, enabling settlers to produce bread.  Censitaires, 
who rejected the term paysan for the more progressive habitant, owed the seingneur: 
cens—annual fees; rentes—rent for the land; lod et ventes—one twelfth of the property 
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value at the time of land transactions; and corvee—gratis work done by the tenant yearly, 
often involving clearing the land and constructing levees (Allain 1995a:16-17).  While 
the Seigneurial System originated in New France, it moved south to Louisiana with the 
Canadian explorers and settlers, who were for the first few decades the administrators of 
France’s newest colony.  After its transplantation, it developed into the 
concessionaire/habitant land grant system, forming the basis of land distribution in 
Louisiana until the American purchase of Louisiana in 1803. 
 Allain (1995a:16) points out that the seigneurial system, as transplanted to the 
New World, was one part of the medieval “orders.” The other two “orders,” the clergy 
and the nobility, were absent in New France.  That is not to say that there were no clergy 
in the New World, but that they did not hold and wield power, in the same way making 
their role very different.  “Thus instead of a society of orders, New France developed a 
class society where position was determined by wealth” (Allain 1995a:16).  The 
proposition that New France and later Louisiana developed class systems that differed 
drastically from those of the mother country is more easily explained when we accept the 
notion that these colonial enterprises were spurred forward through an incipient form of 
capitalism, which was “mercantile and distant, and used bills of exchange” (Moussette 
2003:29).   
 These classes, horizontal cleavages, were evolving just as the capitalistic system 
was quickly expanding its influence.  The world was changing and social relationships 
changed with it.  From a historical perspective we can attempt a brief characterization of 
the social situation in Louisiana through Census Records from the years 1700, 1706, 
1721, 1722, 1726, 1727, and 1732 (Maduell 1972) and through pay rates for the military 
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from 1713 (Rowland and Sanders 1929:143-157).  Table 5 is a suggested classification of 
social status as derived from these sources.  The 18th century censuses were not as 
detailed as the United States Census information a century later, but they did contain 
enough information to compile this table. 
Table 5.  Socioeconomic classes in 18th century Louisiana (extracted from Maudell 1972 
and Rowland and Saunders 1929:143-157). 
Upper 
Civilian Military 
Governors 
Council Members 
Concessionaires 
Company Officials 
Commandants 
Keepers of the Warehouse 
Commissioned Officers 
Middle 
Civilian Military 
Attorneys 
Ship Captains 
Habitants (not bound to the company) 
Merchant/Traders 
Artisans or Master craftsmen 
Petty or Non-Commissioned 
    Officers 
 
Lower 
Civilian Military 
Voyager or Coureurs-de-bois 
Persons in the Service of the Company (Caulkers, 
Carpenters, Coopers, Blacksmiths, etc.) 
Laborers  
Engagés 
Soldiers 
Sailors 
Enslaved 
African 
Indian 
Social Practices 
 One of the first steps in developing a systematic approach to consumer choice, 
when trying to capture sociotechnic-level interactions reflected by ceramic artifacts, is to 
situate the object of study within the conceptual framework of the historical period.  That 
is, since I have chosen tin-enameled ceramics as my domain of study, it is necessary to 
contextualize its use and understand what part it played in social practice.   
As a result of Enlightenment thinkers’ (i.e. David Hume) desire to engage in the 
analysis of wealth, trade, and economic systems and the general development of the 
merchant class through the Renaissance, the traditional model of strict social classes 
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based on birth was crumbling.  Social mobility was possible because paper money was 
replacing gold and silver as representations of value, individuals could collect wealth in 
new ways.  One way to emphasize a person’s new position was by entertaining.  
Guidance for this entertainment was to be found it books of the period.   
François Massiolot’s Le Confiturier Royal and his better known Le Nouveau 
cuisinier royal et bourgeois were among many publications which appeared 
during the course of the eighteenth century which made modified forms of 
French court cuisine accessible to the socially ambitious outside aristocratic 
circles (Richards 1999:95). 
 
While the French court and the French authors can not claim the genesis of these 
practices, their presentation was some of the most flamboyant.  It is through the 
distribution of the above-referenced works that England, Scotland, and the British 
Colonies were influenced. 
Considering the international influence of these works, it is not difficult to 
imagine their profound effect on the 18th century French bourgeoisies.  In addition to 
Massiolot’s work, Menon published La Cuisiniere Bourgeoise in 1746, which introduced 
the methods of courtly cooking to the bourgeoisie; in essence, he said the middle classes 
could eat like the nobles if they had the proper pots and pans, went to the market 
everyday, and knew how to make a good bouillon (Tannahill 1988:239, in Hardy 2004).  
Those individuals wresting control of North America from Native Americans and from 
nature may not have aspired to the height of culinary arts, but ceramics were one of the 
props for emulating the king, his court, and other nobles.   
In the Illinois country, at various times part of New France and Louisiana, Belting 
paints a picture of ceramics as sociotechnic objects displayed to enhance status.   
Proudly displayed on a high sideboard or buffet stood the …[wife’s] pewter 
and crockery.  The earthenware plates with boldly colored flowers and cocks 
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and human figures painted stiffly upon a brilliant enamel gave a gay aspect to 
the room (Belting 2003:42).   
 
Walthall’s (1991a:101) analysis of inventory data indicates “that nearly every 
French colonial household included a buffet or cupboard which had open shelves for 
displaying ceramic and pewter tablewares.”  Tin-enameled wares, particularly faience, 
were the crockery and ceramics mentioned above.  In the Illinois country, faience vessels 
mostly consisted of serving dishes in the form of plates and platters (47% and 20% of the 
examined collections respectively) (Walthall 1991a:101, Figure 12), vessel forms that 
further bolster the association between status display and consumption.  This assertion is 
further supported by Van Ravenswaay’s work, which indicates that these vessels were 
normally used on special occasions (1956:238).   
Succession Records 
Considering these broad implications, what are the specifics?  How can individuals 
or households be tied to the vertical and horizontal forces?  Who owned ceramics and in 
what social class did they belong?  These questions cannot be answered directly; 
succession records and probate inventories, however, provide indirect answers.  There are 
few published sources for probate inventories in what is currently the state of Louisiana.  
While Yakubik (1990:Appendix IV) examined probate records for the presence of 
ceramics between the years 1762 and 1784; she did not provide personal background or 
any other portion of the probate records with which to infer SES.   
Nonetheless, what follows are excerpts of succession records published in 
translation from various sources (Belting 2003:43-46; Brain 1979:299; Brown 2002:26-
38; Cruzat 1922; Dart 1922; Dawdy 1998:34).  I have placed them into the classes 
mentioned in Table 5; this provides a framework to evaluate whether or not there is 
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change by class.  I have bolded the first mention of an individual the vessels, ceramic or 
otherwise, mentioned in the text to draw the reader’s attention to them.  These examples 
are intended as indicative, not exhaustive.   
Upper Class 
The estate of François Bastien, a habitant of Prairie du Rocher, was inventoried 
June 10, 1763 (Table 6).  François may have been a Swiss.  Some documents speak of 
him as François Sebastien dit François le Suisse of Fort de Chartres.  In July 1737, he 
was granted four arpents of land at Prairie du Rocher.  He was married with two children, 
one of whom died at 18 months and the other who lived until 1763.  His inventory 
amounted to 38,165 livres 6 sous.  Among his other possessions, “he owned a house at 
Prairie du Rocher, a mill, three Negroes, an Indian female slave and her daughter, a 
mulatto and her daughter, three arpents of land at Du Rocher, two arpents elsewhere, and 
one arpent at La Prairie” (Belting 2003:114 [1948]).  
Table 6.  Estate of the deceased François Bastien (Kaskaskia Mss., Private Papers, V., in 
Belting 2003:46). 
3 buffalo robes, 3 pillows, 1 cot 30 pots of oil 
1 bed, 1 robe, 1 coarse wool blanket, 1 pillow 2 medium-sized cooking pans of iron 
1 feather bed covered with ticking 2 more of the same, 1 large iron pan 
1 of the same 2 guns 
1 old chest 28 pounds of tobacco 
1 buffet with its dishes 1 crockery pot, 1 crockery bowl, 6 plates of the same, 3 earthenware dishes, 1 chamber pot 
1 buffet with its dishes, and with two shelves closed by 
four hinged doors 
12 pewter plates, 1 large pewter dish, 2 small basins, 1 
bowl, 5 pewter spoons, 6 pewter forks 
1 small wine cupboard with 12 bottles 2 copper candlesticks 
1 pair of small scales 
1 large iron cooking pan 
1 small cauldron of yellow copper, 1 of red copper, 1 
grill 
Philippe Haineaux, or Haynault, died on November 10, 1743, at his home in 
Pointe Coupee Parish, Louisiana.  He was a tobacco planter, landowner, slave owner, and 
“appeared to be a single man” (Dart 1922:462).  This is based on his will, in which he 
mentions no marital status, gives the bulk of his estate to a friend, and makes the Church 
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his universal legatee.  His nativity is uncertain, but Dart believes him to be one of the 
immigrants brought to Louisiana under the Company of the Indies.  His inventory is 
listed in Table 7. Based on his ownership of slaves, substantial land holdings (7 x 40 
arpents), and his other holdings and debts, it is clear that Messier Haineaux was of the 
upper class, according to the considerations I have put forth.   
Table 7.  Estate of the deceased Philippe Haynault (Cruzat 1922:467-471). 
Various Linens 1 Cypress table with its drawer Various Titles and Papers 
1 arm chair and 6 cane bottom chairs 2 “Piece d’Inde” or negro slaves named Philipe and Carbare 
1 iron bound pail 2 Indian women, both named Marie, one of whom is very old and the other a small native 
1 gridiron and an old frying pan 1 small bull 
1 brass sauce pan and a spit 1 Small heifer 
1 pot hook 7 hogs, both large and small 
1 barrel of Illinois flower less nine inches, which 
could not be weighed for want of scales 10 chickens 
1 small bag in which there is about three quarters of a 
pound of pepper 
1 mare and 1 filly which he owns jointly  
     with Piere Porche 
1 copper pot weighing about seven lbs. 5 old pick axes 
4 old iron kettles holding 3, 4 and 5 pots, one of 
which is almost out of service and a pot lid 2 iron hoops 
1 brass pot spoon 3 axes 
5 old pewter plates weighing about 4 lbs 1 old dog iron 
1 small tin sprinkler 1 fire shovel 
1 half worn linen bag 1 bad carpenter’s hammer 
6 bellows, a sieve and 3 Indian sifters, large and 
small 1 pair of prisoner’s irons 
6 Indian porringers 1 sickle 
4 varnished tureens 24 barrels of Corn in grain 
14 carrots of tobacco and 12 of corded 
      Tieul tobacco 2 barrels of Appalachicola beans 
3 lbs of old cordage 
7 arpents of land front by the ordinary depth, on 
which there is a house thirty feet long and fourteen 
wide, built on posts in the ground, covered and 
surrounded by stakes (de pieux). 
3 guns , one of which is form the Commissary, and 
the two other old and one of the out of service 
1 hut used as a store also on posts in the ground, 
covered and surrounded as the foregoing, and of 
the same length and width 
35 lbs. of gun powder 4 large huts serving as lodging for the slaves 
3 small chests of cypress wood, good and bad 1 tobacco shed of one hundred and thirty feet long 
Jacques Bourdon, baptized at Boucherville, in Canada, January 18, 1680, was 
living in Kaskaskia, Illinois Country, as early as 1704.  He was captain of the town 
militia and royal notary; he also owned land and was considered a habitant (Belting 
2003:15 [1948]).  In addition, he was active in the fur trade (Belting 2003:66 [1948]).  He 
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was categorized as a member of the upper class, based on his roles as captain and royal 
notary as well as his land holdings and commercial activity.  His wife was Native 
American.  They had six children at the time of his death in 1723.  He was buried beneath 
his bench in church, attesting to his position (Belting 2003:15 [1948]).  Succession 
records produced between July 1 and 5, 1723, reflect his position in life (Table 8).   
Table 8. Estate of the deceased Jacques Bourdon (Kaskaskia Mss., Public Papers, II., in 
Belting 2003:43 [1948]). 
1 walnut wardrobe 200 gun flints 
8 walnut chairs and 1 armchair 9 dozen and 8 knives á Chien de Corne, 10 Flemish      knives, 2 woodcutter’s knives 
1 dresser with a buffet upon it 40 pounds of lead balls 
1 cot (couchette) 20 pewter spoons 
14 plates and 2 pewter dishes 1 comb 
17 glass bottles 16 large diaper linen napkins and 4 large      tablecloths of the same  
1 copper candlestick and 1 pair of snuffers 4 old napkins 
1 pepper mill (moulin á poivere) 
1 box of grained leather decorated with silver nails 
      with 3 pairs of spectacles, and another box also 
      with 3 pairs of spectacles 
1 pewter salt cellar 1 letter case 
1 old salting tub 1 dice box and 3 dice 
2 frying pans 1 old four-legged table of black poplar 
1 grill 2 silver cups 
1 pair of andirons 2 cupboards of black walnut with 36 shelves, some       8 feet long and some 10 feet 
1 iron shovel 1 pair of pocket pistols 
1 old hunting horn 1 old coarse blanket 
1 spit 3 cauldrons of red copper weighing 18 pounds 
2 poor lanterns 2 yellow copper, cauldrons weighing 3 ½ pounds 
3 trunks full of clothes and other merchandise 1 cauldron weighing 14 ½ pounds 
1 small box full of paper 1 cauldron weighing 12 pounds 
1 pair of tailor’s shears 2 iron cooking pans 
1 bullet mold 4 Spanish vases full of oil 
1 pewter(or tin) syringe 2 Natchez earthenware jugs full of oil 
1 iron ladle 2 red copper cauldrons with lids, weighing 24 ½       pounds, full of bear oil 
14 guns and 1 musket 2 old copper cauldrons 
2 miserable scythes 2 old covered cauldrons 
4 hatchets 1 old salting tub 
2 adzes 1 ladle 
3 plates and 2 spoons of Spanish silver 3 chests 
2 razor boxes with 2 razors in each and 2 hones 2 barrels of powder weighing 100 pounds each 
It is surprising that all of the individuals in the upper class have a preponderance 
of pewter vessels on their tables: Bourdon, had fourteen plates and two pewter dishes, 
twenty pewter spoons, a pewter salt cellar, a pepper mill, three Spanish silver plates and 
two Spanish silver spoons; Bastien had twelve pewter plates, one large pewter dish, table 
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service for at least five (one spoon and one fork per person) in pewter; and Haynault had 
five old pewter plates.  All of the households examined here are using iron, brass, or 
copper kettles/cauldrons to cook or prepare food and some are using them to store oil. 
With regard to pewter, Ann Martin (2000) may provide some insight based on 
probate inventories in Albermarle County, Virginia, and store records from Virginia and 
Maryland (the Chesapeake region).   
Assuming a constant mark-up for … [shop keeper’s] … profit, a customer 
choosing pewter would spend four to six times more than had he or she 
chosen white salt glaze.  The new fashionable creamware was no less a 
bargain to that customer.  Between 1770 and 1779 the cost of pewter 
plates was consistently three to four times the cost of creamware plates, 
and even a bit higher than porcelain ones in stores throughout Virginia and 
Maryland” (Martin 2000:266).   
 
Thus, we see that pewter was expensive by British standards in the 18th century; however, 
this high price could be offset by re-use, melting down pewter and recasting it in the 
mode of the day, and by its durability.  Martin also argues, based upon James Deetz’s 
(1973:28) work, that pewter was a traditional symbol of wealth in the 17th century.  By 
the 18th century in the Chesapeake, pewter remained a symbol of wealth, continuing its 
sociotechnic, and idotechnic role as a status marker.  Of course, a person could as easily 
purchase creamware and porcelain vessels, which was often the case in light of the 
fashionable consumption of tea (Martin 2000:254-255), but in this time of transition 
personal choice tempered by family tradition seemed to maintain the symbolic role of 
pewter.  Pewter is not represented in the archaeological record in the proportions in 
which it is present in the probate inventories, because it was reusable (Martin 2000:248).   
From the three succession records sampled here, there seems to be a trend, like 
that in Virginia and Maryland, towards pewter as status display in 18th century French 
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Louisiana.  This must be substantiated or critiqued after a more through examination of a 
larger body of records, but from those available, pewter is the dish of choice.  Only after 
examining the probate inventories more carefully and by examining the archaeological 
record could we confidently categorize pewter as associated primarily with high 
class/status individuals.   
Furthermore, the absence of tin-enameled wares may have an equivocal meaning.  
Either the site represents a wealthy individual who relied upon pewter as a status marker 
and they were curated within the family, or the site represents a humble habitant or 
engagé who could not afford tin-enameled wares.  Examining the entire assemblage from 
a site, as well as the structural remains, could mitigate this confusion by clarifying the 
socioeconomic position of the individuals who inhabited the site.   
There are, of course, other items relating to foodways included in the probate 
inventories.  Bastien owned a buffet with its “dishes” of unknown material; these could 
have been tin-enameled plates and platters displayed for everyone to see, but we cannot 
firmly reach that conclusion without excavating Sieur Bastien’s home site.  He also 
owned: one crockery pot, one crockery bowl, six plates of the same, and three 
earthenware dishes.  Imagining these “crockery” pots, plates, and dishes, as tin-enameled 
is exciting; but if they were, they should have been recorded as “fayience” or some other 
variant in 1737.  It is likely that these were what archaeologists term coarse earthenware.  
This could range from a brown-glazed redware, through a saintonge (white-slipped or 
not) green-glazed buff earthenware, to a yellow-glazed, manganese-glazed, or green-
glazed earthenware.  It is likely they were not of British origin, but in the end it is 
impossible to know.  Also, it is possible that this information was lost through an 
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injudicious translation.  If it were lost in translation, this argues for the presentation of a 
photocopy of the original, followed by a transliteration, and finally a translation when 
presenting documents from the past (Avery, personal communication, 2004). 
Also of interest, Sieur Haynault had, as a bachelor and owner of two Native 
American women, six Indian porringers, and three Indian sifters; whereas Bourdon, 
whose wife was Native American, had no reflection of Native American wares in his 
succession records.  However, in Bourdon’s case, it is possible that these items stayed in 
the wife’s portion of the communautè upon his death. 
Middle Class 
The Widow Desrussieux was placed in the Middle Class category because she 
represents a position in Kaskaskia between the itinerant couriers de bois and the 
established concessionier or well-developed habitant with other responsibilities, such as 
Jacque Bourdon or François Bastien.  Her husband, Joseph Desruisseaux, was a 
trader/merchant.  In the 1730s, he hired voyageurs to conduct his business among the 
Native Americans.  By at least 1745, he was the lessee at the post of the Missouri; that is, 
he and his partners were the exclusive traders of goods with the post as well as along the 
river the Grand Osages (Brown 2002:24-25).  There is no date for her inventory of goods; 
however, it included: a Spanish Crucible, two large earthen pots, ten earthenware 
bottles, and three pots in different shapes, an earthenware tankard, a coffee mill, 
seven large coffee cups, a salt cellar of faience, a faience pot, two silver candlesticks 
with snuffer, a dozen sets of silver tableware, a pair of silver shoe buckles, two mirrors, 
and six crystal goblets (Brown 2002:27). 
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Marie Catherine Baron was an Indian woman baptized in 1703 and married to 
Joseph Baron.  There is no indication of her place of birth.  Joseph was baptized in 1691 
in Bourcherville, Canada.  Joseph was the captain of the militia for St. Genevieve, and 
after Maries death in 1748, he remarried.  Her July 1748 inventory contained many 
diverse items relating to the hearth and table (Table 9) (Belting 2003:45, 100). 
Table 9.  Estate of the deceased Marie Catherine Baron (Kaskaskia Mss., Private Papers, 
V., in Belting 2003:45). 
14 napkins 6 crockery plates 
4 linen tablecloths, one of diaper linen, and two of  
Beaufort linen 1 small copper cauldron 
3 window curtains of brown linen 1 old pie dish, 1 small cauldron 
2 chests and 1 valise well bound and closed with a 
lock 
1 medium-sized frying pan, 1 grill, 1 fork to 
draw food from the pot 
2 caskets closed with locks and covered with red  
     copper 2 medium-sized pans 
3 calico window curtains 2 pails hooped with iron 
1 bed furnished with a straw mattress, a pillow, a 
bolster, a calico counterpane, a feather bed, a 
green wool blanket 
1 small cauldron 
1 cot 1 pothook with iron chain 
1 large framed mirror 1 old wardrobe 
1 hunting knife, 1 silver pistol 
6 plates and 1 dish, 6 spoons, 1 small bowl, 1 
covered bowl weighing about 11 pounds, 6 
forks 
1 small cupboard with 6 wine bottles 1 frying pan 
1 old chest closed with a lock 2 medium-sized pans and 1 small pan 
2 silver goblets 1 silver goblet 
2 crystal goblets 1 small pan of yellow copper, 1 pail 
1 bullet mold 8 napkins, 1 tablecloth of Beaufort linen 
1 armchair 2 caskets covered with red copper 
1 square table with drawers 1 small framed mirror 
20 plates, 1 large dish, 1 small dish, 1 pot 1 cauldron holding about 40 pots 
14 iron forks,. . (?) . . dozen iron forks and dinner 
knives  
 
The Widow Elizabeth Pascal-Marin and François Goudeau lived in New 
Orleans at what is now known as Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51).  The documents 
record Elizabeth Pascal, before she was a widow to Jean Pascal, living at the corner of 
Dumaine and Royal as early as 1728.   Her husband Jean was killed in the Natchez 
massacre in 1729.  By 1731, she had married François Marin, another trader who was 
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listed as “captain” in a document giving her power of attorney to collect debts.  By 1741, 
they are listed as innkeepers, and by 1744 François Marin died.  In her will of 1769, she 
remarks that at the time of Pascal’s death “we did not have any goods, that afterwards I 
made a second marriage with Don Francisco Marin…and with this I gained the goods 
that I have today” (Dawdy 1998:33).   
In 1739, the Widow Pascal-Marin arranged a marriage for her daughter to 
François Goudeau, Chief Surgeon at the Post of Natchitoches in 1739 and native of La 
Rochelle, France (Dawdy 1998:34).  Shortly after the wedding, Goudeau made a transfer 
to New Orleans, while remaining the King’s Surgeon.  It is likely that he practiced on the 
Madame John’s Legacy property, as it was rented for the same purpose after his death 
(LSM# 91338, Deverges 1769).  While we do not have the Widow Pascal-Marin’s 
probate inventory, we have the inventory of her son-in-law, François Godeau (Table 10).  
This inventory was taken in the year 1759.  It is likely that Godeau, his wife Marie 
Pascal, their son, and her mother, the Widow Pascal-Marin, lived in a house together with 
an enslaved African girl, a “Negress,” named Rose.  The succession inventory lists five 
beds, all of which seemed to be in use prior to the death of Godeau.  The inventory paints 
a picture of the mode of life to which the widow Pascal-Marin was accustomed: card 
games, tea and coffee consumption, frame photos and a mirror.  This inventory reflects a 
relatively high status middle class individual, and demonstrates how individuals in the 
18th century were striving to better themselves.   
In the middle class probate inventories we see references to silver.  The wife of 
Desressiex had a dozen sets of silver tableware and silver candle sticks, Marie Catherine 
Baron had 3 silver goblets, and François Godeau had silver-plated fireplace irons.  We 
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also see reference to crystal goblets.  The wife of Desressiex had six crystal goblets; 
Marie Catherine Baron had two crystal goblets; whereas, François Godeau had no crystal 
reported.  We also see crystal glasses mentioned in a list of goods being sold by a French 
Table 10.  Estate of the deceased François Goudeau (LSM #57048). 
First in a hall on entering into the house is found a pair 
of fire irons, shovel and tongs in silver plated 
copper........................................................................60 
Item two cadrille boxes trimmed with gold breasts 
(?)……….…………...……………………..………..15 
Item, a chimney pier glass two feet long, in glass by one 
foot high………………………..…..……………….60 
Item-Have entered into a side chamber in which is found 
two chimney plaques ……………………………….20 
Item two coffee pots, one tea pot, one pot, six coffee 
cups and their saucers of black earth glazed and 
gilded…………………………………………..……30 
Item one pair of fire irons ……………………………..15 
Item a sofa covered with embroidered cotton of walnut 
wood…………………………………………..…...150 
Item six coffee cups and their saucers of faience and 
two flower pots…………………………..………….10 
Item a large mirror with gilded frame, the glass of which 
is broken………………….........................................40 
Item a small bed of walnut wood, a small mattress, two 
bolsters covered with satin……....(omitted from copy) 
Item a chest of drawers in marquetry, its top of marble, 
trimmed in brass…………...…………………..…..300 
Item a tea service composed of its platter, eight cups, 
and eight saucers of porcelain, a tea pot, a large 
bowl and a plate…………………………….………50 
Item a tea service of ten covered cups and saucers of 
porcelain, two sugar bowls and two fruit dishes..100 
Item a chest of drawers of walnut wood trimmed in brass 
in which are the clothes of the children…………....120 
Item seven ordinary pictures in gilded frames…….....100 
Item a bed stead of cypress, a (unclear), a mattress, a 
feather bed, a pair of sheets, a wool cover, a bolster, 
quilt, back tester and a good (unclear) of embroidered 
cotton and a mosquito bar of silk………………….250 
Item twelve chairs and two armchairs of walnut wood 
with straw bottoms………………………………….50 
Item a bed stead of mahogany, a spring, a feather bed, a 
mattress, a bolster, a pair of sheets, a wool cover, a  
quilt , back tester and good (unclear) of embroidered 
cotton and a mosquito bar of silk for the use of the 
widow………………...………..here for memorandum 
Item a bedstead of walnut wood, a mattress and bolster 
covered with embroidered cotton……………….....100 
Item a table for cadrille with deer feet of walnut 
wood………………………………….……………..25 
Item a bedstead of walnut wood, a mattress and bolster 
covered with embroidered cotton …………………100 
Item an armoire of walnut wood closed with a key and 
with two doors in which there is only the clothing for 
the use of the widow and her children…………...…100 
Item a table for cadrille and one for piquet of walnut 
wood with deer feet covered with green cloth ……..50 
Item a portier of cotton and two window curtains of line 
with their curtain rods……………………...……….40 
Item a small work table of walnut wood with deer 
feet……………………………...………………..17,10 
Item eighteen pieces of painted linen serving as 
tapestries, very old……………………………….….60 
Item three Indian portiers and three window curtains 
with their curtain rods……………………...………100 
A Negress named Rose aged around twenty 
years……………………………..………………...1800 
*Note: these numbers are the estimated value of items in Livres and Sous at the time of 
the inventory. 
trader in the vicinity of Los Adaes, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana.  He was carrying 48 
glasses in 1742, when all of his goods were confiscated by Spanish authorities (Avery 
1997:71).  These items were likely available through traders/voyagers at a reasonable 
mark-up, but apparently were quite common in Louisiana. 
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In these middle class records, we see faience or tin-enameled wares, referenced 
for the first time.  The wife of Desressiex had, at the time of her death, a faience 
saltcellar, a faience pot, as well as earthenware bottles, pots, and a tankard.  She also had 
seven large coffee cups of an unknown material.  Coffee and teacups are almost always 
earthenware, either low-fired with a glaze or tin-enamel, or high-fired, depending upon 
the clays used, stoneware or porcelain.  François Godeau’s inventory specifically 
illustrates this point.  He had various coffee and tea services, specifically: two coffee 
pots, one tea pot, six coffee cups and their saucers of black earth, glazed and gilded; six 
coffee cups and their saucers of faience; and two tea services with eighteen tea cups, ten 
with covers, all with saucers and all of porcelain.  Marie Catherine Baron had, in 1749, 
no direct mention of faience but twenty-six plates, two dishes—one large and one 
small—and one pot, all of unknown material, as well as six crockery plates.   
In the middle class, we do not see the reliance on pewter as the primary vessel 
material.  Faience and earthenware, while they may not be the most common wares, were 
present in all of the households.  We also see an emphasis on coffee, and in New Orleans 
tea, consumption.  Again we see the use of copper, iron, or brass, for cauldrons or large 
cooking pots. 
Lower Class 
Voyager/trader Andre Chaverneau died in the vicinity of Ft. Chartres in the 
Illinois country.  Some items in his inventory were: two pair of breeches, three shirts, a 
napkin, a cap, two pairs of wool stockings, an aune (1.18m) of black ribbon, a pair of 
shoes, and a coat of double serge.  He also had a framed mirror, a rosary with a crucifix, 
and two buckles and five buttons of silver.  There was a bottle case for four bottles, a 
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large lamp, a wooden plate, and 121 livers in gold and silver, and 1487 livres of wheat 
(Brown 2002:26).   
Voyager/trader Antoine de Tonty died at Fort Charters in 1737.  He had been at 
this trade for 15 to 20 years.  His home was twenty by fifteen feet in size with a straw 
roof in poor condition.  Some items in his inventory were: a used half-beaver hat trimmed 
with silver, an old suite and coat of coffee-colored woolen broadcloth, an old suit and 
coat of gray woolen broadcloth, an old suit, coat and breeches of camleteen.  He also 
owned two old guns, andirons, a spit, two candlesticks (of unreported material), candle 
snuffers, two poor pewter salt cellars, eighteen pewter plates, and two platters.  The 
18 pewter plates and two platters were valued at 46 livres when sold to Madame St. 
Ange.  His estate’s total value was 1070 liveres and 10 sols (Brown 2002:27, 31-32). 
As expected, Chaverneau’s tableware, a wooden platter, clearly reflects less 
expenditure on this necessity.  However, Tonti’s ownership of eighteen pewter plates and 
two platters, in addition to two pewter salt cellars, is puzzling.  It is possible that he kept 
them back from, or accepted them as a portion of one of, his service contracts.  It is clear 
from a portion of the records preserved concerning the colony that pewter was secured in 
bulk for supply and trade.  For example, on June 5, 1732, François de Beauharnois 
adjudicated bids for supply of ammunitions and merchandise needed for the colony of 
Louisiana.  The contracts were “awarded to the lowest bidders and those who would best 
meet the King’s terms” (Brain 1979:296).  These goods were to be delivered to the 
colony in the year 1733.  This same procedure took place again on August 3, 1734, for 
the supply on the colonies by the 15th of September of the same year.  In 1732, “500 iron 
cooking pots to contain each 3 to 4 ‘pots’ [or 63.4 oz or approximately ½ us gallon]” 
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were ordered (Brain 1979:297).  M. Hebre the younger gained the contract.  The iron 
cooking pots were to cost the crown 4 livers fourteen sols apiece.  In 1734, Beauharnois 
solicited a bid for: “100 pewter porringers, 50 pewter pots, [and] 60 chamber pots id. 
[meaning also pewter]” (Brain 1979:299).  The contract was awarded to Sier Cochinard 
at thirty sols per lb.  Regardless of how Tonty obtained the pewter, it is likely that neither 
they, nor Chaverneau’s wooden platter, would have made it into the archaeological 
record.  In the end, the absence of the above-noted items would be accounted for by 
taking the entirety of the household goods into account and an apt characterization of 
socioeconomic status or class could be made. 
Trends in the Documentary Record 
In conclusion, little has been done to explore the reflection of social status in 18th 
century Louisiana.  Material remains, as recorded in censuses and succession records, 
provide a glimpse of social differentiation.  I am examining the sociotecnic dimensions of 
a particular category of material remains: tin-enameled wares.  The differential 
distribution of this particular ware should be a reflection of a person’s socioeconomic 
status, a clue to consumer choice that bridges social constructions of the past with 
materiality.  Probate inventories provide a glimpse of the material goods reflected by the 
archaeological record.  The upper socioeconomic class individuals seem to rely on pewter 
as the primary ware for serving vessels, whereas the middle and lower classes have fewer 
or different kinds of wares on their shelves.  From these brief examples, faience seems 
restricted to the middle class consumer of the 18th century.  Assess these implications in 
the archaeological record, it is necessary to approach the classification of tin-enameled 
wares in a systematic yet comprehensive manner.  This will be the focus of Chapter 3.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
FAIENCE: 
ORIGIN, MANUFACTURE, FORMS, DECORATIONS, AND CLASSIFICATIONS 
 
 
 Because French tin-enameled wares, or faience, are in large part little understood 
in comparison to English creamwares, pearlwares, and whitewares, discussion of the 
historical origins, the production techniques, the decorative traditions, and the forms of 
this ceramic type is warranted before proposing my classificatory scheme.   
First let me present a broad definition.  French, tin-enameled earthenwares have a 
semi-refined earthenware body that ranges from pale brown to buff to pink to red, 
depending upon the clay source used.  The porous clay body is covered by an opaque 
white enamel making it useful to hold liquids and other foodstuffs.  The descriptor tin 
enamel, rather than glaze, more accurately describes the opaque coating, distinguishing it 
from a transparent or translucent glaze (Barber 1907:5; Yakubik 1990:263).  The enamel 
is composed of “silica, calcined lead, and tin oxide, which are ground to a powder and 
suspended in water” (Yakubik 1990:263).  These ingredients are mixed together and 
heated, causing them to fuse, then the biscuit ceramic is either dipped in the enamel, 
covering the interior and the exterior of the vessel, or the enamel is poured or ladled onto 
the interior of the vessel and the exterior is covered with a brown lead glaze, containing 
manganese oxide (Genêt 1996: 13) or “powdered fusible brick” (Bronginart 1854, II: 24-
25 in Blanchet 1981) a coloring agent.  Once the enamel dries to room temperature, the 
potter applies his decoration either by hand or by poncis, a tracing that serves to transfer 
the design to the piece being decorated.  Then the vessel is fired. 
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Origin of Faience  
By the first millennium B.C., the Egyptians had produced tin-enameled 
earthenware.  However, this technique was lost until the ninth century, at which time 
Mesopotamian potters rediscovered the technique. They transmitted the production 
method to Islamic potters, who in turn spread this knowledge to Moorish Spain in the 10th 
century.  In Spain, tin-enameling was widely employed by potters from Malaga and 
Valencia who manufactured lustrous Hispano-Moorish pottery (Genêt  1996:5).  During 
the 14th and 15th centuries, tin-enameled wares were elaborate and often completely 
decorated as seen in Figure 6. One of the early, prosperous Spanish centers of tin-
enameled earthenware production was the island of Majorca; subsequently, it lent its 
name to the ware called, alternatively, maioloica or majolica (Barber 1907:6; 
Yakubik1990: 264).   
Figure 6.  Hispano-Moorish tin-enameled wares, Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
Photograph by author. 
From this entrépo, the production of tin-enameled ware spread to Italy, where 
Luca della Robbia is the earliest recorded producer of tin-enameled wares in 1483 
(Barber 1907:6).  Itinerant potters were also manufacturing tin-enameled wares of 
Moorish inspiration in the town of Orvieto, Italy, during the Middle Ages.  During the 
Renaissance, Italian potters began to produce a very white majolica decorated by brilliant 
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colors in their own style, while still conserving influences of classical designs from the 
Middle Ages and from the Far East (Genêt  1996:5).   
Of the Italian towns producing majolica, Faenza holds the place of greatest 
significance, because it is generally accepted that from this center came the origins of 
French faience.  However, Furnival (1904) attributes the importation of the tin-enameling 
technique, with regards to decorative tiles, to Firenze.  “[I]ts beginning…may be 
attributed to Girolamo della Robbia of Firenze, the youngest son of Andrea della Robbia” 
(Furnival 1904:167).  Girolamo della Robbia was born in 1488 and reportedly 
immigrated to Paris in 1527, where King Francis I employed him to produce faience tiles.  
According to Furnival, two other manufactories, Abaquesne at Rouen, and Bernard 
Palissy at Saintes, began producing faience contemporaneously and independently of 
Girolamo della Robbia.  So, by 1542, manufactories of enameled tiles, strongly 
influenced by Italian traditions, were operating in Rouen, Paris, and Saintes (Furnival 
1904: 168). 
Throughout the 16th century, itinerant potters of Italian and Spanish origins spread 
the art of majolica across Europe.  They also emigrated to the Low Country 
(Netherlands), principally to Flanders, where the tin-enameled product became known as 
Delft.  From the Low Country, they spread across the North Sea, transmitting their 
technique to English potters, whose products have been given the term delftware.  All of 
the counties producing tin-enameled wares were affected by the Dutch East India 
Company’s importation of Chinese porcelain.  Faience and other tin-enameled wares’ 
decorations are ultimately derived from those of Chinese porcelain.   
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Faience was extensively manufactured throughout France from the early 
seventeenth century to the early nineteenth century.  The rise of French faience 
production can be tied to various edits somptuaire in 1689, 1699, and 1709 (Blanchette 
1981:23).  These required the nobles and wealthy bourgeoisie, whose meal services 
consisted of gold and silver cutlery and dishes, to melt them down “for the good of the 
state.”  These edicts were necessary because King Louis XIV’s extensive military 
engagements and lavish decorative tastes had depleted the French treasury.  Faience, a 
natively produced ware with no transformable value like gold and silver, filled the 
resultant table service vacuum (Stiles 1940: 76; Mali 1990: 2).  In 1709, King Louis XVI, 
sent his gold and silver to the mint to be struck into coins.  This maneuver had the effect 
of elevating faience to courts’ tables.  “Saint-Simon in his Memoires relates how within a 
week all the leaders of society had equipped their tables with faience, exhausted the 
retailers’ stocks, and sent prices soaring” (Lane 1970: 16).  By the early eighteenth 
century, faienciers were assured a market. 
Brain (1979:39) notes that the larger factories produced both elaborate wares for 
the consumption of the elite and plain wares to tap into the middle and lower class 
markets, this division is also followed by Genêt (1996).  Examination of the 
manufacturing process provides an understanding of the variety of vessel forms and 
decoration.  It also provides the basic framework from which I formed my ideas about 
classifying faience.  
Manufacture of Faience 
The first step in the production of faience was the preparation of the clays.  The 
principal treatments were le lavage (washing), le pourrissage (weathering), and le 
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marchage* or wedging.  Engravings of these processes are included in the Encyclopedia 
(Diderot and D’Alembert 1969):  le lavage and le pourrissage are reproduced here in 
Figure 7, c and d, and le marchage can be seen in Figure 8,b. 
Figure 7.  Clay pits at a faience factory (Diterot and D’Alembert 1969: Plate I). 
 
The clay and the calcareous marl (crumbly soil consisting of clay, sand, and calcium 
carbonate) were subjected to these treatments in order to whiten and purify the paste.  
The lavage and pourrissage process could last up to several years, whereas the marchage 
process took less time and was conducted in the faience factory just prior to the creation 
of the vessels (Figure 8, b).   
                                                 
*Marchage-trampling the paste underfoot to give it the necessary consistency for use. 
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Figure 8.  Mixing the clays prior to manufacture (le marchage) (detail of Diderot and 
D’Alembert 1969: Plate II). 
Sometimes the clays were not consolidated fully, as in a sherd of Provence Blue 
on White, rim J, presented in Olin et al. (2002: 86).  This sherd had two distinct color 
clays in the fabric of the vessel.  To determine if these were in fact two different clays, or 
just discoloration due to firing, the chemical components were characterized.  The test 
results indicated that the clay was from two distinct groups, both of which describe clay 
of Faience Blanche vessels (FBL 1 and FBL2; Olin et al. 2002:87-88).   
After le marchage, which incorporated the plastic clay with various, generally 
aplastic, marl components, the clay was made into balls or loaves to be used as needed 
(Blanchette 1981:34).  The potter would then form the body of the vessel through 
throwing, jiggering, or stamping. Jiggering consisted of using a pre-made form to 
complete the shaping of the vessel (Figure 10).  Hollowwares (see the discussion below 
for specific forms) were generally thrown, then finished by jiggering.  Flatwares were 
molded, jiggered, and sometimes stamped.  There were also various designs, such as the 
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fleur-de-lys, which was stamped onto pâtés, tureens, and other vessel forms.  There is 
debate over whether some of the hollowwares were molded/cast (Genêt 1996:6) possibly 
indicating slip casting, or if they were simplify thrown, jiggered, and “molded.”  
Blanchette, based on Brongniart (1854, I:149), indicates that slip casting was not done 
because the salts or phosphates in the clays would form an “impermeable coat that stops 
absorption” (1981:34).   
Additional evidence for the position that faience vessels were not slip cast is 
provided in the Encyclopedia; that is, Diderot does not present us with representations of 
casting equipment or stations.  However, he does provide us with glimpses of two 
different kinds of workstations: a turning wheel and a jig wheel (Figure 10: Fig. 99 A-F 
and Fig. 94 A-L, respectively).  The results of these processes can be seen on the body of 
the ceramic where the enamel has flaked-off or exfoliated and exposed striations on 
sherds (Figure 9).  This type of process is more apparent on vessels which could be  
Figure 9.  Faience blanche vessel sherds from the American Cemetery Site (16NA67). 
Photograph by David Morgan. 
described as faience blanche; but it also happens on the interior of faience brune vessels.  
Furthermore, it is apparent from the profile of their vessel walls that many of the 
hollowware vessels were wheel or engine turned from the profile of their vessel walls.   
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Figure 10.  Examples of the turning and jiggering stations (Diterot and D’Alembert 1969: 
Plate VI). 
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Diterot also illustrated a few of the stamps, or plate and platter pattern molds 
(Figure 11: Fig. 119-122).  These were used on the turned flatware vessels.  A worker 
could place the vessel inside the patterns as seen in Figure 11: d, and trim the edges and 
press the clay into the mould producing the irregular edge or octagonal plate and platter 
forms collected from archaeological sites. 
Figure 11.  Faience mould patterns and potter at work (composite of Diderot and 
D’Alembert 1969: Plates II and VII). 
 
When the potters had shaped/formed enough green or dried wares, they were 
stacked in a kiln and subjected to a firing know as feu de dégourdi or the fire of warming.  
This firing was in the range of 1000o C (Després 1976; Brongniart says inferior to 1000o 
C, in Blanchette 1981:34).  This firing created a hard ceramic, which was called a 
biscuit—a ceramic that has been subjected to firing, but which is neither enameled nor 
decorated. 
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After a vessel reached this stage in the process, it was then enameled and 
decorated.  The enameling process takes two different paths based on whether the 
ceramic is destined to be a brown tin-enameled vessel, faience brune, or a white tin-
enameled vessel, faience blanche. 
For white tin-enameled wares, regardless of the country of origin (Goggin 1968:3-
5), the entire vessel was dipped into the enamel, covering it entirely.  In the case of 
vessels destined to become tin-enameled on the interior and brown lead glazed on the 
exterior, or brown faience (faience brune), the exterior of the vessel is dipped into lead 
glaze tinted with manganese or red brick dust to deepen the brown.  “The brown lead 
glaze is composed, according to the studies of Brongniart on the brown faience from 
Paris, of minimum or lead oxide (52-53%), manganese (5-7%), and powdered fusible 
brick (41-42%) (Brogniart 1854, II:24-25)” (Blanchette 1981:35).  Then the white tin 
enamel was ladled or poured onto the interior of the vessel and spread by hand or by 
spinning the vessel.  This interior enamel often overtops the exterior of the vessel (see 
Figure 13, b).    
Once the enamel and/or glaze dried to room temperature, the potter applied his 
decoration either by hand or by pouncing pattern or poncis—a tracing which served to 
transfer the design to the piece being decorated.  The outlines of the design were traced 
on a leaf of paper perforated by several pinholes.  The paper was then applied to the piece 
being decorated, and then it was rubbed with a powdered color (Genêt 1996: 92).  This 
acted much like a stencil, which could be used on many different vessels, one-after-
another.  Goggin (1968:4) describes this process being used in Puebla or Triana for tile 
manufacture and implies that it was used on the vessels of the 18th century.  In the French 
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manufacture, the designs placed on ceramics by poncis were outlined by hand in many 
cases producing designs known alternatively as: en camieu, lined-blue faience, or St. 
Cloud Polychrome.  En camieu specifically refers to a darker application of the same 
pigments, whereas Yakubik’s (1990) description of lined blue faience and Walthall’s 
(1991a), and Waselkov and Walthall’s (2002) typological description of Normandy Blue-
on-White variety St. Cloud, St. Cloud Polychrome, and Rouen Polychrome is inclusive of 
outlining in various colors such as blue, black, or purple. 
After the vessels were decorated, they were fired in a kiln at temperatures 
between 750o and 1000o C (Blanchet [1981:35] says between 920o and 1000o C; Genêt 
[1996:6] says between 750o and 900o C; Yakubik [1990:264] says 900o C).  The 
important aspect of this process was to bring the temperature of the vessel and the 
enamel, which is not very fluid during firing, to temperatures just above that reached in 
the feu de dégourdi in order to fuse the enamel to the body of the ceramic.  If this were 
not done fully, the two substances, the enamel and the ceramic, would expand and 
contract at two different rates during use causing the enamel to exfoliate or spall.   
During the biscuit firing and this second firing, the pieces were “encased, that is to say, 
placed in some cases of pottery in the form of a cylinder, called cassettes—built of 
refractory earth which serv[ed] to contain the pieces before being put in the fire [kiln]” 
(Genêt 1996:6).  These cassettes are often referred to as saggers in British pottery 
traditions.  Multiple plates or dishes were placed in the same cylinder and each object 
was supported by three pins called pernettes (Figure 12:Fig. 143, also they can be seen 
sticking out of the saggers in Figure 12:Fig. 136-139); they are earthenware, triangular in 
cross-section, and tapering away from the base.  Majolica production used similar  
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 Figure 8:  Kiln and Kiln Furniture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12.  Kilns and kiln furniture (Diterot and D’Alembert 1969). 
This is a composite of Diterot’s Plates VIII and IX. 
 
Plate VIII is to the right: 
Fig. 132-133 shelves for cassettes or saggers 
Fig. 134-139 cassettes with vessels inside 
 
Plate IX is to the left 
It shows the kiln in the process of firing.  There are 
cassettes and échappade (stilts) holding ceramics.  It also 
shows a floor plan for the kiln below, one plan is at the base 
(Fig. 150) and the other is at the firing floor (151).   
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manufacturing processes, as described in Goggin (1968:5) and Fairbanks (1972:164, 
Figure 7); however, in addition to pernettes or sagger pins, majolica potters also used 
trivets as kiln furniture.  Traces of the pernettes are visible on the back (reverse side) of 
plates or dishes from the collections (see Figure 13), and give us a glimpse of the 
manufacturing process as did the striations illustrated above in Figure 9.   
          
Figure 13.  Evidence of kiln furniture on archaeological samples. Both sherds are from 
Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51).  (a) is a Decorated, Polychrome, plate in 
the style of Moustier, with a butterfly grotesque, and (b) is a Decorated, 
Polychrome, plate or platter in the style of Rouen, with Rim type G. 
 
The manufacturing process, as described above, provides explanation for several 
of the things that are observed on archaeological specimens.  Also, an understanding of 
the pottery manufacturing process provides the researcher with perspective on the 
ceramics found in New France and Louisiana.  All of the vessels were handmade in 
factories; individuals used limited technology such as jigs and pottery wheels to produce 
hundreds of thousands of vessels which found their way to the New World.  It is also 
important to note that the division between brown and white faience, Faience brune and 
blanche, is more than an archaeological convention.  It was a conscious step through the 
entire production process.   
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Forms of Faience 
 While the primary purpose of this thesis is to examine the distribution of 
decorative designs as they may be tied to socioeconomic class through the theoretical 
framework of consumer choice, it is important to examine the universe of vessel forms.  
Probable use, tied to form and decoration, reflects class status with regard to the 
consumption of coffee, chocolate, tea, and the elaborate presentation of food at the table.  
Decoration may also be tied to vessel form.  Therefore, we must ask the question: what 
vessel forms were produced in the 18th century and what vessel forms are present in 
archaeological collections in New France and Louisiana?   
When describing vessel forms, two approaches are generally taken.  In the first, 
archaeologists use terms and conventions for vessel forms currently in use and apply 
them to the description of the material assemblage (Wathall 1991a; Yakubik 1990).  In 
the second, archaeologists and art historians apply historically contemporary descriptions 
to the vessel forms; these are often derived from encyclopedias of the period (Didterot 
and D’Alembert 1969 [1751-1772]; or Brongniart [1854] and Furetiére [1690], in 
Blanchette 1981).  With regard to my thesis, and because I am interested in use, a hybrid 
of the vessel form nomenclature will be used. 
Of primary importance is the linking of the signifier and the signified; a 
researcher must know what is meant by the text in a visual and physical form.  To 
achieve this understanding, I will give the reader the term that I will be using and link 
them to published sources namely: Genêt (1996), Diderot and D’Alembert (1969), 
Yakubik (1990), Brain (1979) and Blanchette (1981) (Tables 11 & 12). Then, in order to 
make the description meaningful, I present an image of the signified.  Figures presented 
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here come from Diderot’s L’Encyclopedia, line drawings from published archaeological 
reports and from my research, and photographs which clearly define the shape.  In some 
cases, I direct the reader to plates or figures in published works. 
 Barber (1907:23) describes the principal forms of French faience to be: plates, 
platters, plateaux, tureens, pilgrim bottles, ewers, statuettes, trays, jardinieres, sugar 
sifters, barber’s basins, clock cases, vases and various pieces of table services.”  In 
addition to Barber’s vessel forms, Noel Hume mentions “tubular handled pipkins, pans, 
saucers, and strap handled storage jars” (1972:142).  Genêt (1996:39-51) names and 
describes 32 vessel forms and illustrates them in various plates.  Blanchette (1981) names 
and describes 14 different vessel forms divided into two different categories.  Walthall 
(1991a) names seven different vessel forms.  Diderot and D’Alembert present 75 figures 
in four plates, each individually described.  In order to grapple with the diversity of the 
vessel forms, I discuss them in terms of technomic functions, flatwares and hollowwares.   
Flatware Vessels 
In the 18th century, there were various types of flatware (Table 11 and Figures 14-
19); these ranged from small saucers (soucoupe)—which are emically considered to be 
paired with drinking cups or tasse—to plates  (assiettes) to large platters (plats).  Many of 
the plates and platters are quite deep and may be considered soup plates, but for the 
purposes of this discussion they will be considered in the flatware category.  Saucers are 
always described as round, but plates and platters seem to take various forms.  Diderot 
and D’Alembert describe plates as “une assiette simple and blanche, une assiette á 
cordon, or une assiette guillochée” (a plate simple and white, a plate with a ribbon—
assumed to be a single ribbon of color and a plate with ornament or decoration).   
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Table 11.  Flatware vessels. 
             Publication 
 
Vessel Form 
Genêt  (1996) Diderot & D’Alembert  (1969)  Yakubik (1990) Brain (1979) Blanchette (1981) 
Saucer 
  (Figure 14) 
Soucoupe 
(P. 49 & Pl. 50, 
51) 
Soucoupe with a tasse à 
caffé 
(pl. II, fig. 25B, 26B) 
Saucer 
(no figures) N/A 
Saucers 
(no figure) 
Plate 
   
Assiettes plates
(p. 39 & pl. 2-9)       
Assiette simple  & 
blanche 
(pl. III, fig. 36) 
--round 
  (Figures 15 &16) À contour 
simple 
(p. 40 & pl. 2-6) Assiette a cordon 
(pl. III, fig. 37) 
Plates 
(fig. 28, 34) 
Plate 
(p.37, C43, and p. 42, 
C44) Brain describes 
this as an assiettes 
creuses, but it appears to 
fit into the round plate 
category. 
Plate 
(p.62, fig. 7, A-C)
--scalloped 
  (Figures 17 & 18) 
À contour 
ondulé 
(p. 40 & pl. 7,8) 
Une Assiete guillochée 
(pl. III, fig. 38) Plates N/A N/A 
--deep 
  (Figure 16) 
Assiette creuse 
(p. 41 & pl. 2f) N/A Plates N/A N/A 
Un Plat rond festonné and 
Un Plat rond guilloche 
(pl. III, fig. 39, 40 respectively) 
Un Plat quarré guilloché 
and Un plat quarré simple 
(pl. III, fig. 41,42 respectively) 
Platter 
  (Figure 20) 
Plats 
(p. 45 & pl. 26-
32) 
Un plat ovale guilloche 
and Un plat ovale simple 
(pl. III, fig. 43, 44 respectively) 
Platters 
(no figures) N/A 
Platters 
(p. 62, fig 7,D & 
E) 
Platteaux 
  (Figure 14) 
Plateaux 
(p. 46 & pl. 33)  N/A N/A N/A 
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Figure 14.  Saucers and plateaux.  (a-b) examples of saucers from Diderot and 
D’Alembert (1969). (c) example of a plateaux from Genêt (1996). 
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Figure 15.  Plates, round or simple. (a) round or simple plates from Diderot and 
D’Alembert (1969), note the decoration on the interior of Fig 37; (b: a-e) 
round or simple plates from Genêt (1996). 
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Figure 16.  Plates, round or simple and deep or creuse.  (a) simple or round plate from 
Brain (1979), this is very similar to b(a) Figure 18; (b) deep plate from Genêt 
(1996). 
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Figure 17.  Plates, scalloped.  (a) scalloped plate from Diderot and D’Alembert (1969); 
(b: a-f) scalloped plates from Genêt (1996).   
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Figure 18.  Plates, scalloped.  (a-c) scalloped plates from sites in this study –a and b from 
16OR209; c from 16OR51. Drawn by Author.   
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Figure 19.  Platters from Diderot and D’Alembert (1969).   
Genêt describes plates as contour simple or round, contour ondulé (wavy, corrugated, or 
undulating), or creuse (deep).  As far as platters, Diderot and D’Alembert provide three 
categories: plat rond, plat quarré, ou plat ovale (round, square, or oval).  These were 
produced with simple or plain brims as well as scalloped.  Genêt has one category for 
platters entitled plats, wherein she states that platters come in round and oval shapes with 
smooth and scalloped brims.   
I include Genêt’s plateaux in the flatware category.  A plateaux has a flat 
horizontal circular surface (very plate-like) mounted on a tubular pedestal which is 
everted at the base to support the weight of the upper surface which is approximately two 
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times larger than the base (Genêt  1996:160-161, plate 33); this could be described as a 
cake plate using modern terminology (Figure 14c). 
It should be noted that French plates and platters do not have foot rings on either 
the plate or platter form.  This is in contrast to Spanish flatwares, which clearly have foot 
rings (Deagan 1987:27).  As Genêt indicates, this means plate C-95 from the “Tunica 
Treasure” (Brain 1979:37) is a Spanish piece of tin-enameled ware.  The soucoup, or 
saucer form, as represented in Genêt (Pl. 50 &51), however has foot rings, therefore the 
researcher must be careful when examining small diameter tin-enameled vessels.   
Hollowware Vessels or creux 
In the 18th century there were various types of hollowware (Table 12 and Figures 
20-36).  Because there are so many hollowware vessels, I have divided them into seven 
different categories: bowls, cooking and serving dishes, drinking/eating vessels, 
tableware, pots/pitchers, storage pots, working pots, and other hollowware forms (Table 
12).  These categories are for organizational purposes; they do not strictly relate to use in 
the 18th century.  For greater detail on alimentary practices see Blanchette (1981), or the 
period encyclopedias mentioned above.  The correspondences between the various 
signifiers are presented in Table 12.  The figure numbers for the images presented here 
are noted in the left hand column below the name I use for the vessel form (Table 12).  If 
this is a plate reproduced from Diderot and D’Alembert (1969), refer to that column in 
the table to find the specific vessel. 
These, like the flatware discussed above, are presented so the reader has a firm 
grasp of the vessel forms discussed in the comparisons in Chapter 6.  There is overlap 
between the categories—for example, cruets can be classified as tablewares and 
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pitchers/pots—but this is rare.  The Bowl category is just that, there are three divisions in 
this category describing small, large, and special purpose bowls—many of which could 
be used for diverse purposes.  The Cooking and Serving Dish category contains vessel 
forms such as soup tureens, pates, cooking pots, and saucepans.  All of these were made 
of earthenware and used in the preparation, cooking, and presentation of food.  The 
drinking/eating vessel category encompasses vessel forms such as ecuelles, which have 
been described alternatively as wine tasters or vessels for liquid foods; it also includes 
cups or mugs (tasses), which were used to hold warm liquids such as coffee, tea, or 
heated liquor drinks.  Coffee and tea were relatively new drinks to the French during the 
18th century, but seem to have been readily embraced by the presence of coffee and tea 
pots in both New France and Louisiana.  The Tableware category encompasses vessel 
forms that are represented primarily by Diderot and D’Alembert (1969) in their 
Encyclopedia, but are present in collections from New France reported by Nicole Genêt 
(1996) at Place Royale.  The Pots/Pitchers category encompasses ewers, small bottles, 
cruets, pitchers for room temperature liquids, and pitchers for hot liquids, medicine pots, 
and saddle bottles.  Because pitchers could be used for many types of liquid, sometimes 
the shape is reflective of use, other times production was the distinctive characteristic 
(faience blanche was used for room temperature liquids; whereas, faience brune was 
employed for heated liquids).  The storage pot category was used to describe both jars 
and pots which were used for the longer term storage of jellies, salted or pickled foods, 
ointments, salves, unguents, or rouge, and, of course, tobacco.  By examining Genêt 
(1996: Plate 38 and 40) the difference is clear.  The definition is based on the relationship  
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Table 12.  Hollowware vessels. 
               Publication 
Vessel Form Genêt  (1996) Diderot & D’Alembert  (1969) 
Yakubik 
(1990) Brain (1979) Blanchette (1981) 
Bowls      
Large Bowl or Pan 
  (Figure 22) 
Bassins 
(p. 39 & pl. 11) 
Un Saladier 
(p. III, fig. 47 & 48) 
Bowls 
(fig. 29) 
N/A Saladiers 
(p.60, fig. 5C) 
Barber’s Basin 
  (Figure 21) 
Bassins à barbe 
(p. 42 & pl. 12-13) 
Un plat dit basin-à-barbe 
(pl. II, fig. 35) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Small Bowl 
  (Figure 22 & 27) 
Jattes 
(p. 44 & pl. 23-25) 
Une jatte guillochée & simple 
(pl. III, fig. 45 & 46) 
Bowls 
(fig. 29) 
Bowl 
(p.38, C45) 
Bowls 
(p.60, fig 5A,B,D) 
Cooking and Serving 
Dishes 
     
Un potager avec anse 
(pl. II, fig. 33) 
Soup Tureens 
  (Figure 21, 22, & 
     25) 
Soupières 
(p. 50 & pl. 52f) 
Une soupiere 
(pl. III, fig 50, 52, 53, 54) 
Tureens 
(fig. 29) 
N/A N/A 
Pâtés 
Earthenware bowl 
for cooking/serving 
  (Figure 24 & 25) 
Moule á pâté 
(p. 51 & p. 60) 
Un pâté fait pour cuire des pâtés 
(pl. III, fig. 51) 
Pâté 
(no figure) 
N/A Pâtés 
(p. 61, fig. 6B &  
p. 120 fig 16A-D) 
Cooking Pot 
  (Figure 25) 
Soupières 
(p. 50 & pl. 52a-c) 
N/A N/A N/A Cooking pot-
Terrine 
(p. 61, fig. C) 
Saucepan or pan 
  (Figure 21) 
Casserole 
(p. 42 & pl 15) 
Un poëlon 
(pl. II, fig. 34) 
N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 12.  (continued). 
               Publication 
Vessel Form Genêt  (1996) Diderot & D’Alembert  (1969) 
Yakubik 
(1990) Brain (1979) Blanchette (1981) 
Drinking/Eating 
Vessels 
     
Écuelles or porringer 
  (Figure 22) 
Écuelles 
(p. 44 & pl 19) 
Une écuelle garnie de ses 
oreilles AA 
(pl. III, fig. 49) 
N/A N/A Portinger 
(p. 61, fig. 6A) 
Une tasse à caffé 
(pl. II, fig. 25 & 26) 
Cups or Mugs 
  (Figure 14) 
Tasses 
(p. 50 & pl. 53-59) 
Un jegneux 
(pl. II, fig. 16) 
Cups 
(no figure) 
N/A Globular cups 
(p. 59, fig. 4A,C) 
Straight-sided cup 
(p.59, fig. 4D) 
Tableware      
Sugar Dish 
  (Figure 21) 
N/A Un sucrier 
(pl. II, fig. 27 & 28) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Mustard Jar 
  (Figure 21 & 26) 
N/A Un moutardier 
(pl. II, fig. 29) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Sauce Dish 
  (Figure 21) 
N/A Uns sauciere 
(pl. II, fig. 32) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Saltcellar 
  (Figure 21) 
Saliére 
(p. 49 & pl. 63c) 
Un saliere ou poivriere a l’usage 
des tables, faite pour contient 
l’un & l’autre 
(pl. II, fig. 30) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Burette 
(p. 42 & pl. 63b) 
Cruet 
  (Figure 21) 
Huiller ou porte-
huiller 
(p. 43 & pl. 63a) 
Un huilier a l’usage des tables, 
compose d’une portehuilier A, & 
deu petites carafes BB, dont 
l’une contient l’huile & l’autret 
le vinaigre 
(pl. II, fig. 31) 
Pitcher Small Bottle-
Pitcher 
(p. 40, C-47)  
Brain describes 
this as a small 
cruet (huilier). 
N/A. 
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Table 12.  (continued). 
               Publication 
Vessel Form Genêt  (1996) Diderot D’Alembert  (1969) 
Yakubik 
(1990) Brain (1979) Blanchette (1981) 
Pots/Pitchers      
Ewer 
  (Figure 23) 
Aiguiè 
(p. 39 & pl. 1) 
Une burette trés-riche 
(pl. IV, fig. 74 without handle & 
75 with handle) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Small Bottle (flask) 
decanter 
Bouteille 
(p. 42 & pl. 45h) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Burette 
(p. 42 & pl. 63b) 
Cruet 
  (Figure 21) 
Huiller ou porte-
huiller 
(p. 43 & pl. 63a) 
Un huilier a l’usage des tables, 
compose d’une portehuilier A, & 
deu petites carafes BB, dont 
l’une contient l’huile & l’autret 
le vinaigre 
(pl. II, fig. 31) 
Pitcher 
(no figure) 
Small Bottle-
Pitcher 
(p. 40, C-47)  
Brain describes 
this as a small 
cruet (huilier). 
N/A 
Pots à bec verseur 
À anse et à pied 
évasé 
(p. 46 & pl. 34-36) 
 
Pot a l’eau 
(pl. I, fig. 1, 2, 3) 
 
Pitcher 
(no figure) 
Pitcher 
(p.38, C46 &p. 
43, CV-750) 
Pitcher 
(p. 59, fig. 4 f) 
 
Pitcher 
--cool or room 
temperature liquids 
  (Figure 20) 
  
Pots à bec verseur 
Tripode à long 
manche 
(p. 47 & pl. 36c) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
N/A Une Caffetiere brun 
(pl. I, fig. 4) 
N/A N/A N/A 
N/A Un marabout brun 
(pl. I, fig. 5) 
N/A N/A Small Chocolate 
Pot with tublar 
handle 
(p. 59, fig. 4 b) 
--hot liquids (coffee, 
chocolate, liquors)  
  (Figure 20 & 27a) 
N/A Un coquemart brun 
(pl. I, fig. 6) 
N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 12.  (continued). 
               Publication 
Vessel Form Genêt  (1996) Diderot & D’Alembert  (1969) 
Yakubik 
(1990) Brain (1979) Blanchette (1981) 
Pots/Pitchers (concluded)     
Une biberon 
(pl. I, fig. 8) 
Medicine Pots  
(poset pot) 
  (Figure 20) 
N/A 
Pot à oille 
(pl. I, fig. 9) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Saddle Bottle 
 
N/A N/A N/A Saddle Bottle 
(p40, C30 & p. 
41, C29, C4x) 
N/A 
Storage Pots      
Jars for pharmacy 
products 
Jarres ou pots de 
pharmacie 
(p. 44 & pl. 45 f & 
g) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Pots for ointments, 
salves, ungents, or 
rouge 
  (Figure 28) 
Pots à onguent 
(p. 47 & pl 45) 
Un pot à rouge, and des pots à 
pommades 
(pl. I, fig. 13, 14 & 15) 
Ointment Pot 
(no figure) 
Jar 
(p.35, C77) 
N/A 
Jars for conservation 
of foodstuffs 
Jarre pour la 
conservation 
(p. 44 & pl. 22) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Pots for conservation 
of foodstuffs 
  (Figure 20) 
Pots à conserve 
(p. 47 & pl. 38-40) 
Des pots à confitures 
(p. I, fig. 11 & 12) 
Pots a 
confiture 
Bowl 
(p.35, C28) 
N/A 
Tobacco Pot 
  (Figure 20) 
N/A Pot à tabac 
(pl I, fig. 10) 
N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 12.  (concluded). 
               Publication 
Vessel Form Genêt  (1996) Diderot & D’Alembert  (1969) 
Yakubik 
(1990) Brain (1979) Blanchette (1981) 
Working Pots      
Pots de chamber 
(p. 48 & pl. 41-42) 
Un pot de garde-robe, dit pot-de-
chambre 
(pl. II, figs. 18 & 19) 
N/A N/A N/A Chamber Pots 
  (Figure 21) 
Pot de commodité 
(p. 48 & pl. 43) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Other pots 
  (Figure 21) 
Autres pots 
(p. 48 & pl 46-49) 
ink pot and flower/shurb pot 
(pl. II, figs. 23 &24) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Large Pots for Waste 
  (Figure 21) 
N/A Seaux 
(pl. II, fig. 17, 20,21&22) 
N/A N/A N/A 
Other Hollowware 
Forms 
     
Covers or lids Couvercles 
(p. 43 & pl. 16-17) 
All are associated with their 
particular vessels. 
N/A N/A Pates lid 
(p. 120, fig. 16a) 
Holy Water Font Bénitier 
(p. 42 & pl. 14) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Decorative pots 
  (Figure 22) 
Pots décoratifs 
(p. 48 & p. 44) 
Various names 
(p. III, fig. 61-68) 
Vase N/A N/A 
Spittoon Crachoir 
(p. 44 & pl 18) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Water Fountain with 
decoration 
  (Figure 22 & 23) 
Fontaine d’applique 
(p. 44 & pl. 20-21) 
Une fontaine garnie des son 
couvercle A ,& de son robinet B, 
& cuvette 
(p. III, Fig. 56, 57, 58 & p. IV, 
fig 76 & 77) 
N/A N/A N/A 
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between the diameter and the height: for a vessel to be a jar, the height should be 
approximately twice the diameter; for a vessel to be a pot, the height should be 
approximately 1/3 the diameter.  Archaeologically, these two are indistinguishable unless 
a large portion of the vessel is recovered.  The Working Pots category describes vessel 
forms such as the chamber pot, and large pots having strap handles used for other types 
of waste.  Finally, the Other Hollowware Forms category is a catch-all category for rare 
vessels forms, or forms that do not readily fall into any of the other categories.  These 
include covers or lids for other vessels, holy water fonts, decorative pots, spittoons and 
water fountains.   
Figure 20.  Hollowares, various categories—Plate I, Figures 1-11 from Diderot 
D’Alembert  (1969). 
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Figure 21.  Hollowares, various categories—Plate II, Figures 16-35 from Diderot 
D’Alembert  (1969).
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Figure 22.  Hollowares, various categories—Plate III, Figures 45-60 from Diderot 
D’Alembert  (1969). 
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Figure 23.  Hollowwares, various categories—Plate IV, Figures 69-77 from Diderot 
D’Alembert  (1969). 
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Figure 24. Cooking and Serving Dishes category of hollowware, Pâté from 16OR51.  (a) 
left site is the bottom of the vessel, right side is the interior of the vessel.  (b) 
exterior.  This is a Seine Polychrome vessel with Rim G-type decoration 
around the exterior of the vessel.  Drawn by author. 
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Figure 25.  Cooking and Serving Dishes category of hollowware.  (a-B) faience brune 
pâté (a-C) cooking pot-terrine both found at Louisbourg (Blanchet 1981: 61). 
(b) tureen found at Fort Chartres III (1753-1765); it is decorated in the motif 
of the “fleur de pomme de terre,” which in this case is a St. Cloud 
Polychrome style of decoration.  Photograph by author.   
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Figure 26. Tableware category of hollowware.  (a) mustard jar from 16OR209.  
Photograph by author.  Genêt (1996) dates this from the end of the 18th 
century and the beginning of the 19th century.   
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Figure 27.  Hollowares in Brown Tin-enameled.  (a) Pots/Pitchers category, une 
caffetiere brune, used to heat all kinds of liquids, from 16OR209.  (b) Bowls 
category, Jaspee Bowl, the ground is brown with white tin-enameling over-
topping the rim as well as being dabbed or splashed onto the exterior. Drawn 
by Author. 
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Figure 28.  Hollowares, Storage Pots category.  (a) both are from 410 Charters Street, 
location of The Historic Collection of New Orelans.  (b) green rouge pot 
excavated by William G. Haag at 16EBR29, the Baton Rouge Civic Center.  
Note the “DR” on both vessels.  These are considered Marseille 
Monochrome.  Scanned and drawn by author. 
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Decoration of Faience 
French faience decoration was executed in monochrome and polychrome.  It was 
also produced en camieu (two shades of the same color where the darker shade outlines 
the lighter), and bianco-sopra-bianco (light decoration on a darker ground, often white on 
a cobalt ground).  Two types of polychrome painting can be designated based on 
technological advancement.  The first type, the grand feu color palette, was restricted to 
blue (cobalt), green (copper), purple (manganese), yellow (antimony), orange (iron), and 
brick red (a special clay or bole), because of the high temperature required to fuse the 
enamel to the body, approximately 900o C.  Chronologically, this process extends from 
the beginning of tin-enameled production to the present.  The second type, the petit feu 
palette, required two firings, the second in a muffle kiln at approximately 600 Co.  The 
second, cooler firing allowed for a broader range of colors, including reliable reds of 
vermilion and crimson, rose-pink, and gold leaf gilding.  The petit feu was “adopted in 
the second half of the seventeenth century in Germany (Lane 1970:2); in about 1700 in 
Holland (de Jonge 1969:13); and [not until] the mid-eighteen century in France 
(Giacomotti 1963:11)” (Yakubik 1990:265).  The petit feu decorations were more costly 
in terms of fuel and time; therefore wares produced by this method were likely more 
expensive.  Lane (1970) and Genêt (1996) present great pictorial representations to help 
the reader familiarize themselves with regional styles.  I will use images when discussing 
types—as defined by Walthall (1991a), Waselkov and Walthall (2002), and myself.     
Trends in Decoration and Production 
In 1673, Louis XIV possessed only 695 pieces of porcelain, though 1058 more 
pieces were on order.  To exploit the demand for porcelain, Holland began producing 
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imitations of Chinese blue-and-white porcelain—delft.  At the same time, French 
manufacturers also increased their production of blue and white porcelain.  By 1688, the 
differences between porcelain and the tin-enameled wares from Holland were so well 
known that a play, entitled “toutes ces porcelains d’Hollande,” was written. (Lane 
1970:16). 
By 1730, the production of faience reached its peak (Brain 1979:35).  Grand feu 
polychrome faience was also reaching its peak during the middle third of the eighteenth 
century (Brain 1988: 401), with the most frequent colors being black and purple, and 
yellow and green (Brain 1979:35; Stiles 1940:76-77).  Chinese-and Japanese-influenced 
polychrome designs began around 1720 and continued until 1750.  Contemporaneous 
with the Chinese designs were polychrome floral styles displaying Dutch influence 
(Brain 1979:35; Stiles 1940:77).  By 1750, soft paste porcelain was being produced and 
began taking the place of the finer faiences.  However, “[c]heaper wares with crude 
painting continued to be made and sold to the working people of the colonies . . .” (Stiles 
1940:79).  Brain merely states that the plainer wares were either exported to England or 
to the Colonies (1979:34).  It must be noted that Rouen and Moustiers did not adopt the 
petit feu colors until 1775 (Yakubik 1990:269).    
Rouen, a major center of faience production, provides an example of declining 
production in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.  French faience production declined 
after 1786, when eighteen factories were in operation in Rouen.  By 1789, Furnival 
reported that, of the 165 faience and porcelain factories in France, 16 were located at 
Rouen (Barber 1907:172).  By 1802, there were six manufactories and by 1807 there 
were only four, all producing the most ordinary wares (Brain 1979: 35). 
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 Brain points to three factors explaining the decline in faience production.  First, 
the expansion of stoneware production throughout Europe replaced other simple 
utilitarian wares.  Second, English fine earthenwares replaced the more ornate faience 
demanded by the bourgeoises.  And third, the discovery of hard paste porcelain 
manufacturing techniques filled the void for finely decorated wares (Brain 1979:35-36).  
Yakubik (1990) found that British ceramics, while available in Louisiana prior to 1780, 
did not eclipse French faience until then.  This observation contradicts documentary 
evidence of widespread, illicit commerce by the British in the 1760s and the early 1770s; 
“evidently ceramics were not part of the trade” (Yakubik 1990: 197).  The marked 
decline in production centers during the 1780s, along with other historical factors, 
represents the virtual end of colonial acquisition of French faience; however, this date 
may have to be pushed back to the 1790s or even 1800 pending further work at French 
Site I (16PC80) or at Galveztown (16AN39).   
Classifications of Faience 
 There has been a lot of ink expended on the construction of typologies and the 
classification of artifacts.  This is because classification, typology, and seriation are all 
keystones of the discipline, making them prey to analysis and re-analysis, definition and 
redefinition.  It will be fruitful to discuss some of the theory behind these practices before 
turning to my redefinition of the status quo.   
Typological Propositions 
 As a first premise, we should consider any collected data as a sample from a 
larger population; that is, we must accept as a fact the notion that we as archaeologists 
see but a small fraction of the entire assemblage which was used at an archaeological site.  
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The entire collection from a site, if one hundred percent of the site were excavated, is still 
but a sample.  On such a sample, we impose a structure—a classification.  When we 
generalize this structure as being valid for the whole population, we always make a 
probabilistic and never an absolute statement (Voorips 1982:98).   
 Dunnel (1971) provides five axioms of classification: (1) classification is 
arbitrary; (2) classification is a matter of qualification not quantification; (3) 
classification states only relations within and between units in the same system (it is 
organizing rather than explanatory); (4) classificatory units or classes have primacy over 
the labels applied to such units; and (5) classifications, classification, and classificatory 
units have primacy over structures, models, and model building (1971:46-47). 
Dunnel (1971) argues that there are essentially two different classificatory 
schemes, paradigmatic classifications and taxonomic classifications.  Paradigmatic 
classifications are based on the intersection of explicitly defined descriptive classes, or 
dimensions, which produce unique significata.  For paradigmatic classifications, a 
dimension “is a set of attributes or features which cannot, either logically or actually, co-
occur” (Dunnell 1971:71).  By applying a paradigmatic classification, all the definitive 
classes become equivalent, become comparable with other classes in the classification, 
and are unambiguous (Dunnell 1971:73-74).  Taxonomic classifications, or taxonomies, 
are “based upon non-dimensional distinctive features… [and are] an ordered set of 
oppositions or contrasts which amount to a division of the field of the classification into 
classes, sub-classes, and so on” (Dunnell 1971:76).  Voorips (1982) notes that a 
“classification contains, first, a definition of the variables taken into consideration and, 
for each variable, a definition of the number and kind of properties which are considered 
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to be different, each of the unique combinations of properties is then defined as a class” 
(1982:100).  Taxonomies are by their nature value-laden, ambiguous, and unequal; also, 
the definitive classes are not necessarily comparable (Dunnell 1971:79-82). 
Of course, the explicit construction of variables does not automatically produce 
good ideas.  It does, however, create a typology which is transparent and logically 
assailable.  Those classificatory schemes which are the most parsimonious are the least 
value-laden and the best to build upon for models and explanations.   
Summary of Existing Classifications 
There are several notable typologieswith regard to tin-enameled ceramics, 
namely: Brain (1979), Miller and Stone (1970), Walthall (1991a), Yakubik (1990), 
Waselkov and Walthall (2002).  I apply the propositions from the preceding section to 
these typologies inorder to evaluate them.  I also consider their use with regard to my 
hypothesis.     
Miller and and Stone (1970) collaborated to produce a typology for ceramics 
recovered from Fort Michilimackinac, Michigan—a French military fort taken over by 
the British in 1760.  The ceramics from the 1959-1965 excavations, totaling 14,407 
artifacts, were examined.  Their typology reflects the vessels that were excavated; 
therefore this effort, while pioneering, does not provided an extensive classificatory 
framework.  The authors have this to say about the classification: 
The ceramics were divided into three basic classes; earthenware, stoneware, 
and porcelain.  From these three classes eight groups [were] defined, each 
group consisting of ceramics which share certain physical and/or stylistic 
properties.  These eight groups have been further subdivided into types based 
on decorative style and technique (Miller and Stone 1970:25). 
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Tin-enameled wares were placed in “Class A—Earthenware, Group I—Tin-Glazed 
Earthenware” and divided into four types A-D: Type A—Blue and White, Type B—
Polychrome, Type C—Brown and White, and Type D—Powdered Blue or Purple.   
This typology tries to capture differences based upon style and color.  It is 
descriptive and functional, with dates attributed to various Types based on their presence 
at other sites.  It, however, leaves the manufacturing process out of the construction of the 
typology.  Also the Type D, or Powdered Blue, should be under the Blue and White, or 
Type A based on the criteria for the category.  This non-rigorous application of 
classificatory definitions caused this typology to be rejected for this thesis.   
Jeffrey Brain (1979) worked with whole, yet unprovenienced, vessels from 
archaeological site 16WF25 (Trudeau).  This site was the primary Tunica village site 
dating between 1731 and 1764.  He started with the category “Tin-Glazed Earthenwares” 
and broke it into six parts: Plain White Faience, Blue-and-White Faience, Faience 
Parlantes, Polychrome Faience, Brown Faience, and Powder Purple Delft.  Brain (1988) 
later modified the classification system based on much more work in Louisiana and 
Mississippi.  This later system divides the “Tin-glazed Earthenwares” classification into 
six different categories namely: White Faience, Blue-and-White Faience, Polychrome 
Faience, Brown Faience, Delft, and Majolica.  This later system was considered for this 
research but rejected.   
Rejection was based on two criteria: (1) while the larger classificatory category, 
Tin-Glazed Earthenware, is generally good, it does not recognize that faience, majolica, 
and delft are tin-enameled rather than glazed; and (2) the six categories have logical 
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problems.  While Faience is divided into three categories, Monochrome, Polychrome, and 
Brown, Majolica and Delft are lumped together regardless of decorative treatment. 
 John Walthall (1991a) developed a typology for tin-enameled ceramics from sites 
in the Illinois Country.  Eight sites in the Illinois country were selected based upon “site 
type, collection size, and presence of a single, functionally discrete component.  The sites 
were: the Guebert site, the Kolmer site, the Waterman site, Ste. Genevieve I, Cahokia, 
Prairie du Rocher, Fort Massac, and Fort de Chartres” (Walthall 1991a:81). The first 
three represent Illini village sites, the second three represent French village sites, and the 
last two, French fortifications.  Walthall divides the recovered ceramics into two broad 
groups, which in turn are divided into seven types, one type having two varieties. 
With regard to the types, Brittany Blue on White should be a Normandy Blue on 
White based on the type definition.  Also, Normandy Blue on White variety St. Cloud, as 
typed, should be a polychrome decoration because the darker outline could be blue, 
black, or purple.  Because of these typological inconsistencies, this typology was rejected 
for use in this study.   
 Yakubik (1990) undertook dissertation research to determine when English 
refined earthenwares replaced French wares in Southeast Louisiana.  To describe and 
determine the chronology of French ceramics from archaeological collections, she 
created a classification of French ceramics.  Utilizing seven sites along the Mississippi 
River and a group of five sites along Bayou Barataria in Jefferson Parish, she investigated 
the transition from French to English ceramics.  The sites were: The Herman-Grima 
House (16OR45), Rodriguez Plantation site (16SB147), Wilton Plantation (16SJ20), 
Magnolia Mound (16EBR30), Orange Grove Plantation (16JE141), two unnamed sites in 
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the vicinity of White Castle, Iberville Parish (16IV147 and 16IV149), and six Spanish 
colonial sites known as the Canary Islander settlements (Yakubik 1990:5-9).  Yakubik 
broke French tin-enameled earthenware into nine categories: undecorated, blue hand-
painted, lined blue hand-painted, polychrome hand-painted, petit feu polychrome hand-
painted, monochrome yellow hand-painted, undecorated brown faience, line blue hand-
painted brown faience, and yellow ground faience based on the above mentioned 
categories.  These nine categories were situated within the groups faience blanch or 
poulaire and brown faience.   
 Yakubik (1990) rigorously applied dimensional classifications; however, she used 
paste color and hardness, two classificatory dimensions, which do not relate to consumer 
choice or socioeconomic status.  Also, the consumer choice perspective requires a 
typology which reflects the closer link between monochrome decorated vessels, yellow or 
blue, than polychrome decorated vessels; that is, color—blue, yellow, or green—and 
decorative application—monochrome or polychrome—are two different dimensions, the 
intersection of which creates different paradigmatic categories.  The reality of decoration 
application requires blue and yellow decoration to be a subset of monochrome in 
opposition to polychrome categories (see Table 13).  Finally, Yakubik’s typology did not 
account for majolica, delft, or delftware.  Because Yakubik’s (1990) typology used paste 
color and hardness and did not classify multiple traditions, linking them by monochrome 
or polychrome values, it was rejected.    
Walthall and Waselkov (2002) is an up-date and a refinement of Walthall’s 
(1991a) typology.  In the up-dated typology, they explicitly treated the major regional 
styles of decoration and incorporated them in the typological nomenclature.  They named 
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the Styles of: Rouen, Nevers, Moustier, and La Rochelle.  The last being a new style 
proposed in this publication.  They continued with the Ware/Type division used in the 
Walthall’s 1991a publication.  Wares were Faience Blanche and Faience Brune and 
Types were Normandy Plain, Normandy Blue on White, St. Cloud Polychrome, Seine 
Polychrome, Brittany Blue on White, Rouen Plain, Rouen Blue on White, and Rouen 
Polychrome.  These Wares and Types are all in the Style of Rouen.  The other regional 
styles do not have explicit Ware/Type divisions; they are described in Style/Type 
divisions as follows:  Nevers/Nevers Blue on White, Nevers/Nevers Polychrome, 
Moustier/Moustier Blue on White, Moustier/Moustier Polychrome, Moustier/Moustier 
Yellow on White, Moustier/Provence Blue on White, Moustier/Provence Yellow on 
White, Moustier/Marseille Monochrome, and La Rochelle/La Rochelle Polychrome.  
Walthall and Waselkov (2002) made their typology more generally applicable by using 
published illustrations and typing them, letting the researcher examine the application of 
the typological categories.   
This typology (Walthall and Walselkov 2002) continues to classify Brittany Blue 
on White outside the Normandy Blue on White tradition.  It also does not have formal 
type/varity designations for Moustier, Provence, Nevers, and La Rochell style 
decorations.  Because of these two factors, the typology was rejected for use in this study.  
However, because this descriptive notation is widespread and entrenched in the literature, 
I incorporated the Style and Type names into my typology.  Rather than using the 
terminology in a manner inconsistent with its previous use, I make the relationship 
between the attributes, the dimensions, explicit.   
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Proposed Typology 
The above-described typologies represent four approaches to the classification of 
the same series of objects.  My interest in socio-economic status and what role decoration 
plays in the bourgeoisies display of wealth, in conjunction with George Miller’s (1980, 
1991, 1993) and Majewski and O’Brien’s (1987) work on 19th century ceramics, lead me 
to recast the aforementioned typologies into my own system.  It leans heavily on the 
revised typology by Waselkov and Walthall (2002) for the reasons outlined above, but it 
does not follow the Ware/Type, Style/Type divisions established therein. 
By examining ceramics from the view of production choices, a hierarchical 
system, based on levels of decisions made by potters when decorating and construction 
vessels, can be made.  By conceptualizing the order of the steps involved in production 
and decoration the classification becomes more inclusive of various traditions.  The first 
concern, when sorting 18th century tin-enameled wares, especially those originating in 
France, is to define them in terms of faience blanche or brune.  This step, according to 
Blanchette (1981) and Genêt (1996), was made when the clays were being prepared; the 
faience blanche vessels included more marl than the faience brune (this is reflected in 
Olin et al. 2002 by ware groups with distinctive chemical composition).  This 
manufacturing division continues on into the feu de dégourdi where the vessels intended 
to be brune/blanche were placed in separate cassettes and were fired separately.  This 
separation further continues into the enameling/glazing process where different stations 
containing different chemical components were used to enamel/glaze the vessels.  
Finally, separation is possible based on the decoration process, where the same designs 
were used on both blanche and brune vessels at factories produced both (e.g. Rouen), or 
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regionally specific designs were used.  The absence of decoration, on hollowware vessels 
like the caffetiere, marobout, or pot á l’eau, is also a discriminating factor.   
Using Dunnell (1971) as a guide, I created a special-case taxonomy, where I 
began “with an index or set of classes created by the intersection of two dimensions or 
features.  Subsequently [I added], one or more dimensions of features, either singly or in 
sets, … effectively “sub-dividing” the initial set of classes” (1971:141-142).  The 
addition of dimensions was done in the most parsimonious manner possible.  My 
“special-case taxonomy is differentiated from other taxonomies in the consistent and 
exhaustive application of features through a given level [,] eliminating the assumptions of 
position required in other taxonomies” (Dunnell 1971:143). 
The logic of the hierarchical organization begins by determining whether the 
producer intended to cover the entire body with tin enamel, or just to cover the interior, as 
in faience brune; this is the Class-level division.  The terms White Tin-enameled and 
Brown Tin-enameled have been generalized to encompass all stylistic traditions of tin-
enameling.  The Group-level designation is determined by classifying a sherd as a piece 
that was either decorated or undecorated.  The Undecorated group includes vessels that 
would have monochrome-colored enamel on the exterior of the vessel (Marseille 
Monochrome).  While color is a treatment, it is equivalent to glass colors for 7-Up or 
other products.  The purchase of the item is not based on the decoration of the container, 
but the contents (i.e., the Marseille Monochrome rouge pots in Figure 28).  Then, for the 
Type-level classification, it is important to classify the vessel as decorated in a mono- or 
polychrome type of application.  Finally, the Style level of my classification relies on the 
decorative motifs corresponding to Waselkov and Walthall (2002), Genêt (1996), Goggin 
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(1968), Deagan (1987), and various other authors, including: Beaudet and Cloutier 
(1989), Brown, I. (1975 & 1977), Brown, M. (1975), Cook (1990), Dunton (1971), 
Fairbanks (1972, 1977), House (2002), Lunn (1972), Moussette (1994), Noble (1997), 
Palardy (1971), Stevens (1979), Sullivan (1986). 
My system, as seen in Table 13, keeps the “type” designations of Brittany, 
Normandy, St. Cloud, and Rouen from Walthall and Waselkov (2002), but lowers them 
to the level of “Style”—equating them with Moustier, Nevers, Provence, La Rochelle, or 
Puebla, San Elizario, Abó, and Aranama.  I raise the discriminative description of 
decoration (monochrome, polychrome, or its absence) above that of arbitrally assigned 
“types.”  
This typology, a special-case taxonomy, combines minimal inferences with 
dimensional aspects of paradigmatic classifications.  It takes the attributes, primarily 
related to decoration, of a ceramic sherd or vessel and examines them through a series of 
dimensions or levels which move ever closer to identity.  It allows the archaeologist to 
examine similarity and difference at various levels, before interposing assumptions 
regarding the country of origin for a sherd or vessel.   
The typology (outlined in Table 13) was used to describe the ceramics from the 
nine archaeological sites in the study.  Following the table are a series of figures that help 
explicate the typology through a pictorial format (Figures 29-37). Using these images and 
the description of the classificatory system above, this typology becomes transparent, 
shedding it of ambiguity.  For the figures, several images are courtesy of Morgan and 
Avery, their names appear to the lower right of these images.  The remainder of the 
images were produced by the author.  
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Table 13.  Typology for tin-enameled earthenware (Rims A-L are from Waselkov and Walthall 
(2002: 62-78).  Rim M is from Nobel (1997:36-78)). 
 
Ware Class Group Type Style (Nationality/Regional) Rim Designation Color 
(Grand Feu) 
Normandy 
British (Delftware) 
Spanish including 
Mexican and South 
American (Majolica) 
Uncolored 
Dutch (Delft)    
  
Marseille 
Monochrome  
Undecorated 
Colored 
 Delft Monochrome   
Green, Robin 
Egg Blue, Royal 
Blue, Yellow  
Brittany A Blue 
Normandy 
B,C, D, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, 
Lambrequin Blue 
Moustiers 
 Berain-style ferronneries, 
Truncated ferronneries, and 
Laugier and Olerys-style motif 
Blue, Light Blue, 
Sage  Green, 
Orange-Yellow,  
Nevers 
Scrolls, Blue Persan, Faience 
Populare or Parlantes Blue 
Provence  C, J Blue, Yellow 
Puebla Floral, Bands, 3-dot Blue 
Huejotzingo Dipt Rims, Wavy-Dipt Rims Blue, Green 
Monochrome 
Catalonia Floral, Zoned Decoration Blue 
St. Cloud 
B,C, D, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, 
Lambrequin 
Blue, Black, 
Purple, Dk. Blue, 
Seine 
B,C, D, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, 
Lambrequin 
Nevers  
Scrolls, Blue Persan, Faience 
Populare or Parlantes 
Moustiers 
Berain-style ferronneries, 
Truncated ferronneries, and 
Laugier and Olerys-style motif 
La Rochelle 
Zoned hatching, chicory flower, 
and fern frond motifs, C, F, G, I 
Abó, Aranama Banding, Floral Motif 
San Elizario Banding, Floral Motif 
Blue, Yellow, 
Brick Red, 
Purple, Green, 
Orange 
  
British Delft Chinoise, Geometric  
White 
Tin-
enameled 
Decorated 
Polychrome 
Dutch Delft Chinoise, Geometric  
Uncolored 
Rouen Plain    
 
Undecorated 
Colored        
Monochrome Rouen G, I and others.   Blue 
Tin-
enameled 
Earthenware 
Brown 
Tin-
enameled 
Decorated 
Polychrome 
 Rouen    
Blue, Black, 
Purple,  
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Figure 29.  White Tin-enameled, Decorated, Monochrome in the Style of Rouen and 
Normandy.   
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Figure 30.  White Tin-enameled, Decorated, Monochrome, Blue, Provence, Rim J. 
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Figure 31.  White Tin-enameled, Decorated, Monochrome in the Styles of Brittany, 
Nevers, and Moustier.   
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Figure 32.  White Tin-enameled, Decorated, Polychrome, in the Style of St. Cloud.   
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Figure 33.  Decorated, White and Brown Tin-enameled Wares. (a-d) Brown Tin-
enameled, Decorated, Polychrome, Rouen various basket motifs; (e) White 
Tin-enameled, Decorated, Polychrome, St. Cloud, Rim G.   
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Figure 34.  White Tin-enameled, Decorated, Polychrome, in the Style of Seine.  (a)  pâté 
from 16OR51, Rim G and other floral polychrome decoration.  (b) Rim I, 
16OR209. (c) Rim H, 16OR51. (d) floral pattern, 16OR51.  (e) floral pattern, 
16OR209.  (f) Rim G variety, 16OR51.  (g) unreported floral pattern, 
16OR209 possibly Nevers ( Barber 1907: Fig. 34-35). (h) floral patterns from 
16PC80. 
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Figure 35.  White Tin-enameled, Decorated, Polychrome, various styles.   
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Figure 36.  Brown Tin-enameled, Undecorated, Uncolored. (a) jaspee bowl; (b) handle 
possibly from an écuelle; (c) cooking pot or terrine; all of these are from 
16OR51.   
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Figure 37.  Brown Tin-Enameled, Undecorated, Uncolored.  A caffeterier brune (Diderot 
and D’Alembert 1969: Plate I, Figure 4).  (a) interior view; (b) profile view.   
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SITUATION IN LOWER LOUISIANA 
 
 
It should be remembered that La Salle, Tonti, and courers de bois (trappers and 
traders from Canada) had already penetrated this part of the country and began the 
complex cultural interactions between the French and Native Americans that would 
become the cornerstone of French diplomatic policy until the abandonment of the colony 
in 1763.  The French wanted the native tribes of the Mississippi River Valley, or petite 
nations, to be bulwarks against British and Spanish expansionistic tendencies.  Also, 
Native Americans constituted an important economic resource in the post-feudal, 
mercantilist system, first as contributors of food and procurers of goods for a Frontier 
Exchange Economy (Usner 1987 and 1992) and later as slaves, a commodity.   
Because of the excellent histories available regarding French colonial Louisiana, I 
will only recount the major trends in the development of the colonial.  I refer the reader to 
Giraud (1995) and Gayerre (1919), which are probably the most comprehensive histories 
available, and to Penicaut’s (McWilliams 1953) and Le Page du Pratz’s (1972[1774]) 
firsthand accounts, which are probably the most available. 
Mercantilism to Capitalism  
 Mercantilism was the prevailing economic system during the initial period of 
colonization, and Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Marquis de Seignelay, was its chief shaper.  In 
the late 1660s and early 1700s, he propagated two key and enduring polices: the pacte 
colonial and the exclusif.  Under the pacte colonial or colonial contract,  
the mother country established and administered the colonies which paid no 
taxes and contributed nothing toward their defense or administration; they, in 
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turn, made the mother country wealthy by foregoing, in particular, any trade 
with foreigners. (Allain 1995a:8). 
 
This meant that France, instead of importing sugar, indigo, rice, lumber, cotton, beaver 
pelts, or coffee from foreign sources and enriching foreign coffers, would enrich her own 
coffers through economic development and mineral extraction.  However, the exclusif 
tempered what would have been a purely commercial mercantilism.  It provided for 
freedom of trade for all Frenchmen where and when no companies held monopolies.  
Establishment of the French Presence (1699-1712) 
The settlements established between 1699 and 1712 were confined to the area of 
Mobile and Mobile Bay, excepting Fort du Mississippi.  During this early period of 
Crown control, the major colonial posts consisted of Mobile, Dauphine Island, Ship 
Island, Old Mobile, Fort Maurepas, and Fort du Mississippi.  The last three were 
abandoned in 1711, 1702 (Favot 1943:726; Waselkov 2002:4) and 1707 respectively 
(Favot 1943:726; Ries 1936:7; Miller Surrey 1916:26).  All three were abandoned due to 
their poor drainage and poor locations relative to the routes of trade that were developing 
in the colony.   
After twelve years of intentional colonization, Mobile, its associated plantations, 
and port were effectively all that existed of French Colonial Louisiana.  The impermanent 
structures built at Biloxi and on the Mississippi River had been abandoned.  Old Mobile 
saw the arrival of one re-supply ship every two years from France which, when returning, 
would take the goods warehoused at Port Dauphine (Waselkov 2002).  The colony was a 
financial drain to a King who was involved in a continental conflict, the War of the 
Spanish Succession (1701-1713).  As a result of these factors, Louis XIV was looking for 
a financier to take over the responsibility of administering the colony.  He approached the 
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merchants of St. Malo and La Rochelle, but none were interested.  Then, in 1712, 
Antione Crozat agreed to carry on exclusive trade with the Louisiana Colony.   
Expansion under the Companies (1712-1731)  
Crozat, a wealthy Paris financier, gained proprietary rights over Louisiana for 
fifteen years; however, he only exercised control for five years.  Crozat was interested in 
the gold and silver mines, the wealth of pearls and trade with Spanish Mexico.  He 
received the exclusive right of trade with the colony including transportation of goods, 
and the sole right to trade with the Native Americans.  He also was allowed to search for 
and operate all mines in Louisiana, with one fifth of the proceeds or output returning to 
the crown.  In exchange, he was required to send two ships a year, each carrying ten girls 
or boys and twenty-five tons of Crown goods, and after nine years the officers and 
garrisons were to be paid by the company (Allain 1995a:91-96 Allain 1995b:109-110; 
O’Neill 1977:38-41; and Sturmberg 1909:2-3). 
Under Crozat, several posts and settlements were established to initiate trade with 
the Native Americans and the Spanish, and to facilitate the shipment of goods to 
entrepôts on the coast and to the Antilles.  The original plan, as of 1714, was to establish 
three new posts, one on the Wabash, one among the Natchez, and one among the 
Alibama (Alabama).  By 1716, it was determined that two additional posts should be 
established, one in the Arkansas country and another on the lower Tennessee (Giraud 
1995:152).  In the end, the new “Trading Posts” were established at the Alibamons (Ft. 
Toulouse), at the Natchez (Ft. Rosalie), and at the Natchitoches (Fort. Saint Jean Baptist).  
Crozat’s commercial control marks the initial stages of trade-network development 
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between the acquisition points—the posts, and entrepôts and trans-shipping points—
Mobile and the Islands.   
Five years after Crozat assumed the exclusife he was ruined, and returned his 
rights to the King.  Then, in 1717, John Law, a wealthy Scottish financier and gambler, 
took over the trade; his grant was to last for 25 years.  Under the rule of the Company of 
the West, later to become the Company of the Indies, a number of new posts and 
settlements were established: New Biloxi, New Orleans, Pointe Coupee, and Fort St. 
Pierré.  New Orleans, the third capital of Louisiana, was established in 1718, but was not 
truly underway until 1722.  Le Page du Pratz talks of the land clearing and the 
construction of drainage ditches perpendicular to the Mississippi, also the construction of 
“moles” or levees parallel to the River.  Through these actions, Le Page notes, the land 
has been put into “tilth” with great success (Le Page Du Pratz 1972:141).  As a result of 
New Orleans developing position in Louisiana, “a great deal” of merchandise, munitions, 
and provisions were moved here from the warehouses on Dauphine Island, towards the 
end of 1719 (McWilliams 1953:235-236).   
As settlement developed, there were a great number of concessions given out 
along the Mississippi and Mobile rivers.  A number of these concessions have received or 
are receiving archaeological attention: under the direction of Paul Fransworth, Sheri 
Wagner is exploring the Haydel concession along the German Coast, which was 
originally identified by Hunter et al. (1991), Quimby (1957) and Fredlund (1982) 
excavated in the vicinity of the Paris-Dubussion Concession and the old Bayou Goula 
Village (16IV11, and 16IV134),  and Waslekov and Gums (2000) have excavated the 
Rochon-Goudeau plantation along River aux Chien in Alabama. 
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Retrocession and the Kings Fiat (1731-1763) 
On April 10, 1731, with the collapse of the Company and the complete deflation 
of its shares, the colony was retroceded to the Crown.  King Louis the XV, in dire 
financial straits from extensive military expenditures, was not inclined to spend 
additional funds on an unproductive colony; however, trade in indigo, sugar, and cypress 
lumber was expanding.  France held on to the colony until the end of the Seven Years 
War.  In a move to protect her other colonies, and to avoid giving all of Louisiana to 
Britain, France secretly transferred the Isle d’Orleans and that part of the colony west of 
the Mississippi to Spain in 1762 with the Treaty of Fontainbleau.  In 1765, France ended 
hostilities with Britain with the Treaty of Paris. As a result of this treaty, France lost its 
remaining Louisiana territory to the British, who claimed what are now called the Florida 
Parishes, making Bayou Manchac an international boundary. 
Characterizations of the French Colonial Economy 
Usner (1987:167) uses the term frontier exchange to “capture the form and 
content of economic interactions among [Indian villagers, European settlers, and African 
slaves] with a view to replace the notion of frontier as an interracial boundary with that of 
a cross-cultural network.”  The network in this case encompasses all of Louisiana, Upper 
and Lower.  Usner wants to refocus research to examine the internal linkages rather than 
the external ones, or those which have traditionally been employed to measure 
development according mercantile or colonial policies.  He wants to privilege the local 
and regional markets over export commodity production for the European Atlantic 
market.  He focuses on the circulation and production of deerskins, liquor, and foodstuffs 
between Indians, Europeans, and enslaved Africans.  He alludes to reciprocal exchange 
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and specifically mentions ceremonial smoking of the calumet, which was smoked to seal 
peace alliances and transform commercial exchange into a culturally accepted practice 
(Usner 1992:4-9 and 245-275).  The primary importance of Usner’s work is that it 
foregrounds the interpersonal nature of the early French colony, making it the focus of 
historical and archaeological research.   
 Centeral Place Theory helps situate the interactions, described under Usner’s 
(1992) rubric of frontier exchange, within the evolution of economic exchange and the 
ultimate commercialization of the system.  Based upon documentary and artifactual 
evidence, Centeral-Place Theory provides a context in which to understand the linkages 
of small-scale interactions made through the consumer choice framework.  It helps the 
researcher think about the dynamic nature and mobility of colonists in the 18th century 
and understand the ever present small-scale, face-to-face, ritualized relationships which 
were enacted by the same individual in various locations.   
Central Place Theory, as proposed by Christaller in 1933, is a complimentary 
theoretical way of considering the interaction of entrepôts with hinterlands, and the 
resultant settlement pattern.  It assumes that: 
(a) market exchange is integrated and part of a single region-wide system; (b) 
market centers exist for the express purpose of facilitating market exchange and 
are located so as to minimize the frictional effects of distance; (c) the landscape 
is featureless and has equal transport facility in all directions; (d) population and 
purchasing power are evenly distributed in the marketing region; (e) market 
suppliers are knowledgeable and rational in seeking to maximize profits, and 
market consumers are equally knowledgeable and rational in seeking to 
minimized costs; and (f) suppliers are numerous and competitive, meeting all 
“threshold” demand” (Smith 1974:168-169).   
 
colonial Louisiana does not meet all of these criteria, but very few situations do meet 
them.  It is, however, useful to apply them to our case study.  For the purposes of this 
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examination, the Mercantilist system can be assumed to delimit Louisiana from the rest 
of the word system and administrative measures were in place to create a “single region-
wide system.”  It can also be argued that trade centers such as Ft. Tolouse, Ft. Rosalie, Ft. 
St. Jean Baptist, New Orleans, Balize, Biloxi, Ship Island, Dauphine Island, and even 
both locations of Mobile were established with trade and access to trade routes as an 
overriding determinant for their location.  It can also be assumed that traders and military 
officers were well informed and attempted to maximize their profits as evidenced by the 
abundant complaints against these men for profiteering at the expense of other colonists.  
Of course, criteria C and D can not be met through our examination.   
Colonial Louisiana’s Economy Reconceived 
 Thinking of the colonial Louisiana as a dendritic system, with its “central” places 
along the coast (Smith 1974:177-180), trade network which takes roughly the form 
illustrated in Figure 38 can be envisioned.  This type of model is partially substantiated 
by Brown’s (2002) work with voyageur contracts in the Illinois Country.  The contracts 
span ten years, ranging between 1737 and 1748.  The contracts provide insight as to the 
form of trade in Louisiana with regard to the dendritic pattern (Table 14).  It is clear that 
the overwhelming majority of Voyager congés required them to transport goods to New 
Orleans (31 contracts).  Also arguing for the dendritic pattern is the notion that each 
trading post or establishment became a military dependency of either Mobile, New 
Orleans, or Fort Chartres, depending on its location.  “By the end of the French period, 
New Orleans had acquired dependencies at Balize, English Turn, Pointe Coupee, 
Natchitoches, Yazoo, Natchez, and Arkansas” (Hardcastle 1995:352). 
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Figure 38.  Proposed trade routes in French colonial Louisiana.  
1. New Mobile
2. Dauphine Island           8. Ft. St. Pierre 
3. Ft. Toulouse                 9. Ft. Tombecbe
4. Ft. Rosalie                   10. Arkansas Post
5. Ft. St. Jean Baptiste 11. Ft. Massac
6. New Orleans               12. Ft. Chartres
7. Pointe Coupee             13. New Biloxi 
1
2
3
45
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13
Raw Goods sent
to the Islands and 
France
Finished Products 
and Trade Goods Return
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Table 14.  Contract destinations summarized from the Kaskaskia Manuscripts (Brown 
2002:19). 
Canada  2 Michilimackinac 4 
Detroit 3 Missouri 8 
Fox 3 New Orleans 31 
Hunting 13 Ouias 4 
Other  10  
The concept of the annual cycle of trade wherein the hinterland provided the 
entrepôt with subsistence goods and the entrepôt provided the hinterlands with 
manufactured or imported goods can be seen in 1736 when “a vessel was fitted out at 
New Orleans, loaded partly with powder, partly with merchandise for the Illinois 
settlements” after having come from the Illinois country originally (Devron, 1923:556).  
Belting indicates that the best time to leave Kaskaskia for New Orleans was about 
February 1, at that time the water was high and the current flowing at the rate of five 
miles an hour; then, too, the land on both sides was flooded, and the Indians were 
hunting.  The downstream journey took from twelve to twenty days.  Traveling against 
the current in an autumn convoy, the return trip was a different story.  Rowing from dawn 
to dusk, the best crews made only six or seven leagues.  Indian attacks were frequent and 
more than one convoy was caught by the ice and forced to winter en route.  Three to four 
months were usually allotted for the return trip (Belting 2003:64). 
French Economic Strategies 
 There were two competing systems extant in the Mississippi Valley: Native 
American trade, and the burgeoning French colonial plantation system.  These two 
systems were implicitly opposed to each other; because, for the French to be successful, 
they had to convert Native American field and hunting land into French plantation land.  
As a result, nexuses, the places where French and Native Americans frequently 
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interacted, were the most contested lands.  The most disastrous result of this contestation 
was embodied in the Natchez Massacre of November 28, 1729, in which 235 people were 
killed at Natchez (Woods 1995:290).  In the end, the commercial designs of the French, 
Spanish, British, and finally the Americans won out against the Native Americans.   
Native American Trade and the Development of the Hinterland 
In 1702, the ill-equipped Europeans were at first forced to disperse and live 
among the Biloxi and Acolopissa Indians while Iberville solicited goods and supplies 
from the crown.  By 1715, French traders were peddling alcohol, in the form of tafia, 
wine, and eau de vie, limborg cloth, axes, and metal kettles; they were operating among 
Native American villages for deer skins, bear skins, bear oil, tollow, salt, horses, cattle 
and bison meat and hides.  This trade was in part the reason for establishing posts in the 
hinterland.  These posts, many of which have received some degree of excavation, were 
established to consolidate Native American support and trade with the French, in 
opposition to the British or the their allies, the Chickisaws (Usner 1987:173; Thomas 
1989 [1960]). 
 By 1725, Native Americans were bringing in about 50,000 deerskins annually 
(Miller Surrey 1916:348).  Their value was based on their state of preparation: (1) 
dressed skins, (2) “half-dressed,” “parchment,” or “green”; and (3)“heavy,” “in the hair,” 
or “raw.” The “heavy” skins were of the highest value to the French craftsmen (Waselkov 
and Emerson (editors) 1992:37).  In addition, furs traders were exchanging French goods 
for bear oil, vegetable products, horses, and, until the colonists labor needs were filled by 
sufficient numbers of enslaved Africans, Indian slaves (Brown 1992:19).   
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Bear oil was highly prized and was used to replace the difficult to get olive oil.  
This may partially explain the low quantities of the olive jars and the relative high 
frequency of Native American ceramics at French colonial sites.  Natchez Indians traded 
bear oil in large deerskin containers; whereas the Ofogoulas, residing in the vicinity of Ft. 
St. Pierre, produced “earthen jars” in which to place bear oil destined to be traded to the 
French (Brown 1992:20-21).  The association between French ceramic sherds and 
aboriginal pottery at Ft. St. Pierré, Brown (1992:21) believes is indicative of French-
Native American interaction (Brown 1979:175-188; Brown 1983, in Brown 1992:23).  
This position is borne out through evidence from the New Mobile town site (Sheldon and 
Cotter 1983); Ship Island, where there has been no documented or excavated Native 
American habitation (Hammerstein 1990); and New Orleans, where aboriginal wares are 
present at Mademe John’s Legacy (16OR51)(Dawdy 1998; personal observation)  and at 
the 1730 French colonial barracks (16OR136) (personal observation).  
 It is known, for instance, that Le Page Du Pratz ([1774] 1972:342) ordered a set 
of Indian vessels “made in the “French fashion” from the Natchez” (Brown 1992:24).  
The imitation of European vessel forms with Native American materials is also 
demonstrated by the collections of the “Tunica Treasure” (Brain 1979), and through 
excavations at Los Adaes (Avery 1997).  The proportions of Native American ceramics 
to French wares, both coarse earthen and faience, indicate a heavy reliance on this 
ceramic type and the comfortable integration of foodways, which has not been explored 
in the documentary record.  Also, the high frequency of aboriginal ceramics at sites in the 
trading sites in the hinterlands and at the entrepôts may indicate that trade occurred in 
natively produced vessels (Table 15). 
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Plantation System and the Development of Hinterland 
Concessions in Louisiana were arranged along navigable waterways, and the 18th 
century habitation sites were generally within 1000 meters of the water’s edge.  They 
were often 4 to 8 arpents (1 arpent is equal to approximately 192 ft) frontage by 40 or 60 
arpents deep, or perpendicular to the water course (Goins and Caldwell 1994:33).  This 
cadestrial system, with a 1 arpent wide to 10 apent deep ratio, was initiated along the St. 
Lawrence and was popular along the Mississippi River and its tributaries, but does not 
appear to have been popular in the area surrounding Mobile, where the concessions were 
markedly wider (Waselkov 1992:217).   
Table 15.  Percentage of various ceramics from sites in colonial Louisiana (sources: 
Sheldon and Cotter (1983), Dawdy (1998), Hammersten (1990), Waselkov 
(1995), and Waselkov and Gums (2000)). 
 
The Company or the King often granted concessions to a person with connections 
at court or in the colonial administration.  Few actually took possession of the land 
themselves, but rather sent engages, habitants, and a steward to secure the property and 
begin developing its economic assets (Clark 1970:20).  This required clearing a portion of 
Court 
House Site  
(1MB156)
Madame 
John's 
Legacy 
(16OR51)
Old 
Mobile  
(1MB94)
Port 
Dauphine 
Ship 
Island  
(22HR638)
Dog River 
Plantation  
(1MB182)
Ft. St. 
Pierre  
Aborigional Ceramics 63.28% 4% 64.20% ? 47%
Unable to 
Report 
because of 
Provenience 94%
European Ceramics
French Wares 35.18% 72.30% 9.50% 89.70% 52% 31% 5%
Spanish Wares 1% - 16.60% 6.70% - 11% -
Chinese Porcelain  - 8% 4.40% 0.70% - 2.60% -
Stonewares (Rhenish) 0.60% - 2.40% 2.20% 1% 5.90% 1%
British Wares - 14% - - - 25.70% -
Misc. European - - 4% - - 23% -
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the land, constructing levees, and raising a successful crop.  The first two years were 
critical to the establishment of concessions, yet only 10 % of the granted land was ever 
developed (Colten 2000). The surplus of cypress timber, which was often the result of 
land clearing, could be sold as a commodity.  It was need in the Caribbean Islands for 
ship repairs and large structures (Moore 1983).  As a result, the cypress industry was 
attractive to many. 
 Excavations at Dog River provide a glimpse of an early plantation along the 
Mobile River.  There is no archaeological evidence for the first plantation house, but an 
outbuilding, Structure 1, was excavated.  It was constructed with potteux en terre walls, 
which were infilled with clay bousillage.  At Dog River there were also palisaded fences 
and evidence of raising cattle, pitch and tar production, and hide processing.  Walselkov 
and Gums note a near absence of large-scale crop cultivation until the antebellum period 
(Waselkov and Gums 2000:215-219).  Most plantations had par terre gardens enclosed by 
palisade walls, which produced “apples, plums, lemons, oranges, pears, peaches, grapes, 
figs, pumpkins, and all kinds of melons.  Potatoes, cabbage, chickpeas, beans, peas, salad 
greens, sweet potatoes, artichokes, asparagus, radishes, onions, carrots, turnips,” French 
beans and European Fava beans were among the garden crops grown on colonial 
plantations (Waselkov and Gums 2000: 64).  Many of these have been found 
archaeologically at Old Mobile, and the Rochon Plantation on Dog River (Waslekov and 
Gums 2000:64). 
The plantations were established in the hopes of producing a lucrative cash crop; 
however, the French needed adjustment to their new environment.  Wheat, a staple of the 
French diet was not suited for the wet environments surrounding Mobile, Biloxi, or New 
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Orleans.  Corn, readily produced by Native Americans, became the staple crop.  It 
provided food for the French, their servants, slaves, and livestock.  In the early years of 
the colony the French did not consider corn a suitable food sources; however, faced with 
starvation, they quickly adapted.  Eventually, rice was mixed with the limited supplies of 
wheat imported from the Illinois Country and from France, to produce inexpensive bread.  
It was probably introduced to the colonies in the 1720s through one of the many slave 
ships that arrived (Waselkov and Gums 2000:64).  In an unsigned translation of a memoir 
from an habitant, a settler indicates that in 1744 he was the owner and proprietor of the 
most productive rice mill in the colony (Deveron 1923:563).   
 Sugar cane had been experimented with since Iberville settled the colony,  but 
there was an increase in the experimentation in the 1750’s when the Jesuits brought a 
“shipment of cane shoots, along with black slaves who knew how to cultivate the plants, 
from the West Indies colony of Saint Dominge” (Waselkov 2000:65).  Cotton could 
easily be produced in great quantities, on the East and the West Banks of the Mississippi, 
but it was difficult to remove the seeds from the cotton grown in Louisiana.  Cotton’s 
development awaited Witney’s gin in 1795 (Thomas 1965).  Also, there were extensive 
experiments attempting to produce silk from silk worms, which were believed to thrive 
on the native mulberry trees.  Several of these experiments occurred at the Paris-
Dubussion concession, but no archaeological evidence has come to light.   
 Indigo and tobacco were settled upon as lucrative cash crops until coffee, sugar, 
and cotton could be produced in Louisiana in similar quantities as they were produced in 
the Antilles.  Experimentation with indigo, a plant that produces a rich blue dye, began 
early in the colony’s history.  By the 1720s, with the importation of enslaved Africans 
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experienced in Indigo dye production, mass production of Indigo was begun (Waselkov 
and Gums 2000:65-66).  Evidence for its production has been found at the Paris-
Duboisson concession (personal observation).  “By 1738, almost 70,000 pounds of 
indigo, worth five livres a pound, were produced at the fourteen or fifteen plantations 
around New Orleans (Miller Surrey 1916:192).  In 1744, the unnamed habitant who 
owned the rice mill noted that, 18,000 dollars worth of Spanish Silver, 1100 barrels of 
Tar, 6000 lbs. of Tobacco, Indigo, and Furs were lost when a ship sank on its way to 
France (Devron 1923:548). 
Finally, of note with regard to this thesis, is the establishment of a “crockery-ware 
manufacturer, Caussy and Boissier.”  In 1729 Messrs. Perrier and De La Chaise, wrote to 
the directors of the Company of the Indies from New Orleans.  In this letter, they 
recounted the founding of the above-mentioned crockery-ware manufacturer.  They say: 
The makers of crockery-ware and the potters who came to us last year have not 
been able to get along with each other.  Sier Caussy is an extraordinary man who 
admits that he has not been able to live on good terms with his father and his 
mother or his wife.  They have dissolved their … firm with the consent of the 
Council and Sieur Boissier who appears to be more tractable has remained alone 
in charge of the advances that the Company has made and he is going to 
continue the pottery.  He has proposed to the council to make tiles to cover the 
houses, which would be better than shingle and would not cost nearly so much, 
in addition also to the fact that the roofs would be much flatter and consequently 
less of wood.  He asks that the Company furnish him and his firm with nine 
negroes whom it will feed and maintain in consideration of which they 
undertake to furnish it with sixty thousand tiles per year which they value at 
sixty livres a thousand.  They are to present the articles of their fir to the Council 
at once (Rowland and Sanders 1929:672). 
 
Unfortunately, to the author’s knowledge, no other record has come to light concerning 
this enterprise.  Also, ceramic roofing tiles are not typically recovered from the French 
Quarter, until after the 1788 and the 1794 fires during the Spanish period, or from other 
areas in Louisiana. 
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Rates and Commerce 
Unlike the British colonies, where the cost of the freight from England to the 
colonies was the determining factor of the price of goods (Baugher and Venebles 
1987:32-33), in Louisiana the distance from an entrepôt or seaport was the determining 
factor based on institutional requirements placed on the colonists by the Superior 
Council.  According to Miller Surrey, in 1714 and 1715 the goods from ships arriving in 
the colony were sold for at least 300% there value in barter or trade for peltries 
(1916:159); this forced colonists to trade clandestinely at “every opportunity.” 
In 1720 the Company of the Indies proclaimed that: 
The inhabitants of Louisiana … might obtain form the sores of the Company at 
Mobile, Dauphine Island and Pensacola all the merchandise and provisions 
necessary to their wants.  In case the Colonists should make it a condition of the 
purchase that provisions and merchandise should be delivered at New Orleans, 
they were to pay in addition a premium of 5 %; at Natchez, 10 %; at the Yazoo, 
13 %; and 50 % at the Missouri and Illinois settlements (Gayerre 1919:286).   
It went on to make it obligatory for the colonists to send to New Orleans, to Ship Island 
and to Mobile the produce of their labor, which the Company was to pay for at rates 
decided by itself, regardless of the cost of production.   
 In September, 1721, it was decreed that the merchandise of the India Company 
should be sold at New Orleans, Biloxi, and Mobile at 50 percent profit of their original 
cost in France.  At the Natchez and the Yazoo they were to be sold at 70 percent their 
value in France, an increase of 20 percent.  At the Alibamons (Ft. Toulouse), goods were 
to be sold at a value 50 percent greater that their value in France.  This rate was lower 
than expected because of the stiff competition from English traders in the area (Gayerre 
1919:186).   
 Clark argues that prices were set according to the difficulty of accessing the 
districts.  In New Orleans and the Gulf settlements, goods were sold at 50 percent markup 
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upon the invoice price; at the Illinois at 100 percent (Clark 1970:35, Miller Surrey 
1916:162).  He further states that purchases of all imports were restricted to company 
stores at New Orleans, Mobile, and Biloxi, and that, by 1725, the latter two derived most 
of the their stock from New Orleans, the center of distribution for the colony (Clark 
1970:35).  The ideas of price scaling and centralized distribution can be seen in a contract 
for a laundress in the Illinois country; “[a]t Fort de Chartres at one time Renee Drouin 
was engaged for a year by the commandant to launder the linen and bandages of the sick 
in the fort hospital.  Her wages were to be 140 livers in merchandise at the price of New 
Orleans” (Belting 2003:47, emphasis added). 
Both types of production centers, the trading posts and the plantations, shipped 
goods to the central ports of the colony, depending on where and when it was, either 
Mobile (Dauphine Island), Biloxi (Ship Island), or New Orleans.  When the crews, which 
were hired to deliver the goods to the king’s warehouse, were prepared to return to their 
plantations or posts; they would draw goods from the magazine for themselves and goods 
for others in the post at the prices of New Orleans.  However, if no one was available 
who could spend the better part of a year transiting between the far ends of the colony, 
those who wanted goods from France and the French Antilles had to pay the elevated 
prices set by the company.  Unfortunately, the goods produced at the concessions often 
sat, unused and moldering, in the store houses waiting for a ship to arrive to transport 
them to the Antilles or France, thus devaluing the work of the habitants even further.   
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CHAPTER 5 
 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES: 
HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND TIN-ENAMELED CERAMICS 
 
 
 As indicated in Chapter 1, I have chosen a sub-set of the sites which have tin-
enameled wares in the state of Louisiana in order to test the hypothesis that there is a 
change in stylistic pattern of faience products the further removed from ports of entry.  
This chapter provides data for each site in this study.  I have divided the nine sites into 
three groups of three, based on their distance relationship to the entrepôts of Lower 
Louisiana.  The three groups are: the New Orleans area sites, the mid-river sites, and the 
Natchitoches area sites (Table 16).  The three sites located in New Orleans are the ones 
farthest to the south and represent the sites that have greatest access to the greatest variety 
of tin-enameled ceramics regardless of the time period.  They are 16OR51, 16OR136, 
and 16OR209.  The mid-river sites are located along the middle portion of the 
Mississippi River.  That is not to say they are all located on the river itself, but that they 
represent the next level of charges as instituted by the Superior Council.  These sites are 
16AN39, 16PC80, and 22AD999.  Natchez was listed by name and represented an 
increase of between 10 and 20 percent over the price of goods purchased in New Orleans. 
Table 16. Site names and numbers for the collections analyzed. 
Group Site Name Site Number 
Madame John’s Legacy 16OR51 
French Colonial Barracks/New Orleans Sq. 62 (Durel 
Comage) 16OR136 
New Orleans 
Area Sites 
Lower Pontalba Building/ Governor’s Residence 16OR209 
Galvez Town 16AN39 
French Site 1 16PC80 Mid-river Sites 
Bicentennial Gardens/Vicinity of Ft. Rosalie 22AD999 
Los Adaes 16NA16 
American Cemetery 16NA67 Natchitoches Area Sites Chamard House 16NA100 
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The final category is the Natchitoches area sites.  These sites are 16NA16, 16NA67, and 
16NA100.  These sites represent the area which is the greatest distance from the entrepôts 
along the coast.  Therefore, they have potentially the most restricted access, or, if the 
same diversity exists, the same goods cost proportionally more than they did at the 
entrepôts in New Orleans, Biloxi, or Mobile.  Currently there is no documentary evidence 
that indicates specific rates for Natchitoches, but it is assumed that the residents of 
Natchitoches would be purchasing goods at a rate similar to or higher than at Natchez, 
because they were at the western extremity of the French Colonial empire.   
New Orleans Area Sites 
 
I will begin by discussing those sites in Louisiana that represent the baseline, 
those sites in the New Orleans area.  These sites are all located in the French quarter, or 
Vieux Carré (Figures 39 and 40).  All three sites seem to have been constructed in the late 
1720s, after New Orleans had become the capitol of colonial Louisiana.   
Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) 
Historical Setting: Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) 
 Madame John’s Legacy, now part of the Louisiana Sate Museum system, is a 
National Historic Landmark.  It was recorded as part of the Works Progress 
Administration’s Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS), and was placed on the 
National Register of Historic Places in 1970.  It is located at 632 Dumane Street. 
According to the records, the first structure, circa 1728, was constructed for Jean 
Pascal (National Register Form).  Jean Pascal emigrated from Provence as an employee 
of the Company of the Indies as early as 1721; he later must have become a trader with 
upriver connections, for he was killed in the 1729 massacre at Natchez.  He was listed in  
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Figure 39.  New Orleans area site map.  
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Figure 40.  Detail of the plan of New Orleans the capital of Louisiana.  Mr. de la Tour, 
1720.  Published by Thomas Jefferys in 1759, London.  It shows the location 
of the three sites in the New Orleans area.  Repository: Library of Congress 
Geography Map Division Washington, D.C. 
the 1730 records of the massacre as a “Captain of the Company’s Brigantine” (Maduell 
1972:104).  (A brigantine varies in tonnage between 50 and 70, could travel the 
Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain, as well as make trips in the Gulf of Mexico.  It 
only required 12 men to man it (Miller Surrey 1916:70-71)).   
Jean Pascal’s widowed wife, Elizabeth Real-Pascal, remarried sometime between 
1730-31.  She and her new husband, Francois Marin, a neighbor and a possible trading 
partner, continued to live at the corner of Dumaine and Royal Streets (16OR51) (Dawdy 
1998:29).  In 1736, she was given power of attorney to collect Marin’s debts.  He was 
likely engaged in a portion of trans-Caribbean trade (Louisiana, Texas, Mexico), because 
New Orleans Area Sites
16OR136
16OR209
16OR51
N
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Elizabeth had to collect a debt worth 691 piasters from the King of Spain after his death 
sometime in 1744 (Dawdy 1998:31).   
In 1739, the Widow Pascal Marin made an advantageous match for her daughter, 
Marie Pascal, with the Chief Surgeon at the Post of Natchitoches, Francois Goudeau.  He 
was a native of La Rochelle, she a native-born Creole (LMS “History”).  The Widow 
Pascal Marin died in 1777 and willed the house and property to her granddaughter, 
Margueritte Goudeau; however, her brother, Francois, was the prime executor for the 
estate (Dawdy 1998:35-37).  It was sold a short time later to Rene Beluche, who 
renovated the older structure (Dawdy 1998:37-38).   
In 1783, the house was sold to Manuel DeLanzos, then a 44-year-old lieutenant of 
a fixed regiment in the city.  By 1788, he had risen to the rank of Captain and was a man 
of means who could quickly rebuild his home in the aftermath of the fire.  He was a “man 
of consequence” (Long, in Dawdy 1998:39).  The New Orleans’ Notarial Archives 
contain a document indicating that 11 days after the fire, one Robert (or Roberto) Jones—
an immigrant American builder—was contracted to construct for Manuel De Lanzo: 
A house of 50 feet front and 32 feet and 4” of width and a gallery in the rear of 
said house nine feet in width and of the same length as the house and at each end 
of the said gallery a brick vault six feet wide and over said vaults a cabinet 
which house constructed in front on a brick wall fifteen inches high and on the 
two sides and rear on brick pillars equally fifteen inches high said house in six 
apartments [rooms] without including the cabinets in bricks between timbers and 
line the front of said house and the two sides covered with ship-siding and with 
one double chimney and two single ones the whole being the keys and bolts with 
its doors and windows: Equally in the courtyard of said land a kitchen of 28 feet 
in length and 14 of width with one double chimney divided in two parts one 
boarded and the other without board; likewise in the courtyard of said land a 
common place…(NONA:F Rodriguez, P. Pedesclaux, 1 April 1788. 2/247; 
translated in VCS, verified S. Dawdy 12/97, in Dawdy 1998:40) 
  
This describes the structure left to us by history (Figure 41).  This house saw continuous 
occupation until 1947, when Ms. Stella Hirsch Lemann donated it to the Louisiana State 
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Museum.  It should be noted that successive courtyard constructions, adding layers of 
bricks over the old surface, have encapsulated deposits and provided a tightly stratified 
sample.  Madam John’s Legacy is a premier example of the French Colonial townhouse 
or “raised cottage” type in the Mississippi Valley.   
Figure 41.  Photograph of Madam John’s Legacy.  Source: Louisiana Division of Historic 
Preservation, NRHP webpage (http://www.crt.state.la.us/crt/ocd/hp 
/ocdhp.htm). 
Archaeology at Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) 
In addition to several utility projects, two archaeological excavations have taken 
place at 16OR51.  Dr. J. Richard Shenkel conducted excavations in 1971, and Shannon 
Dawdy led excavations in 1997 and 1998.  The Shenkel (1971) study was undertaken to 
“solve limited objectives particular to the structural detail and chronological development 
of the house” (ca. 1971:i).  Shenkel excavated nine units of varying size at the site 
(Figure 42 & Table 17).  He provides a cursory description of the excavations, unit 
stratigraphy, and recovered artifacts.  All of the units were excavated in arbitrary levels, 
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some at 1 ft (30.48 cm) intervals others at 5 in (12.7 cm).  Units 2 and 4 are not discussed 
because no 18th century materials were recovered.  Overall, Shenkel’s excavations appear 
to have targeted post-1788 components.  Excavation Units 1, 3, and 9 seem to have pre-
1788 components, however.   
While excavating Unit 1, a layer of brick was encountered at 2.5 ft (76.2 cm) 
below the surface.  “This layer gave the impression of a very deteriorated floor” (Shenkel 
ca. 1971:16).  Level 5, beginning just below the deteriorated brick surface, was a 
“gumbo” type clay which contained what appears to have been exclusively 18th century 
materials: “faience, stoneware (?), earthenware (?), and Chinese porcelain” (Shenkel ca. 
1971:16-19). 
Unit 3, located to test for remains of an 18th century structure noted on several 
period maps: Gonichon 1731; Garic 1776 and 1777, encountered nothing relating to the 
structure.  However, three stages of courtyard construction were recorded.  The lowest 
was a layer of decayed red brick at a depth of 1.2 to 1.3 ft. (37 to 39.6 cm).  Below this 
feature, the soil was “almost” sterile and excavation was discontinued (Shenkel ca. 
1971:23-24).  Six tin-enameled sherds were recovered from below the lowest courtyard, 
indicating this may be tied to the earliest occupation of the site (Shenkel ca. 1971:23-26).   
Unit 5 was placed to determine if there was a difference between the depth and 
character of the main foundation wall and the loggia wall.  Shenkel reports four 
successive loggia floor construction episodes, below which, in level 11, at 3 ft (91.4cm) 
below the surface, there were pearlware, creamware, and as many as 25 sherds of tin-
enameled wares (Shenkel ca. 1971:33-37).   
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 Unit 7 located a doorsill and portions of the original floor at 1.3 ft (39.6 cm) 
below the surface and a distinctive burn level at 1.7 ft (51.8 cm) below the surface.  
Finally, a crumbled brick and shell lens, with what appeared to be a prepared clay floor 
was at the lowest level excavated—19.5 to 23 in (49.5 to 58.4 cm).  It is possible that this 
was the original floor (see the discussion for 16OR136).  Tin-enameled wares were 
encountered at level 2 (n = 3), but found in the greatest abundance in level 4 (n  = 44), 
which also had sherds of creamware (n = 10) (Shenkel ca. 1971:46-54).   
 In Unit 8, Shenkel encountered a wooden structure/well at 4.7 ft. (1.4 m) below 
surface.  He described it as having “4 ft by 4 ft [1.21 m x 1.21 m] beams at the three 
exposed corners, a 2 in x 4 in (brace and lining planks 2 in thick and approximately 8 in 
wide” (Shenkel ca. 1971:55).  The artifact assemblage in the well is mixed with 
ironstone, creamware, and faience in the lowest level, 4.7 ft (1.4 m) below the surface 
(Shenkel ca. 1971:55-59). 
Unit 9, Shenkel’s final excavation unit, was placed on the northwest, or Royal 
Street side of the structure to provide more clarity for interpretation of construction of the 
wall, and to investigate the possible remains of a structure indicated on a pre-1788 map.  
At a depth of 2.3 ft (70.1 cm), a wooden plank, 8 ft (24.3 cm) wide and of an 
undetermined thickness, was encountered and interpreted as being a portion of the pre-
1788 structure indicated on Gonichon’s 1731 map.  Level 5, the lowest level recorded, 
from 2.0 ft (60.6cm) to 2.3 ft (70.1 cm) below the surface, contained creamware (n = 8), 
transfer ware (n = 1), green feather edge (n = 1), faience (n = 17), porcelain, and 
Staffordshire (n = 1) (Shenkel ca. 1971:60-64).  It is unclear what qualities of 
“Staffordshire” differentiate it from pearlware or creamware, but this combination of 
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ceramics could easily describe a ceramic collection around 1788, or shortly before 
(Yakubik 1990).   
Figure 42.  Site sketch map, 16OR51.  Base map taken from Dawdy (1998) indicating the 
locations of the testing undertaken by Shenkel and Dawdy.   
Shenkel 1971 Excavations 
Dawdy  1998 Excavations 
N 
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Table 17. Correlation table for Shenkel (1971) Excavation Units. 
Unit Number Unit Size 
1 5 ft x 5 ft 
2 “small” 
3 6 ft x 6 ft 
4 6 ft x 8 ft 
5 3.5 ft x 5 ft 
6 5 ft x 5 ft 
7 10 ft x 7 ft 
8 6 ft x 6ft 
9 4 ft x 7ft 
In 1997, Shannon Dawdy of the Greater New Orleans Archaeology Program of 
the College of Urban and Public Affairs (CUPA) at the University of New Orleans 
undertook excavation of seven 1 x 1m units in an area proposed for the installation of air 
conditioning units (Figure 42).  Dawdy’s excavations and research provide a more 
focused and synthesized history and cultural interpretation.  Excavation Units 1-4 were 
placed in the courtyard behind the main structure.  They encountered a trash pit from the 
Spanish occupation (Feature 12) and evidence of the 1788 fire in New Orleans, as well as 
deposits interpreted to be from the French Colonial period.  Stratums L and M (both sheet 
middens) can be attributed to the pre-1788 occupation.  In the case of L, it can be 
attributed to the late Pascal Marin/Beluche occupation, ca. 1760 to 1783; however, there 
were no tin-enameled ceramics from this stratum.  Stratum M can be attributed to the 
early Pascal Marin occupation, ca. 1730-1760 (Dawdy 1998:68).  The combination of the 
two research efforts provided several hundred tin-enameled ceramics.   
Tin-enameled Ceramics at Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) 
There were 314 tin-enameled ceramics in the collection from Madame John’s 
Legacy (Table 18).  Sixty-nine percent (n = 217) were considered White tin-enameled 
and 30.89 percent (n = 97) were considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-
enameled, 28.34 percent of the total sherds (n = 89) were undecorated and uncolored in 
the style of Rouen (Rouen Plain) while 2.55 percent of the total sherds (n = 8) were 
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decorated.  The majority (n = 7) of these sherds were decorated with a polychrome type 
of application, generally a blue outlined with dark blue or black and can be attributed to 
the Rouen Style (Rouen Polychrome), two of these were rims with a type G decoration 
(see Figure 32 & 33, Chapter 3), the remaining five were floral basket patterns, indicative 
of central medallions on Rouen plates and platters ( Figure 33, Chapter 3; Noel Hume 
2001: Figures IX.14 and IX.15, Noel Hume 1970: Figure 53).  The remaining Rouen 
style sherd was decorated in a monochrome blue on white.   
Of the White tin-enameled, 42.68 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 134) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Spanish, or Normandy-style enameling (n = 13 
and n = 119 respectively).  There were two sherds of Marseille Monochrome, an 
undecorated, colored type of enameling from the southern region of France.  Of the total 
sherd count, 26.43 percent (n = 83) were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated 
sherds are represented by both monochrome and polychrome type application; 16.56 
percent of the total sherds (n = 52) were of the monochrome type while 9.87 percent of 
the total sherds (n = 31) are of the polychrome type.  The monochrome blue type 
application was done in various styles.  At Madame John’s Legacy, styles attributable to 
the French were: Brittany with rim decoration A (n = 1), Moustier (n = 2), Normandy 
with lambrequin decoration (n = 2), Normandy with Rim decoration H (n = 1), other 
types of Normandy (n = 25), and Provence with Rim decoration J (n = 6).  Styles 
attributable to Mexican or Spanish traditions were Puebla Blue-on-White, 3-dot variant (n 
= 3) (Fairbanks 1974:36-41), and Huejotzingo Blue-on-White (n = 4).  There were also 
untyped sherds in the decorative tradition of Dutch delft (n = 4), and sherds could not be 
classified in any decorative tradition, which were left as undetermined (n = 4).   
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Table 18. Tin-enameled ceramics from Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Brittany A 1 
Moustier - 2 
- 25 
H 1 
Normandy 
Lambrequin 2 
Provence J 6 
Huejotzingo - 4 
Puebla 3-dot 3 
Delft, Dutch - 4 
Monochrome 
Undetermined - 4 
Moustier Grotesques 1 
- 4 
C 1 
Floral 3 
G 7 
H 1 
Seine 
I 1 
- 2 
Floral 1 
G 2 
L 2 
St. Cloud 
Lambrequin 1 
San Elizario - 2 
Decorated 
Polychrome 
Spanish - 3 
Colored Marseille - 2 
Normandy - 119 
White tin-
enameled 
Undecorated 
Uncolored 
 Spanish - 13 
      
Monochrome Rouen - 1 
- 5 
Decorated 
Polychrome 
 
Rouen 
 G 2 
Brown tin-
enameled 
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen - 89 
Grand Total     314 
The various styles of polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: Seine (n 
= 17), with rim decorations C (n = 1), G (n = 7), H (n = 1), I (n = 1), (see Figures 34 and 
35, Chapter 3), and floral designs (n = 3), as well as four sherds that do not have portions 
of the rim but display Seine style polychrome decoration.  There was a single sherd of 
Moustier Polychrome, with “grotesques.”  There were also numerous St. Cloud style 
polychrome decorated sherds (n = 8) with Rims G (n = 2), L (n = 2), and floral motifs (n 
= 1) as well as sherds with the characteristic lined-blue decoration (n = 2).  There were 
also polychrome-type decorations attributable to Mexican Majolica in the style of San 
Elizario (n = 2) and untyped Spanish style tin-enameled sherds (n = 3).   
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The provenienced artifacts from Shenkel’s 1971 excavations came from 
Excavation Units 7, 8, and 9. There was only a single provenienced sherd from Unit 9, a 
sherd of plain majolica from level 5.  It seems to indicate a post-1767 association, 
especially considering the description of the creamwares from this level.  Unit 8 had 
Rouen Plain wares from levels 3 and 4 just above the well feature; however, these levels 
had mixed materials and represent a pre-1820 date.  Unit 7 had Normandy Plain wares 
between levels 2 and 3, which again were mixed with other later materials.  Most of 
Shenkel’s materials have been stripped of provenience and the materials which continue 
to have provenience information provide little information because of the disturbed 
contexts.  Dawdy’s 1998 excavations, however, provide a glimpse of a 1730-1760 
occupation in Stratum M.  A single sherd of Brittany Blue on White, Rim A was reported 
from this context.  Both Normandy Blue on White and Seine Polychrome were present in 
Stratum M.  It should be noted that there was no St. Cloud Polychrome style ceramics nor 
Spanish or Mexican majolica noted.  This is easily explained because of the embargo on 
Spanish goods, as well as easy access to French goods through the trading business of 
Pascal or Marin.   
With regard to the larger collection, the Normandy-style designs can date as early 
as 1720.  Rim designs J and A have, at different times, been associated with military 
occupations.  For example, at Ft. Toulouse, there was a pit filled with the several Brittany 
Blue on White plates dating to the time of abandonment.  Recently Waselkov and Gums 
(2000:141) have indicated that Provence Blue on White, Rim J predominates on military 
sites while still being present on domestic French colonial plantations in the vicinity of 
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Mobile.  Their presence here further argues that these types saw wider distribution during 
the French colonial period.   
The Spanish tradition ceramics tend to date to the Spanish period in Louisiana.  
According to Deagan (1987:28-29), Huejotzingo Blue-on-White dates between 1700 and 
1800, and Puebla Blue-on-White dates between 1700 and 1850; however, Williams and 
Williams (2004:18) date Huejotzingo Blue-on-White much later, between 1750 and 1830.  
The San Elizario Polychrome dates between 1750 and 1850 (Deagan 1987:29).  These 
three wares could clearly be associated with the DeLanzos occupation. The other tin-
enameled wares in the untyped Spanish style also seem to represent trends that were 
occurring towards the end of the 18th century. 
French Colonial Barracks/ Square 62 (16OR136) 
Historic Setting: French Colonial Barracks/ Square 62 (16OR136) 
The first barracks built by the Company of the West were destroyed by a 
hurricane in 1722 (Casey 1983:129).  Between August 1, 1722 and January 3, 1723, the 
Company built barracks for its German workmen, French workmen and carpenters, and 
Swiss mercenary soldiers.  These structures were built on the ground in a type of half-
timber construction referred to as poteaux en terre with the interstices filled with 
colombage (either bousillage—mud or clay, lime and straw or moss, or particularly in the 
Illinois Country pierrotage—small stones and mud, or sometimes, they would be filled 
with bricks, which was referred to as bricquet entre poteaux between posts).  These 
building techniques were derived from Normandy, France, and were used in Canada 
before being transported to the province of Lower Louisiana.  In Normandy and in 
Canada these were successful long-term techniques, however they were not in Lower 
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Louisiana.  It seems that the above-mentioned structures may have been built in 1723; 
however, it seems that Royal Barracks were not built until after 1728, but before 1731.  
This is substantiated by the appearance of the structure along the Toulouse side of city 
square 62 on the 1731 Gonichon map and its absence from the Broutin and Gonichon 
1728 maps (Beavers 1991:8,10-11; Yakubik 1992:3).  Huber and Wilson (1964:6), 
however, indicate that the barracks were constructed in 1723 at the same time as the other 
structures in that city square, and were in the last stages of dilapidation by 1733.   
Yakubik (1992) presents a convincing argument that the keyed reference of the 
Gonichon 1731 map indicates that this structure was newly constructed in a temporary 
manner, that it was referred to, literally, as a “new hut [baroque] serving as a barracks 
[caserne].”  Yakubik rightly points out that in this reference the barracks are considered 
to be “new,” and that they are merely serving as the barracks rather than being 
constructed for such a purpose.  It seems that these barracks were constructed as a stop-
gap measure and were not intended to be as permanent as even the structures on the same 
block, such as the worker housing constructed in 1723.   
Regardless of the construction date, 1723 or ca. 1730, it is clear that by 1733 the 
Royal Barracks were in deplorable condition.  Bienville wrote a letter imploring his 
Majesty to consider the construction of a new barracks as one of the “most essential 
expenditures he could make in this colony and from which he will draw the most 
advantage.”  He goes on to say: 
…that which merits his attention most, is the health of his soldiers, who, being 
lodged in barracks of stakes in the ground, roofed with the poor bark of 
trees, ready to fall, without flooring, without chimneys and consequently 
continually damp, become subject to infirmities which render them a charge of 
the hospital when they do not render them incapable of service.   
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Secondly, a saving of considerable expenses which have to be made for repairs 
to these old huts and for the maintenance of the bedsteads and straw mattresses 
which rot in less than nothing, as well as the clothes and other equipment of the 
soldiers.   
 
Finally, when the garrison will be quartered in barracks, it will be possible to 
control it and discipline it, This is even the sole means of attaining it.  The 
officers will lodge in the pavilions of these barracks and will be close enough to 
have this eye continually on the soldiers and will prevent them from going out at 
night to steal or debauch themselves, which is not possible to do at present, 
whatever precautions might be taken for it.  (translated in Huber and Wilson 
1964:6, emphasis added). 
 
It is clear from this letter that Bienville is pragmatic in his decision making, assuring 
the authorities in France that the money spent constructing new structures would be offset 
by the improved health of the soldiers, translating to more active duty and more actual 
work for the already dedicated salary, the improved discipline creating a safer city 
wherein more commerce could flourish, and outright savings on equipment, bedding, and 
clothes.    
It is difficult to determine when the Royal Barracks were abandoned, but it is 
likely that they were still being used until 1740, since Broutins’s military barracks, being 
constructed on either side of the Place d’Armes, were not completed until then.  Yakubik 
(1991b:n.p) suggests that, because there is evidence for continuous occupation at the site, 
it is likely that it was inhabited shortly after the barracks were abandoned.  The area 
quickly became residential as evidenced by the destruction of a kitchen structure in the 
1788 fire.   
Archaeology at the French Colonial Barracks/ Square 62 (16OR136) 
This site was the location of the Royal Military Barracks indicated on Gonichon’s 
1731 Map of the New Orleans, and has seen somewhat continuous occupation since that 
date.  It is located at 726-728 Toulouse Street, also in the Vieux Carre (Figures 38 and 
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39).  In 1991, Earth Search, Inc., (ESI) contracted with the Historic New Orleans 
Collection (THNOC) to conduct excavations within a structure that THNOC was 
renovating.  ESI excavated six 1 x 1 m units below a room at 726 Toulouse St.  This 
discussion is based on the field notes taken during the test excavations at the site 
(Yakubik 1991a). 
All soils were excavated by trowel, excepting locations for sumps.  All materials 
were screened through ¼ inch mesh.  Soils were excavated in natural levels, with further 
subdivisions when necessary (e.g., all features were excavated separately).  An arbitrary 
datum was established adjacent to Unit 1.  All depth measurements were taken from this 
point.  These six units provided evidence of the occupation from the present, 1991, 
stretching back to the early 18th century.  For brevities sake, I will only discuss the levels 
associated with the fire of 1788 and those previous to it.  It should be noted that this is the 
first, and still the best, archaeologically defined evidence of the 1788 fire to date in New 
Orleans.   
Site north was established as Toulouse Street, 38 degrees from magnetic north.  
The six units were placed in the rear room of a two-room Creole cottage.  The units were 
numbered: Excavation Unit (EU) 1, proper, EU extensions 1-5, I use the abbreviation xt 
for extension in the rest of this discussion.  EU 1 xt 2, the northernmost unit, was placed 
14 cm south of the center sill of the cottage and EU 1 xt 4, the southernmost unit, was 
placed 14 cm north of the south sill/wall of the cottage.  This means that the north wall of 
EU 1 xt 2 is approximately 4.75 m south of Toulouse Street and the south wall of EU 1 xt 
4 is 8.75 m from Toulouse Street (Figure 43).  This is important because, as can be 
observed in Figures 43 and 44, it means that the half-timbered, poteaux sur sole wall 
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trench encountered in EU 1 xt 5 is 4.98 m (approximately 209 French pied) from 
Toulouse Street indicating that it is the parade ground wall rather than the street-side wall 
of the ca. 1730 Barracks.  This, of course, has implications for artifact patterning (i.e., the 
parade ground would have been policed and debris would be expected from the interior 
of the structure, but not immediately to the exterior).   
The composite plan of the ca. 1730 French Colonial Barracks (Figure 43) bears 
some discussion.  The “possible builder’s trench” in EU 1 xt 1 is abstracted from the 
notes, a larger 10 YR 4/1 silty clay soil was encountered across the floor of the unit and 
the bottom of level 5BII (70 cm below datum), excepting the area with the oyster shell.  I 
took the liberty of restricting the dimension based on the adjacent builder’s trench 
(mapped at 70 cmbd) and a restriction of the above-mentioned soil area in level 6 of EU 1 
xt 1; however, this still remains conjectural.  The tops of all the vertical boards were 
encountered between 68 and 70 cmbd in EU 1 xts 1 and 5.  The post in the central portion 
of the wall was also encountered at those depths.  The large post (25 x 22 cm), however, 
was not encountered until recording the east profile of the barracks pit, which is 25 cm 
west of the east wall of EU 1 xt 5; the post’s upper surface is at 86 cmbd.  The oyster 
shell and soil matrix, as well as the individual oyster shells, were mapped at 65 and 69 
cmbd in level 5BII.  There was also a 2-3 cm shell lens in the north wall profile of EU 1 
xt. 5.  This shell lens was between 75 cmbd on the east side of the Unit to 80 cmbd in the 
west side of the profile.  This is a significant vertical shift for these to be the same lens; 
however, a charred beam, interpreted as fire damage from the 1788 fire in New Orleans 
caused a 10 cm downward shift in the underlying soil matrices as evidenced in the east 
wall profile of EU 1 xt 5 (not reproduced here).  It is interpreted that this oyster shell was
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Figure 43.  Composite plan view of ca. 1730 barracks.  
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Figure 44.  Profile of western portion of ca. 1730 barracks at 16OR136. 
 
the barracks “floor;” the interior of the structure was built up through the addition of this 
soil and shell matrix.   
Finally, the assertion that this structure was built in a poteaux sur sole manner, just 
as the 1704, Fort Louis in Mobile was (Edwards 1988:3, in Yakubik 1992), can clearly be 
seen in Figure 44.  It is believed that in this form of poteaux sur sole construction, the 
sole was laid in a trench, and the vertical members were set or laid on top of the sole and 
then surrounded by earth.  In this case the horizontal sole plate, which is rectangular in 
cross-section (33 cm wide x 9 cm thick), is beveled on the underside.  Also of note are 
the two horizontal boards which can be seen in both the profile and plan view.  These 
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were interpreted by Yakubik to be threshold boards which may have been placed at any 
one of the many entrances to the barracks structure.   
The soils tentatively associated with the fire deposits consisted of dark grayish 
brown to brown/dark brown (10YR 4/2-4/3) clayey silt to silty clay (Level 5BII, 6, and 
7), below this the soils were a (2.5 Y 4/0) blue clay.  They were generally sterile 
excepting the barracks foundation and three peach pits which were found in the builder’s 
trench adjacent to the sole.  In general, there were fewer materials in strata underlying 
those of the 1788 fire, similar to other sites in this thesis.    
There are really two collections from 16OR136, that which is associated with the 
barracks (from the levels described above) and that which is associated with the post- 
barracks occupation of Square 26 between 1740 and 1788.   The evidence of the 1788 fire 
is unmistakable, but unlike what Yakubik expected.  It is represented by great amounts of 
brick rubble (it is likely that the post 1740 structure was a half-timber construction with 
briquetté entre poteaux), burned creamware, faience, and other ceramics, melted glass, 
and charcoal—there was essentially no ash deposits.  The most significant features from 
the 1788 fire in these excavations were several beams, which must have fallen during the 
conflagration.  The small outbuilding which was extant in 1788 collapsed, potentially in 
all directions, but definitely towards site north.  A large beam was found in level 5BI with 
a charred underside and extending from EU 1 proper to EU 1 xt 5 diagonally (the beam 
measured 170cm long, by 25 cm wide; the thickness of the original beam can not be 
determined because of decomposition).  The beam hit with such force that it warped the 
soil matrices underlying it.  It is also possible that an associated beam descended into EU 
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1 xt 4 and drove artifacts and debris to 97 cmbd, warping the underlying stratum (as can 
be seen in the southern profile of EU 1 xt 4, which is not included here).   
 Overall, it is clear that the 16OR136 is a significant archaeological site.  The 
abundant and conclusive evidence for the 1788 conflagration and the in situ remains of 
the ca. 1730 French Colonial barracks represent two different socioeconomic statuses.  
Below, the tin-enameled assemblage will be broken into two samples based upon 
stratum—this will provide more accurate comparative data.   
Tin-enameled Ceramics at the French Colonial Barracks/ Square 62 (16OR136) 
Barracks Occupation 
There were 43 total tin-enameled ceramics associated with the ca. 1730 barracks 
(Table 19); 86.05 percent (n = 37) were considered White tin-enameled and 13.95 percent 
(n = 6) were considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 13.95 percent 
of the total sherds (n = 6) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen 
Plain) (Figure 45).  They tentatively push the date for Brown tin-enameled back to pre-
1740, possibly as early as 1730.  It should be noted that sherd b in Figure 45 is much 
lighter than the typical Faience Brune sherd, and may mean that early Faience Brune 
ceramics was qualitatively different later examples.  There is also a sherd at the Bayou 
Goula site (16IB11) which conforms to these characteristics, but was not considered to be 
Faience Brune in the past. 
Of the White tin-enameled, 55.81 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 24) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Normandy-style enameling.  Of the total sherd 
count, 30.23 percent (n = 13) were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds 
were represented by both monochrome and polychrome-type application; 25.58 percent 
of the total sherds (n = 11) were of the monochrome type, while 4.56 percent of the total  
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Table 19.  Tin-enameled ceramics from the French colonial barracks (16OR136). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Nevers (?) BW - 1 
Normandy BW - 3 
Provence J 2 
Delftware, British BW - 3 
Puebla BW - 1 
Monochrome 
Und/Spanish - 1 
D ? 1 
Decorated 
Polychrome  St. Cloud  
G 1 
White tin-
enameled 
Undecorated Uncolored Normandy Plain - 24 
         
Brown tin-
enameled 
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain - 6 
Grand Total  43 
 
Figure 45.  Brown Tin-enameled, Rouen Plain.  EU 1 xt 4, level 6; (b) EU 1 xt 4, level 6; 
(c-d) EU 1 Proper, level 6.  Notice the tin-enamel over-toping the rim on 
sherd a. 
sherds (n = 2) were of the polychrome type.  The monochrome-type application was done 
in various styles. At the French colonial barracks, styles attributable to the French were: 
Nevers(?) (n = 1), Normandy (n = 3), and Provence with rim decoration J (n = 2); styles 
attributable to Mexican or Spanish traditions were Puebla Blue-on-White (n = 1), and an 
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unknown Spanish decoration (n = 1).  There were also untyped sherds in the decorative 
tradition of British delftware (n = 3).  The polychrome type application was done 
singularly in the St. Clould style with Rims D (1), and G (1). 
 In this collection we see that Provence Blue on White is present on a site prior to 
1740 as well as the presence of Brown tin-enameled.  It is no surprise to see the possible 
Nevers-style ceramic due to its abundance at Mobile and its presence among the Tunica 
in West Feliciana Parish, Louisiana.  The Normandy-style designs can date as early as 
1720.  The absence of any truly polychromatic ceramics may argue for their status 
association or it may simply indicate that they were not issued to the soldiers.  
Regardless, it is likely that it was more expensive than plain, monochrome, or en camieu 
ceramics.  It is interesting to note the Spanish and the British wares in the military 
barracks, considering the existing trade restrictions.   
Tin-enameled Ceramics at the French Colonial Barracks/ Square 62 (16OR136) 
Post-Barracks Occupation 
There were 360 tin-enameled ceramics in the collection from the post-Barracks 
occupation (Table 20); 63.61 percent (n = 229) were considered White tin-enameled, 5.28 
percent (n = 19) were considered Brown tin-enameled, and 31.11 percent (n = 112) were 
classified as Burnt Faience.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 5.28 percent of the total sherds 
(n = 19) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen Plain); this 
accounted for all of the Brown tin-enameled sherds.   
Of the White tin-enameled, 52.22 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 188) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Normandy-style enameling.  There was a 
single sherd of Marseille Monochrome, an undecorated, colored sherd.  Of the total sherd 
count, 11.39 percent (n = 41) were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds 
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are represented by both monochrome and polychrome-type application; 8.06 percent of 
the total sherds (n = 29) were of the monochrome type while 3.33 percent of the total 
sherds (n = 12) are of the polychrome-type.  The monochrome-type application was done 
in various styles. At site 16OR136, styles attributable to the French were: Brittany with 
rim decoration A (n = 2), Normandy with rim decoration G (n = 1), other types of 
Normandy (n = 8), and Provence with rim decoration J (n = 3); there is a single style 
attributable to Mexican or Spanish traditions, Puebla Blue-on-White (n = 3).  There were 
also untyped sherds in the decorative tradition of Dutch delft (n = 3), British delftware (n 
= 6), and either Normandy or Dutch style tin-enameled wares (n = 3).   
The various styles of polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: Seine (n 
= 3), St. Cloud (n = 5), and La Rochelle (n = 1).  None of the identified rim types were 
encountered.  There was also polychrome British, delftware (n = 1), and powdered British 
delftware (n = 2) (Figure 46).  
Table 20.  Tin-enameled ceramics from the post-barracks occupation (16OR136). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Faience Burnt Burnt Undetermined - 112 
          
Brittany BW A 2 
- 8 Normandy BW 
  G 1 
Provence BW J 3 
Normandy/Dutch BW - 3 
Delft, Dutch BW - 3 
Delftware, British BW - 6 
Monochrome 
Puebla BW - 3 
La Rochelle - 1 
Seine - 3 
St. Cloud - 5 
Delftware, British - 1 
Decorated 
Polychrome 
Powdered Delftware, British - 2 
Colored Marseille - 1 
White tin-
enameled 
Undecorated 
  Uncolored Normandy Plain - 187 
          
Brown tin-
enameled 
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain - 19 
Grand Total        360 
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Its presence in this collection falls right into what Waselkov and Walthall (2002) 
describe as the most popular period for its use 1750 to 1760.  Of course it could have 
been used anytime until 1788.  The presence of the La Rochelle style decoration is 
relatively rare in the state of Louisiana, having only been recovered from Los Adaes, and 
potentially from 16NA67 (Morgan, in press).  The increase in variety through time is 
noticeable, particularly the Brittany BW.   
Figure 46.  Example of polychrome powdered delft.   
Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) 
Historic Setting: Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) 
The French military engineer Le Blond de la Tour’s 1720 plan for the City of 
New Orleans called for the land flanking the Place d’Armes—today’s Jackson Square—
to be occupied by public buildings.  The square itself was to be developed into formal 
gardens.  St. Louis cathedral was to be a keystone for the square and the city, opposite the 
river.  LeBlond de la Tour’s plans were executed in March by his assistant, Adrian 
DePauger.  According to a 1728 Map drawn by François Broutin, the Cathedral had been 
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completed, as well as the “Pavilion for the Employees, presently serving as the 
Government House.” A 1731 Inventory of the same corroborates a 1728 completion date 
for this structure.  The map shows the property as having gardens extending back along 
Chartres Street as far as Dumaine.  This structure is thoroughly described in the Vieux 
Carré Survey materials in the Historic New Orleans Collection.  Sam Wilson translated a 
document entitled an “Inventory of 1731.”  Here is an excerpt: 
The principal building facing on the Place d’Armes is seventy feet in 
length by twenty-one in width and ten in height between sills and plates, 
three double batten doors on the front façade and as many on the rear, 
eleven windows with sashes glazed with glass, double shutters (or, with 
two leaves).  There is a gallery at ground level in the front and rear, six 
feet in width.  On the front one there are, at the two ends, two small 
cabinets of planks, and on the rear it is only at one end that there is a 
similar one (THNOC, Square 23) 
 
This Government House covered the entire northern end of the city square.  The main 
house was believed to contain seven rooms with galleries at the front and rear.  There 
was, in addition, an adjoining two-story building to one side, a courtyard, a large separate 
kitchen, a bakery, two storerooms, a woodshed, a chicken house, a pigeonier, and an 
extensive formal garden as evidenced by the 1731 Gonichon map.  At the rear of the 
property was another substantial building—a two-story structure labeled “Observatory.”  
It is reported that the observatory was designed by the “architect-scientist Pierre Baron 
and one of its rooms was constructed for conveniently viewing the heavens and was 
probably used by him for that purpose” (Hubert and Wilson 1964:4). 
Huber and Wilson suggest that when Etienne de Perier arrived in New Orleans on 
March 15, 1727 to succeed Bienville as Governor he probably moved into the 
Government House; however, there is some question if it was completed by this time 
(1964:3).  It is definite that he and his family were residing there by 1731, when the 
census lists the property as the residence of Governor Perier and his household which 
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consisted of his wife and their three children, a Mlle. Terlin, a M. Lemaitere—whose 
occupation was given as architect—and the Abbe Bertelou who was perhaps the 
Governor’s chaplain.  Perier possessed an Indian slave, two Negro men, three Negro 
women and two children, two guns and two pistols.  His daughter, Catherine, had the 
honor of being the first entry in the baptismal registry of the St. Louis Cathedral.   
In August 1732, a hurricane blew the roof off the Government House; and 
Bienville, who was reappointed Governor of the Colony in 1733, was forced to construct 
brick piers for the structure because the “sills and posts were rotted” (Bienville & Salmon 
June 30, 1736 in Huber and Wilson 1964:5).  However the structure was too far-gone and 
by May 1, 1738 Bienville moved to a rented brick house on what is known today as 
Bienville Street.  The structure located on the corner of St. Anne and Chartres was 
demolished in 1754. 
In 1769, Governor Don Alessandro O’Reilly decided to dispose of the vacant 
lands on either side of the Place d’Armes, where the Government House and the Barracks 
were located. In doing this, he gave them to the city, which in turn put them up for public 
auction.  A 1770, Spanish General Inventory map held in the Kuntz Collection, Howard 
Tilton Memorial Library, indicates that no structures were located on the corner of Calle 
de Conti and la Plaza de Armas (St. Anne and Chartres Streets) at the time of their 
auction.  Between 1777 and 1781, Don Andres Almonester y Roxas acquired all the 
property fronting on the Place d’Armes.  Sometime thereafter he constructed rental 
homes on each side of the square.  This area was not touched by the 1788 nor the 1794 
fires.  It is clear that there were structures on the St. Ann side of the street in 1794 
because of a description by two engineers in the wake of the second conflagration, who 
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noted that “they [the houses] are all filled with combustible material and with almost no 
separation from one another” (Huber and Wilson 1964:17).  A “Plan Figuratif Des Deux 
Côtés De la Place D’Armes en l’Année 1798”(Howard Tilton Library) indicates several 
people living on the location of the old government house—Juan Mas, Cristoyal Ayroly, 
Santo Molina, Peigna Dufovet (sp?).  These names are placed inside small, square-to-
rectangular structures, which abut one another and appear to have access to the Place 
d’Armes through single or double entrances.  It is unclear when these structures were 
built.  It is interesting to note that located on the corner of Decatur and St. Ann there is a 
gable roofed structure clearly indicated on this map, but there are no corresponding 
structures along the St. Ann frontage.  Were these structures flat roofed, or were the 
squares of land owned by these individuals but unoccupied?   
At the beginning of the 19th century (1803-1804), Madame Castillon (Louise de la 
Ronde and the widow of Roxas) signed a contract with the builder Hilaire Boutté to erect 
a structure 169 feet along St. Ann by 84 feet on Chartres at a cost of $35,000.  These 
were crude structures that housed stores and renters.  By 1832, Madison Street was cut 
through the block, possibly to access the backside of the structures flanking the Place 
d’Armes on the down-river side.  The 1803-1804 structures remained on the location 
until the late 1840s, when Roxas’ daughter Micaëla Leonarda Pontalba began her 
building program (Huber and Wilson 1964).  She had the existing Pontalba buildings 
built on either side of the Place d’Armes in 1849, which help define the character of the 
city for so many tourists.  By January 3, 1851, the Daily Delta could describe the streets 
around the Place d’Armes as similar to those of Paris. 
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In sum, the original structure seems to have been built in 1728.  Governor Perier 
and his family were residing there by 1731.  Bienville, when re-appointed to the 
Governorship in 1733, moved into the structure and reconstructed a number of piers 
because of damage from a violent hurricane in 1732.  By 1738, Bienville abandoned the 
structure.  The “Government House” was demolished in 1754.  By 1769, Don Alessandro 
O’Reilly, Spanish Governor of Louisiana, disposed of the vacant lots adjacent to the 
Place d’Armes by selling them to Don Andre Almonester y Roxas who, after 1781, 
constructed rental homes on the site.  By 1803, his daughter had razed these structures 
and constructed new tenements, but in 1849 these were pulled down to construct the 
Pontalba Buildings, which now grace Jackson Square.    
Archaeology at the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) 
In 1984, renovation work was undertaken at the State-owned Pentalba Building at 
the corner of St. Ann and Charters Streets.  A conscientious museum curator by the name 
of Penfield Cowan took notice and seized the opportunity to investigate an exposed 
foundation, collect artifacts, and create a measured drawing of the exposed footings.  
While did not do archaeological “excavations,” his collection provides a glimpse of life 
from a critical location—that of the earliest governor’s residence in New Orleans.   
During the 1984 renovations to the Lower Pontalba, Penfield Cowan recorded a 
brick footing that was roughly an ell shape with a pier located to the southwest side of the 
ell (see Figure 47).  He recorded the dimensions of the bricks that were present in the 
footing.  They were 21.6 cm long x 10.8 cm wide x 4.4 cm thick (8.5 in x 4.5 in x 1.75 
in).  These dimensions fit most comfortably within the French Country Brick (handmade) 
category (Green n.d., 1983; Guevin 1986; Yakubik and Franks 1997:66); this ‘type’ of 
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brick has a date range as reported between 1720 and 1780.  This indicates that this 
foundation was clearly in the colonial period, rather than the 1803 construction.   
Figure 47.  Scaled plan view of exposed foundations, 16OR209.  Recorded by Penfiled 
Cowan of the Louisiana State Museum, 1984.  
However, the question remains, is this foundation part of the 1733 brick 
foundation constructed to repair the government house, or is it part of an unknown 
construction between 1777 and 1794?  It is impossible to tell from the available 
information; however it is likely that these remains are from the 1733 rebuild.  This is 
because two newer brick ‘types,’ the Creole Country brick and the Anglo-American 
Country brick, were being used as early as the early-1750s and the 1790s respectively 
(Yakubik and Franks 1997: 151) and would likely have been employed for the 
construction of the Roxas structures along Place d’Armes between 1777 and 1794.  
However, even though the newer bricks were being produced, it does not mean that 
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Roxas was not using older or scavenged bricks for his rental properties.  Without further 
testing and excavation, nothing can be definitive; for future investigations, courtyard 
excavations as those seen above for Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) would be the most 
productive.  It should be noted that there was a rich collection of artifacts which 
contained both French tin-enameled wares as well as majolica.   
Tin-enameled Ceramics at the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) 
There were 175 tin-enameled ceramics at the Lower Pontalba Building (Table 
21); 81.14 percent (n = 142) were considered White tin-enameled and 18.86 percent (n = 
33) were considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 16.57 percent of 
the total sherds (n = 29) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen 
Plain) while 2.29 percent of the total sherds (n = 4) were decorated.  The majority (n = 3) 
of these were decorated with a polychrome-type application, generally a blue outlined 
with dark blue or black in the Rouen Style (Rouen Polychrome), all these were rims with 
a type G decoration (Figure 32 & 33, Chapter 3).  The remaining Rouen style sherd was 
decorated in a monochrome blue on white (Rouen Blue on White).   
Of the White tin-enameled, 44.00 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 77) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Spanish, British Delftware, or Normandy-style 
enameling (n = 3, n = 1 and n = 73 respectively).  There was a single sherd of Marseille 
Monochrome, an undecorated, colored sherd.  Of the total sherd count, 36.57 percent (n = 
64) were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds are represented by both 
monochrome and polychrome-type application; 24.00 percent of the total sherds (n = 42) 
were of the monochrome-type while 12.57 percent of the total sherds (n = 22) were of the 
polychrome type.  The monochrome-blue type application was done in various styles. At 
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the Lower Pontalba Building, styles attributable to the French were: Brittany with rim 
decoration A (n = 1), Moustier (n = 1), Normandy with rim decoration I (n = 1), other 
types of Normandy (n = 7), and Provence with rim decoration J (n = 1); styles attributable 
to Mexican or Spanish traditions are Puebla Blue-on-White (n = 1), Huejotzingo Blue-on-
White (n = 1), and Catalonia Blue-on-White (n = 15) (Figure 49).  There were also 
untyped sherds in the decorative tradition of Dutch delft (n = 1), British delftware (n = 1), 
and either British or Dutch style tin-enameled wares (n = 11).   
Table 21.  Tin-enameled ceramics from the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Brittany BW A 1 
Moustier BW - 1 
- 7 Normandy BW 
  I 1 
Provence BW J 1 
Catalonia BW - 15 
Huejotzingo BW - 1 
Puebla BW - 1 
Delftware, British BW - 1 
Delft, Dutch BW - 1 
British or Dutch BW - 11 
Monochrome 
Undetermined BW - 1 
- 4 
C 3 
N 1 
Seine PC 
Floral 5 
- 2 
G 2 
I 1 
St. Cloud PC 
L 2 
Decorated 
Polychrome 
Spanish PC - 2 
Colored Marseille  - 1 
Normandy Plain - 73 
Majolica Plain - 3 
White tin-enameled 
Undecorated 
Uncolored  
Delftware, British Plain - 1 
       
Monochrome Rouen BW - 1 Decorated  
Polychrome Rouen PC G 3 
Brown tin-enameled  
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain - 29 
Grand Total 175 
The various styles of polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: Seine (n 
= 13), with Rims C (n = 3) and N (n = 1) (Figure 48), and floral designs, as well as four 
sherds that do not have portions of the rim but display Rouen style polychrome 
decoration; St. Cloud (n = 7) with Rims G (n = 2), I (n = 1), and L (n = 2), and two sherds 
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with the characteristic lined-blue decoration.  There were also two untyped Spanish style 
tin-enameled sherds.   
According to Deagan, the Catalonia Blue-on-White dates between 1760 and 1820, 
Huejotzingo Blue-on-White dates between 1700 and 1800, and Puebla Blue-on-White 
dates between 1700 and 1850 (1987:28-29); however, Williams and Williams date 
Huejotzingo Blue-on-White much later, between 1750 and 1830 (2004:18).  These three 
wares could clearly be associated with the later inhabitants, who were the tenants of Don 
Andres Almonester y Roxas.   
Figure 48. New Rim type N.  This follows the lettering sequence as proposed by Walthall 
1991 and added to by Nobel 1997. This sherd mirrors the shell edged 
tradition of British ceramics, while being a tin-enameled ware. 
Deagan (1987:67) notes that “Catalonia Blue-on-White majolica reflects 
influences on the industry by Italian majolica, French faience, and Holland delftware, and 
in this respect resembles Talaveran eighteenth-century majolica. French influence was 
most evident during the eighteenth century.”  The other tin-enameled wares in the 
untyped Spanish style also seem to represent trends that were occurring towards the end 
of the eighteenth-century.  On the other hand, the Normandy-style designs can date as 
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early as 1720.  It is interesting to note that several Moustier style designs were present at 
the villages on Dauphine Island (1715-1725), and that may of the goods at the 
warehouses on Dauphine Island were shipped to New Orleans at the time of its inception.  
It is especially tantalizing to imagine that the goods came from the warehouse located on 
the downriver side of the Square 23—the same square as the Government House. 
Figure 49.  Catalonia Blue-on-White sherds from 16OR209. 
 
Mid River Sites 
Galveztown (16AN39) 
Historical Setting: Galveztown 
 In 1762, all of Louisiana was ceded to the Spanish Crown except the West Florida 
region.  This made the Amite River/Bayou Manchac waterway an international boundary.  
That is, the land south of the Amite River/Bayou Manchac and west of the Mississippi 
River were Spanish Crown lands and the land north of Amite River/Bayou Manchac and 
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east of the Mississippi were British lands.  The boundary made control of the banks of 
this waterway, which historically was an important transportation route from the 
Mississippi River across to Lakes Maurepas and Pontchartrain allowing access to Biloxi 
and Mobile, even more important.  As a result, the British established the settlement of 
Canewood in April of 1771.  It was located approximately 1.5 miles north of present Port 
Vincent, in or near Section 39, Township 8S, Range 3E.  This was a prosperous village 
until, in 1778, it was raided by Patriots, driving the Tory inhabitants to the other side of 
the Amite River (River d’Iberville) (Goodwin 1990:21).  
The Tory British were allowed to establish themselves on the south bank of the River 
Iberville in Section 17, Township 8S, Range 3E (Figure 50).  According to Caughey, 
Spanish governor Bernardo de Galvez discovered this settlement in 1778 situated on the 
rise below the confluence of the River d’Iberville and the Amite River, and granted the 
diverse inhabitants asylum (1934:79).  There were a mix of Americans, British, Germans, 
and Frenchman inhabiting the town at this time.  A condition of asylum was the 
establishment of a Spanish garrison and fort, which were placed at the head of the village 
probably in the northern most two central squares of the stylized plan in Figure 51.  This 
was done in the context of “encouraged” immigration from the Spanish speaking Canary 
Islands.  Between 1778 and 1780, the Canary Islanders were dispersed among San 
Bernardo, located downriver form New Orleans, along Bayou Lafourche near its 
confluence with the Mississippi River, Galveztown, and New Iberia, on Bayou Teche 
below the Acadian settlement of Atakapas (Usner 1992:110).   
The fort was constructed in an irregular shape with five bastions; being adjacent to 
the Amite, the fort flooded frequently and was often in need of repair.  The construction  
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Figure 50.  Abstract plan of Galveztown.  Entitled: Plaza de la villa de Galvez, Published 
in 1778, Oriented with north toward bottom.  Text on map: "Carolo ignante, 
urbem adisicat amor, Galvez ad honorem, nomen dedit que suum. Anno dñi. 
ML.C.C.D.XX.VIII.”  Repository: Library of Congress Geography and Map 
Division Washington, D.C.  
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began in 1779 as well as the construction of a road that ran along Bayou Manchac (River 
d’Iberville) from Galveztown to the west until it reached the bank of the Mississippi 
River; this road was reportedly eight feet wide (O’Brien 1981:13).  It is unclear how 
much of the above plan was realized, but in 1779, a chapel and small hospital were built 
to compliment the fort and the domestic structures (Goodwin 1990:37).  Between 
December 1778 and July 1779, the Spanish crown sent a total of eighty-nine Isleño 
families to Galveztown, as well as two English and three French families (O’Brien 
1981:11).  By the end of 1779, there were 400 residents in Galveztown; its greatest ever 
population.   
As compared to the stylized plan presented in Figure 50, a more realistic plan was 
recorded in 1797 by Penchent (Goodwin 1990:37).  On this plan, he described the town 
as follows: 
The houses which make this city are marked in pink on their corresponding lots.  
These are only huts, which at time of building cost only 80 pesos.  The only 
important buildings are marked A and B, which are the residences of Captain 
Paoli, and that of the Commander of the Post, which belongs to the King.  This 
last mentioned house, besides being very uncomfortable, is threatening to 
collapse at any moment (Scaramuzza 1930 in Goodwin 1990:40). 
On whole, this town seems to have been on the edge of the Spanish sphere of influence 
and after just seven years of occupation in great need of repair.  By 1807, Galveztown 
was all but abandoned, at which time the Isleños moved to Spanish Town in Baton Rouge 
and the site lay undisturbed until 1850 when it was plowed (O’Brien 1981:20).  In the 
1850s and 1860, the chinaberry trees still marked the edge of the barely visible 
walkways; a four ft wide and 600 to 700 ft long quadrangular ditch surrounded what used 
to be Galveztown.  Up until the 1920 it is reported that soil stains in the freshly plowed 
fields still marked the spot of Galveztown (Goodwin 1990:40).   
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Archaeology at Galveztown (16AN39) 
 In 1980 Helen O’Brien undertook an archaeological survey of Galveztown 
(16AN39).  The site is located in Section 17, Township 8 South, Range 3 East on land 
owned by Felix Arceneaux and Roy Haase (Figure 51).  The site is traversed by 
Louisiana State Highway 42 (Port Vincent Rd); the majority of the site lays to the north 
of Hwy. 42 while to the south it is believed that the historic cemetery lies in the southeast 
corner of Section 17.  As indicated, the site has been plowed for a number of years 
exposing features during the 1920s. 
O’Brien undertook a surface survey of the plowed portions of the site.  In total, 
she laid out 105 twenty foot squares and completed a 100 percent surface collection 
which yielded over 2000 artifacts.  There were ceramics, brick, bottle and window glass.  
From the artifact distribution maps, there appeared to be at least there separate domestic 
areas of occupation, potentially associated with the grid as displayed in Figure 51 of 
Galveztown.   
Of the over 2000 artifacts, 1051 were ceramics.  Various types were present, 
namely: salt glazed stoneware (n = 34), creamware (n = 439), pearlware (n = 253), 
whiteware (n = 9), lead glazed earthenwares (n = 88), porcelain (n = 48), those typed as 
miscellaneous (n = 57), and of course “Faience” or tin-enameled wares (n = 123).  The 
ubiquity of creamware and pealware, and the relative paucity of white salt-glazed 
stoneware, tin-enameled wares and whiteware indicates an occupation bracket for the site 
between 1760 and 1820, which fits well with the known dates for the occupation of the 
site.  In short, there is a great amount of research potential at this archaeological site.   
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Figure 51.  Location map for Galveztown.  Note the Amite River branching north and Bayou Manchac branching south just to the 
northwest of the site.  Historically, the east to west flowing waterway was referred to as River d’Iberville or Akankia on 
other historic maps.   
Glaveztown (16AN39)
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N
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In 1987, two cultural resource management surveys were conducted in the 
vicinity of Galveztown.   In the first, Allen Saltus conducted an underwater survey along 
the course of the Amite River, just below its confluence with Bayou Manchac, in the 
vicinity of Galveztown.  No significant remains associated with 16AN39 were identified 
by the divers or through remote sensing efforts (Saltus 1987:169-177).  The second 
survey was conducted by Coastal Environments, Inc., to assess the effects of the 
installation of telephone cables in Ascension and Livingston parishes.  Because Louisiana 
State Hwy 42crosses the archaeological site, the survey recommended that monitoring be 
undertaken as the telephone cable lines are laid within the known site boundaries.  No 
archaeological remains were encountered (Coastal Environments, Inc., 1987:24). 
Tin-enameled Ceramics at Galveztown (16AN39) 
There were 52 tin-enameled ceramics in the collection from Galveztown (Table 
22); 46.15 percent (n = 24) were considered White tin-enameled and 53.85 percent (n = 
28) were considered Brown tin-enameled.  The discrepancy between the counts of tin-
enameled wares reported by O’Brien (1981) and that used here can only be explained by 
loss of artifacts in the ensuing 23 years.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 40.38 percent of the 
total sherds (n = 21) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen Plain) 
while 11.54 percent of the total sherds (n = 6) were decorated with a polychrome-type 
application, generally a blue outlined with dark blue or black; they are Rouen-style sherds 
(Rouen Polychrome).  Of the Rouen Polychrome sherds collected, three were rim sherds 
all of which displayed Rim G-type decoration (Figure 52).  The three remaining Rouen 
Polychrome sherds were portions of floral basket motifs which are often found as central 
medallions on plates and platters (Figure 33, Chapter 5). 
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Of the White tin-enameled ware, 32.69 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 
17) were undecorated and can be attributed to Spanish-style enameling or to Normandy-
style enameling (n = 7 and n = 10 respectively); 13.46 percent of the total sherds (n = 7) 
were decorated.  The White tin-enameled, decorated sherds are represented by both 
monochrome and polychrome type application; 3.85 percent of the total sherds (n = 2) 
were of the monochrome type while 9.62 percent of the total sherds (n = 5) were of the 
polychrome type.  The monochrome-type application was done in the style of Puebla 
Blue-on-White (n = 1), and an untyped decorative motif (n = 1).   
Table 22.  Tin-enameled ceramics from Galveztown (16AN39). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Puebla BW - 1 Monochrome  
Undetermined BW - 1 
St. Cloud PC G 3 
Seine PC Unreported 1 
Decorated 
Polychrome  
San Elizario PC - 1 
Normandy Plain - 10 
White tin-enameled 
Undecorated Uncolored 
Majolica Plain - 7 
     
Monochrome Rouen BW - 1 
- 3 
Decorated 
Polychrome  Rouen PC  
G 3 
Brown tin-enameled  
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain - 21 
Grand Total  52 
The various styles of polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: Seine (n 
= 1) in an unreported rim design (Figure 52), St. Cloud with Rim G (n = 3), and a single 
sherd of San Elizario Polychrome.  The San Elizario Polychrome sherd is dated between 
1750 and 1850 (Deagan 1987:29).  Williams and Williams (2004:31) present dates that 
begin in 1750 and end around 1800, 1830, or 1850.  Regardless, taken with the date range 
of the site and the date range of the Puebla Blue-on-White sherd described above, it is 
clear that the ceramics do not seem to demonstrate much time lag.  Of interest, is the 
notion that the Rouen-style ceramics outnumber those that fall into the White Tin-
enameled category.  With more excavations at the site, and thus a larger sample of the 
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ceramics, it might be demonstrated that the shift across the 50 percent threshold from 
predominately all White Tin-enameled ceramics to Brown tin-enameled wares (Faience 
Brune or Rouen) may be demonstrated in the late 1770s or 1780.   
Figure 52.  Tin-enameled ceramics from 16AN39.  (a) undetermined blue on white, likely 
a variety of Puebla; (b) San Elizario Polychrome; (c) unreported Seine 
Polychrome; (d-e) St. Cloud Polychrome, Rim G. 
French Site I (16PC80) 
Historical Setting: The Point Coupee Coast 
The area around Pointe Coupee was settled as early as the 1720s.  Charlevoix 
(O’Neill 1977:163) described the Pointe Coupee coast as fertile soil but expected the 
Stainte Riene and Madame de Meziers concessions to fail on account of the non-
industriousness of the inhabitants.  He describes the concessions as nothing more that a 
few huts covered with leaves and trees and a tent made of canvas.  After the Natchez 
uprising, the number of settlers at Point Coupee began to grow, the land was arable and 
good for many of the crops grown further to the north, but was not in direct proximity to 
the Natchez.  By 1731, the settlement consisted of 33 households (Figure 53) (Costello  
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Figure 53.  Detail of the Carte particulière d'une partie de la Louisianne ou les fleuve et rivierres [i.e. rivières] onts etés relevé a 
l'estime & les routtes [i.e. routes] par terre relevé & mesurées aux pas, par les Srs. Broutin, de Vergés, ingénieurs & 
Saucier dessinateur / Demarigny.  Date: 1743.  Repository: Library of Congress Geography and Map Division 
Washington, D.C. 
N
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1999:23; Hall 1992:247).  In 1738, the St. Francis of Assisi Church was built and 
consecrated (Wells 2001:21, in Mann 2003).   
At the end of the French Period, Pointe Coupee suffered crop failures and Indian 
raids.  The French, in an effort to hold onto a portion of their colonial holdings, built a 
fort at Pointe Coupee in 1760; however, in 1762, by the secret treaty of Fontainebleau, 
Point Coupee became Spanish territory.  By 1769, 169 settlers signed an oath of 
allegiance to Spain (Mann 2003:30).   
Archaeology at French Site I (16PC80) 
Rob Mann, Regional Archaeologist for Southeast Louisiana, examined 15 acres 
along the Pointe Coupee coast between January and March 2003 (Mann 2003:32).  As a 
result, he identified archaeological site 16PC80, or the French Site I, among others.  This 
site is situated on the west bank of the Mississippi River in a bend that was known as the 
Pointe Coupee coast.  The site is located on what is today called the Stonewall Plantation, 
one mile west of the community of Brooks.  It is bounded to the north by LA 420, 
bisected by a field road, and dissipates, as expected, as you move away from the higher 
elevations of the natural levee (Mann 2003:41).  An assemblage of artifacts was collected 
from two fields: one was unplanted and provided near 100 percent visibility; the other 
was planted in sugar cane. While not all of the exposed artifacts were collected, an effort 
was made to collect 100 percent of the tin-enameled wares (Mann 2003:41).  The site is 
located on Lot 2, Township 4 South, Range 10 East (Figure 54).   
It appears that Charles Dufour was the owner of this “Creole” plantation in the 
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth-centuries.  He is listed as the owner of Lot 2 on a 
map showing land confirmations in 1812 (Brain Costello personal communication, in  
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Figure 54. Location map for site 16PC80.  Background files are the DOQQ Morganza NW and New Roads NE.   
Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999)
0.6 0 0.6 1.2 Kilometers
N
New Roads USGS Quad Location
 Relative to Pointe Coupee Parish
Locator Map
Mississippi River
Levee Crest
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Mann 2003:49).  It is clear that he was along the Pointe Coupee coast by at least 1795, 
when he took part in quelling a planned slave revolt.  There do not appear to have been 
any previous owners.  Paul Farnsworth and Laurie Wilkie conducted a summer field 
school at this site, so more information will be derived from these excavations.   
The French Colonial Site I was primarily defined by an artifact scatter which 
included brick and other architectural debris, refined earthenwares such as whiteware, 
pearlware, and creamware, nineteenth-century coarse earthenwares such as yelloware, 
gray salt-glazed stoneware with Albany-type slips, and of course eighteenth-century 
ceramics such as white slipped interior/green glazed exterior redware, Saintonge Plain, 
southern French storage vessels or Provence jar fragments and tin-enameled wares, or  
faience, as well as other domestic items such as white clay pipes and gunflints. (Mann 
2003:44-49).  Mann’s assessment of the site is that, “taken as a whole, this assemblage is 
indicative of a domestic site occupied from the first half of the eighteenth century until 
the latter half of the nineteenth century” (2003:46). 
Tin-enameled Ceramics at French Site I (16PC80) 
There were 186 tin-enameled ceramics at French Site I (Table 23); 77.96 percent 
(n = 145) were considered White tin-enameled and 22.04 percent (n = 41) were 
considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 16.13 percent of the total 
sherds (n = 30) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen Plain) 
while 5.91 percent of the total sherds (n = 11) were decorated with a polychrome-type 
application, generally a blue outlined with dark blue or black; they were all considered to 
be Rouen-style (Rouen Polychrome).  Of the Rouen Polychrome sherds collected, six 
were rim sherds five of which displayed Rim G type decoration, one of which could not 
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be typed and was designated us “undetermined” (Figure 55).  The five remaining Rouen 
Polychrome sherds were portions of floral basket motifs which are often found as central 
medallions on plates and platters (Figure 33, Chapter 3). 
Table 23.  Tin-enameled ceramics from site 16PC80. 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Brittany BW A 1 
Normandy BW D 1 
Provence BW (?) - 2 
Provence BW J 4 
Delft or Faience BW - 1 
Delft, Dutch BW - 1 
Delftware, British BW (?) - 5 
Monochrome 
Undetermined BW - 5 
Seine PC - 8 
- 11 
G 11 
I 3 
St. Cloud PC 
L 7 
Decorated  
Polychrome 
Spanish PC (?) - 1 
Normandy Plain - 82 
White tin-
enameled  
Undecorated  Uncolored  
Delftware, British Plain - 2 
 
- 5 
G 5 
Decorated Polychrome      Rouen PC  
Unreported 1 
Brown tin-
enameled 
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain  30 
Grand Total  186 
 
Of the White tin-enameled, 45.16 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 84) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Delft/Dutch style enameling or to Normandy-
style enameling (n = 2 and n = 82 respectively); 32.80 percent of the total sherds (n = 61) 
were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds were represented by both 
monochrome and polychrome type application; 10.75 percent of the total sherds (n = 20) 
were of the monochrome type while 22.04 percent of the total sherds (n = 41) were of the 
polychrome-type.  The monochrome-type application was done in the style of Brittany 
with Rim type A (n = 1), Normandy with Rim type D (n = 1), and Provence with Rim 
type J (n = 4).  There were also two sherds that could not be typed as Provence because 
they were too fragmentary, but based on other specimens the author believes them to be 
in the style of Provence; they were however classified as Provence (?).  There were also 
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Figure 55.  Sherds from 16PC80.  (a) Rouen Polychrome, Rim G; (b) Rouen Polychrome, 
unreported rim type.   
 
various styles of British and Dutch Monochrome blue on White tin-enameled wares, as 
well as pieces that were too fragmentary to determine style; these were categorized as 
undetermined.  Styles of polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: Seine (n = 
8), St. Cloud with Rims G (n = 11), I (n = 3), and L (n = 7), and a single sherd that may 
be Spanish in origin and was therefore typed as “Spanish (?)”.   
The Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) 
Historical Setting: The Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) 
 We have a reputed first-hand account of the founding of Fort Rosalie and further 
establishment of the trading center of Natchez.  According to Penicault (McWilliams 
1953:176), an agreement was reached with the Natchez before the French arrived.   
The agreement stated that the Natchez would build a fort in:  
their village, at their expense, on the spot that Bienville would mark for them 
and in the manner that he would wish, with the necessary quarters and 
magazines within the fort for the convenience of the officers and soldiers that 
would stay there; . . . they would return all the merchandise and clothes that they 
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had taken both form the Company’s warehouse and the Chevalier de le Loire’s 
hut; . . . [and] that the chief named La Terre Blanche would never show his face 
in the village of the Natchez—upon pain of death if he was caught (McWilliams 
1953:180).   
 
Nearly two weeks later Bienville arrived at the Natchez and ratified the articles of 
peace.  He chose a spot on a height close to the village for the site of the fort marking 
the enceinte (or compound wall).  The Natchez began construction the very next day.  
This post and its appurtenant concessions were fated for oblivion by a Natchez revolt 
on November 28, 1729.  Subsequently, the area was re-settled and has been occupied 
since.   
Archaeology at the Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) 
The Bicentennial Garden’s site is located on the Natchez Bluffs (Figure 56).  It is in 
the vicinity of Fort Rosalie (Hahn et al. in press), which was constructed as a French 
outpost, magazine, trading center, and as a location which, according to Bienville in his 
first years of exploration in the Lower Mississippi Valley, might prove to be as fertile and 
productive as the Illinois country.  He expected this area to relieve pressure from the 
central portion of the French colony, by providing grains to the province of Lower 
Louisiana.   
The archaeological sample derives from sheet midden spread across the current 
Bicentennial Gardens in Natchez, MS.  It was excavated by Coastal Environments, Inc., 
in the summer of 1999.  Several backhoe trenches and excavation units were placed to 
sample the midden.  The excavations will be treated more fully in Hahn et al. (In press)   
Tin-enameled Ceramics at the Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) 
There were 29 tin-enameled ceramics at Bicentennial Gardens (Table 24); 82.76 
percent (n = 24) were considered White tin-enameled and 17.24 percent (n = 5) were 
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Figure 56.  Location map for 22AD999. Location relative to the Mississippi River and Natchez, MS. 
22AD999
Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999)
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considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 3.45 percent of the total 
sherds (n = 1) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen Plain) while 
13.79 percent of the total sherds (n = 4) were decorated with a polychrome-type 
application, generally a blue outlined with dark blue or black; they all fit in to the Rouen 
style (Rouen Polychrome).  Of the Rouen Polychrome sherds collected, there were rim 
sherds all of which displayed Rim type G.  The single remaining Rouen Polychrome 
sherd was a portion of a floral basket motif, often found as central medallions on plates 
and platters (Figure 33, Chapter 3). 
Table 24.  Tin-enameled ceramics from the Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
Monochrome Brittany A 2 
- 1 
G 1 
K 1 
Decorated  
Polychrome  St. Cloud  
O 1 
Colored Marseille - 3 
White tin-enameled 
Undecorated  
Uncolored Normandy - 15 
 
G 3 Decorated  Polychrome Rouen  
- 1 
Brown tin-enameled  
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen - 1 
Grand Total  29 
Of the White tin-enameled, 62.07 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 24) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Marseille style enameling or to Normandy 
style enameling (n = 3 and n = 15 respectively); 20.69 percent of the total sherds (n = 6) 
were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds were represented by both 
monochrome and polychrome type application; 6.90 percent of the total sherds (n = 2) 
were of the monochrome type while 13.79 percent of the total sherds (n = 4) were of the 
polychrome type.  The Monochrome type application was done in the style of Brittany 
with Rim type A (n = 2).   
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There was a single style of polychrome decoration at this site, St. Cloud (n = 4); 
however, there were several differed rim motifs represented: G (n = 1), K (n = 1), and O 
(n = 1).  Rim O (Figure 57) is an addition to the system proposed by Walthall (1991a) 
added to by Noble 1997 and an earlier sherd with Rim N (see Figure 48).  It is also 
displayed in Plate 9d (Genet 1996: 113). 
Figure 57.  New Rim type O, 22AD999.  Also reported at Place Royale (Genet 1996).   
 
Natchitoches Area Sites 
Los Adaes (16NA16) 
Historical Setting: Los Adaes (16NA16) 
 While an earlier incarnation of Los Adaes existed, the Los Adaes of note was 
established in 1720 and was the capital of Spanish Texas from 1729 to 1773.  During the 
eighteenth century it represented the easternmost Spanish Colonial settlement in the 
province of Texas.  Los Adaes was named for the Adaes or Adai Indians and included a 
presidio, a mission, settler’s homes, and agricultural fields.  The presidio’s official name 
was Nuestra Senora del Pilar de los Adaes, and the mission was called San Miguel de 
Cuellar de los Adaes.  Los Adaes functioned more as a trading post and settlement than a 
Not to Scale
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fortification and mission; the French, Spanish and Caddoan Indians had a relationship 
based on cooperation, accommodation, and mutual support (Gregory et al. 2004:65). 
There are existing plans from 1720 which show Los Adaes’s design, as well as a 
map by Urrutia in 1767, both of which Avery (2002) has examined thoroughly.  The 
1767 Urrutia map indicates that the structures at Los Adaes were extremely similar in 
nature to those across French Louisiana.  St. Denis played an important part in the 
establishment of Los Adaes, for his interactions with commandant Diego Ramón, of San 
Juan Bautista, and his marriage to this commandant’s step-granddaughter paved the way 
for the French and Spanish interactions along the western frontier of Louisiana (Gregory 
et al. 2004). 
Archaeology at Los Adaes (16NA16) 
 Los Adaes (Figure 58) is owned and operated by the State of Louisiana as a State 
Historic Site by the Office of State Parks.  In 1979 the Department of Culture, 
Recreation, and Tourism acquired the Los Adaes site (16NA16) and requested 
archaeological investigations to identify the limits of the palisade and to facilitate its 
development into a park site (Gregory 1980).  These excavations, in conjunction with a 
series of other excavations undertaken by Gregory (1973, 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985), 
provide the data for this study.  These excavations delineated a portion of the palisade, 
the defensive ditch, activity areas associated with a kitchen, the governor’s house, and 
several houses on the exterior of the presidio, one of which is interpreted as a French 
trader’s home.  In general: “[g]erman stoneware, decorated Caddoan wares, and French 
tin-enameled polychromes were found in greater proportions at the governor’s house than 
in other areas of the site and suggest that these items may have been higher status goods 
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(Gregory et al. 2004).  For additional archaeological discussion see George Avery’s 
Annual Reports (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003).   
Figure 58.  Location of archaeological site 16NA16, Los Adaes.  The main presidio is on 
the Northern Bluff and generally located within the smaller red outline.   
 
 While I did not examine every sherd from Los Adaes, I worked with Avery to 
identify questionable French sherds.  I also verified that the descriptive categories he had 
established for this assemblage correlated with those used by me in this study.  While 
Gregory et al. (2004) and Avery (2004, in press) classify some of the French tin-
enameled ceramics as Normandy Polychrome, I have renamed these sherds Seine 
Polychrome, because they are clearly Rouen-style decoration—they all have the 
Guillbaud-style rims, and Waselkov and Walthall(2002:69) note in their revised typology 
that: “Seine Polychrome includes all varieties of multi-colored, often blue and red, 
lambrequin-style and Guillibaud-style rims—[Rims B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, and L].” 
Los Adaes (16NA16)
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Tin-enameled Ceramics at Los Adaes (16NA16) 
There were 3427 tin-enameled ceramics recovered from the pre-1995 excavations 
(Table 25); 99.62 percent (n = 3414) were considered White tin-enameled and 0.38 
percent (n = 13) were considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 0.32 
percent of the total sherds (n = 11) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen 
(Rouen Plain) while 0.06 percent of the total sherds (n = 2) are decorated with a 
polychrome type of application, generally a blue outlined with dark blue or black; they all 
fit in to the Rouen Style (Rouen Polychrome). 
Of the White tin-enameled, 45.26 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 1551) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Spanish style enameling or to Normandy style 
enameling (n = 155 and n = 1396 respectively); 54.36 percent of the total sherds (n = 
1863) were decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds were represented by 
both monochrome and polychrome type application; 39.25 percent of the total sherds (n = 
1345) were of the monochrome type while 15.12 percent of the total sherds (n = 518) 
were of the polychrome type.  Monochrome type application, attributable to French 
origins, was done in the styles of: Brittany with Rim type A (n = 77); Normandy with 
Rim types C (n = 4), G (n = 3), H (n = 48) and I (n = 4); Provence both Blue on White (n 
= 168) and Yellow on White (n = 9); Moustier, both Blue on White (n = 11) and Yellow 
on White (n = 10); potential Moustier Yellow on White (n = 2); and various body sherds 
of Normandy Blue on White (n = 47).  Monochrome type decoration, attributable to 
Hispanic origins was present in the styles of:  Puebla Blue-on-White (n = 570); 
Huejotzingo Blue-on-White (n = 11), and San Agustíne Blue-on-White (n = 40).  There 
are also many British delftware sherds (n = 243), powdered decorated delftware sherds (n 
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= 6) and sherds that could not be attributed to a category but represent Normandy or Delft 
designs rather that Hispanic ones (n = 92).   
Table 25.  Tin-enameled ceramics from Los Adaes (16NA16). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
White tin-enameled Decorated Monochrome Brittany A 77 
      Normandy C 4 
        G 3 
        H 48 
        I 4 
      Normandy (?)  - 47 
      Provence BW J 168 
      Provence YW J 9 
      Puebla BW  - 570 
      Moustier BW  - 11 
      Moustier YW  - 10 
      Moustier YW (?)  - 2 
      San Augustin BW  - 40 
      Huejotzingo  - 11 
      Delftware, British  - 243 
      Powderd Delftware,British  - 6 
      Normandy or Delft  - 92 
    Polychrome La Rochelle PC  - 25 
      Nevers PC  - 4 
      Provence  - 21 
      Seine  - 4 
        B 9 
        G 4 
        H 5 
        L 1 
      St. Cloud  - 3 
      Abó or Aranama  - 95 
      Abó PC  - 51 
      Aranama PC  - 34 
      Puebla PC  - 124 
      San Elizario PC  - 15 
      Puebla Majolica, Undetermined  - 7 
      Delftware, British  - 84 
      Normandy or Delft  - 32 
  Undecorated Uncolored Normandy Plain  - 1396 
      Spanish  - 155 
Brown tin-enameled Decorated Polychrome Rouen PC  - 2 
  Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain   11 
Grand Total         3427 
 
The various styles of French polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: 
La Rochelle (n = 25), Nevers (n = 4), Provence (n = 21), Seine (n = 23) with Rim types B 
(n = 9), G (n = 4), H (n = 5) and L (n = 1), as well as four body sherds.  The collection 
also had St. Cloud-style ceramics (n = 3), all of which were body sherds.  There were also 
several types of Spanish tradition polychrome ceramics namely: Abó Polychrome (n = 
51), Aranama Polychrome (n = 34), either Abó or Aranama Polychrome (n = 95), Puebla 
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Polychrome (n = 124), San Elizario Polychrome (n = 15), and undetermined Puebla 
Majolica (n = 7).  There were also polychrome styles attributable to British delftware (n = 
84). 
Considering the occupational date range for Los Adaes, the presence of the both 
the French and Spanish wares is not unexpected; however, the fact that there seem to be 
more identifiable tin-enameled ware attributable to French manufacture than Spanish is 
unusual.  This indicates both the strong relationship between the inhabitants of Los Adaes 
and Natchitoches, and the apparently poor supply lines of the Spanish during the 18th 
century.  It is interesting to note that there were more Yellow on White-style wares, both 
Provence and Moustier, than at any of the other eight sites in this study.  While this may 
be sample bias for sites in New Orleans, it is interesting to think that the Spanish were 
selecting the Yellow on White-style wares as a replacements or compliments to various 
Spanish tradition ceramics, such as Abó or Aranama Polychrome whose predominant 
coloration is yellow.  Also of great note is that Los Adaes provides one of, if not the 
largest samples of French tin-enameled wares in the state of Louisiana, while being a 
Spanish occupied site. 
The American Cemetery (16NA67) 
Historical Setting: The American Cemetery (16NA67) 
Fort St. Jean Baptiste was established in 1715, but the settlement among the 
Natchitoches Indians along the Red River was established in the year 1714.  Governor 
Bienville put ten thousand francs worth of goods in the care of St. Denis, and the two 
agreed that they were to be stored among the Natchitoches.  St. Denis traveled to the 
village of the Natchitoches, situated on an island in the Red River forty leagues from its 
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mouth.  There he built some houses for the Frenchmen, whom he intended to station 
there.  He then distributed “agricultural implements and seed to sow” as he traveled 
farther to the west intending to open trade with Spanish Texas (O’Neill 1977:19-20).   
The original fort was constructed on the banks of the Red River, but in 1721 it 
was moved.  It had a wall enclosing the fort made of stakes, nine feet high above the 
ground, which surrounded the barracks, built under one roof, a guard house, a magazine, 
a Church—made of logs and with adobe walls, surrounded with posts and covered with a 
bark roof, a powder house, an oven, some “shacks” to be used either as kitchens or 
servants’ quarters, a store-keeper’s house made from pales, and a Commandant’s house 
made of adobe(Favrot 1943:731).  The new location is believed to be the American 
Cemetery in Natchitoches (16NA67).  This post was a western bulwark of colonial 
Louisiana, located within 20 miles of Los Adaes (16NA16), the Spanish Capitol.   
A May 1, 1722 census of Natchitoches, Fort St. Jean Baptist, reported that there 
were 14 men, 10 women, 10 children, 20 Negro slaves, and 8 Indian slaves living at the 
fort and on their land in the vicinity of the fort.  St. Denis is listed as commandant, le 
sieur Redot is lieutenant of the Company and Le sieur Derbanne is listed as a warehouse 
guard (Maudell 1972:31).  By 1766, the Natchitoches area reported having 99 farms, with 
a rural population of 632, with 382 settlers coming into the area and 250 total slaves, 
averaging 2.5 per farm (Usner 1992:182).  These two censuses demonstrate the growth of 
the area over the intervening 40 years.   
Archaeology at the American Cemetery (16NA67) 
The American Cemetery is located in the city and parish of Natchitoches on a low 
rise overlooking Cane River, an historic course of the Red River (Figure 59).  Until 2003-
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2004, the American Cemetery had not received any published or systematic 
archaeological investigations.  David Morgan and the Cultural Resources Office of NSU 
undertook research that is currently in the draft stages.  The collection examined for this 
study was collected opportunistically by Mr. Paul Marx in 1969.  It was cataloged at 
Northwestern State University as entry 81: "Surface Material, Inclusive, Indian, French 
Ceramics, Kaolin Pipe Stem and.  American Cemetery, Natchitoches, LA  Paul "Doc" 
Marx, 4/23/69." 
Figure 59.  Location of the American Cemetery Site (16NA67), relative to the City of 
Natchitoches.   
Tin-enameled Ceramics at the American Cemetery (16NA67) 
There were 167 tin-enameled ceramics at the American Cemetery (Table 26); 
89.82 percent (n = 150) were considered White tin-enameled and 10.18 percent (n = 17) 
were considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 8.98 percent of the 
total sherds (n = 15) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen Plain) 
American Cemetery (16NA67)
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N
Natchitoches North & South 
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while 1.20 percent of the total sherds (n = 2) were decorated with a polychrome-type 
application (Rouen Polychrome) with Rim G type decoration.   
Table 26.  Tin-enameled ceramics from the American Cemetery (16NA67). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
White tin-enameled Decorated Monochrome Brittany A 4 
      Moustier BW Berain-style ferronneries 1 
      Moustier YW Laugier and Olerys Style 1 
      Nevers BW  - 1 
      Normandy BW  - 1 
      Provence BW J 8 
      Puebla BW  - 5 
      Delft, Dutch  - 5 
      Undetermined  - 8 
     Polychrome Seine  - 6 
        L 1 
      St. Cloud PC  - 3 
        Floral 3 
        G 6 
        I 3 
    K 2 
   Abó PC  1 
       Puebla PC  2 
  Undecorated Colored Marseille  - 4 
    Uncolored Normandy Plain  - 78 
      Spanish  - 7 
      
Brown tin-enameled Decorated Polychrome Rouen PC G 2 
  Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain  - 15 
Grand Total         167 
Of the White tin-enameled, 50.09 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 89) 
were undecorated and can be attributed to Spanish, or Normandy style enameling (n = 7 
and n = 71 respectively).  There were four sherds of Marseille Monochrome, an 
undecorated, colored sherd.  Of the total sherd count, 36.53 percent (n = 61) were 
decorated.  The White tin-enameled decorated sherds were represented by both 
monochrome and polychrome type application; 20.36 percent of the total sherds (n = 34) 
were of the monochrome-type while 16.17 percent of the total sherds (n = 27) were of the 
polychrome type.  Monochrome type application was done in various styles.  Styles 
present at 16NA67 attributable to the French are: Brittany with rim decoration A (n = 4), 
Moustier both Blue and Yellow on White (n = 2), Nevers (n = 1), Normandy (n = 1), and 
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Provence with Rim J decoration (n = 8); styles attributable to Mexican or Spanish 
traditions were Puebla Blue-on-White (n = 5).  There were also untyped sherds in the 
decorative tradition of Dutch delft (n = 5), and either British or Dutch style tin-enameled 
wares which were classified as undetermined (n = 8).   
The various styles of French polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: 
Seine (n = 7), with Rim type L (n = 1), and floral designs (n = 6); St. Cloud (n = 17) with 
Rims G (n = 6), I (n = 3), K (n = 2), and floral motifs (n = 3).  There were also three 
additional sherds that had the characteristic lined-blue decoration typed as St. Cloud 
Polychrome.  There were also Spanish tradition polychromes represented at this site.  
They were: Abó Polychomre (n = 1) and Puebla Polychrome (n = 2).  According to 
Deagan (1987:28-29), these two types date relatively early, Abó Polychrome dates 
between 1650 and 1750 and Puebla Polychorme dates between 1650 and 1725 adding 
weight to the other arguments that this area was settled at the time Fort St. Jean Baptiste 
was established.   
The Chamard House (16NA100) 
Historical Setting: The Chamard House (16NA100) 
 According to records maintained by the Louisiana Department of State Lands, site 
16NA100 was originally acquired by Anthanase Christophe Fortunot Manguet De 
Mezieres through a Spanish land grant dated July 23, 1762.   De Mezieres came from an 
upper class family in France; he was son of Madame de la Haye—whose grandson, not 
through the De Mezieres family, Louis Phillippe, ascended to the throne as the French 
“Citizen King” after the July 1830 revolution.  In 1738, De Mezieres was “sent over [to 
Louisiana] by royal order on November 28 … at the request of his family, to be 
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disciplined or reformed” (Bolton 1914:81 in Newkirk and Mueller 1981:408).  He was a 
member of the French military being listed as a Cadet (1744), Lieutenant (1752), and 
Captain (1756).  He was discharged from service in September 1763, but seems to have 
held nominal command over the troops as late 1768.  By 1769, he was appointed Lt. 
Governor of Natchitoches and by 1778 he was appointed Governor of Texas, until his 
death in 1779 (Newkirk and Mueller 1981:408-409).   
 De Mezieres’ residence at Natchitoches seems to begin in the early 1740s.  In 
1746, he married Marie Petronille Feliciane Juchereau de St. Denis, the daughter of the 
founder of Natchitoches, who, as mentioned above, played a crucial role in the location 
of Los Adaes and establishing intercourse with the Spanish on the western border of 
French Louisiana.  In 1766 after he had reached the rank of Captain, a census reported the 
De Mezieres household as consisting of 44 individuals, including 36 slaves and servants.  
His other possessions consisted of 4 firearms, 3 side-arms, 100 horned cattle, 30 horses, 
50 hogs, 60 sheep, 100 lb of tobacco, 400 arrobas (10,144 lbs) corn in the ear and 40 
arrobas (1014.4 lbs) grain of a different species (Bolton 1914, in Newkirk and Muller 
1981:409).  Newkirk and Muller state that it is questionable if De Mezieres was actually 
living on his property outside of town, but they do not present any alternative locations 
for his residence.  Habitation after De Mezieres is unclear; however, it appears that he 
sold the land ca. 1770.  He either sold it to Daniel Du Pain, who had been an 
administrator of the St. Denis and De Lachaise estates, or to an Indian trader named Luis 
Pablo Le Blanc de Villeneuve, who was operating in the Natchitoches area (Newkirk and 
Mueller 1981: 409-410). 
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Archaeology at the Chamard House (16NA100) 
 This site was initially designated by Gregory (Newkirk and Mueller 1981:408) as 
the Chamard or Grappe site.  It is now know as the Chamard House, 16NA100, and is 
located in Section 44 (T10N, R7W) (Figure 60).  The artifacts analyzed for this study 
were housed at the Williamson Museum, and cataloged as NSU Catalog 646, which 
according to the inventory is “Jonesville (16CT7), but is more likely 643 Chamard 
Surface Collection” and as “Surface collection French Faience 1830(?) & knife Grand 
Ecore Rd. Site 1 mi. south of gravel pits, collected by Selma Cook, Spring 1968.”  Also 
part of the Chamard collection were assemblages entitled as “collections by Pete Gregory 
in 1979.”  It was hoped that these collections could be supplemented by collections for 
archaeologically excavated samples from 1981, but I was unable to locate them.   
In 1981, Newkirk and Mueller published the results of a series of site delineations 
and testings along the Red River Waterway.  At 16NA100, they excavated four 1 x 1 m 
test units.  Each unit recovered archaeological remains dating as early as the 1720s.  It 
was hoped that this collection could be analyzed as a component of this thesis—getting a 
first-hand look at the artifacts to verify their decoration and satisfy myself of the 
congruency of the typological attributions across the nine sites; however, they were not 
housed at the Williamson Museum in Natchitoches or they were destroyed in fire.  I also 
contacted the Louisiana Division of Archaeology, and they, too, had no record of having 
this collection; therefore, a discussion of Commonwealth Associates, Inc.’s, reporting 
will have to suffice to compliment the sherds that were examined.   
The four excavation units were excavated in two 10 cm arbitrary levels.  Scattered 
stones, bricks, and ceramics were spread across the surface.  There was a single 
stratiagraphic level of midden, overlying a sterile tan-clay.  In the midden were 178  
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Figure 60.  Location of the Chamard House, 16NA100.  The site is located well north of 
Natchitoches and just north of Grand Ecore, along the Red River.   
 
ceramic sherds.  One hundred and forty-five sherds were tin-enameled (81.5 %) and the 
remainder were later pealwares and whitewares, which were decorated in hand-painted 
polychrome floral patterns, blue transfer printing, and blue shell and feather edge designs.  
The tin-enameled wares are represented by three sherds of Rouen, at least one of them 
can be typed as Rouen Polychrome.  Twenty-two of the others were broken into two 
types, Type 1 geometric and floral motifs bordered by a single line on the exterior and a 
double-line on the interior.  All of these sherds can be classified as Provence Blue on 
White based on a plate in the publication (Newkirk and Mueller 1981: Plate 6 (a-k)).  
Twenty-three of the sherds were Brittany Blue on White, Rim type A.  There were 
nineteen sherds of San Elizario Polychrome dating between 1750 and 1850.  The 
remaining sherds were unidentified (Newkirk and Mueller 1981: 411-429).   
&#
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Tin-enameled Ceramics at the Chamard House (16NA100) 
There were 120 tin-enameled ceramics in the collection from the Chamard House 
(Table 27); 94.17 percent (n = 113) were considered White tin-enameled and 5.83 percent 
(n = 7) were considered Brown tin-enameled.  Of the Brown tin-enameled, 5.00 percent 
of the total sherds (n = 6) were undecorated and uncolored in the style of Rouen (Rouen 
Plain) while 0.83 percent of the total sherds (n = 1) were decorated with a polychrome 
type of application, generally a blue outlined with dark blue or black in a Rouen Style 
(Rouen Polychrome).   
Table 27.  Tin-enameled ceramics from the Chamard House (16NA100). 
Class Group Type Style Rim Total 
White tin-enameled Decorated Monochrome Brittany A 3 
   Moustier BW - 8 
   Moustier YW - 1 
   Normandy BW - 1 
   Provence BW - 2 
    J 5 
   Puebla BW - 3 
   Delft, Dutch - 3 
    - 1 
   Delftware, British - 2 
   Undetermined - 2 
  Polychrome San Elizario PC - 2 
   St. Cloud PC - 1 
    G 6 
    L 1 
 Undecorated Uncolored Normandy Plain - 70 
   Spanish - 2 
      
Brown tin-enameled Decorated Polychrome Rouen PC - 1 
 Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain - 6 
Grand Total     120 
 Of the White tin-enameled, 60 percent of the total number of sherds (n = 72) were 
undecorated and can be attributed to Spanish, or Normandy style enameling (n = 2 and n 
= 70 respectively).  Of the total sherd count, 36.53 percent (n = 61) were decorated.  The 
White tin-enameled decorated sherds were represented by both monochrome and 
polychrome type application; 25.83 percent of the total sherds (n = 31) were of the 
monochrome type while 8.33 percent of the total sherds (n = 10) were of the polychrome 
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type.  The Monochrome type application was done in various styles.  Styles at 16NA100 
attributable to the French were: Brittany with rim decoration A (n = 3), Moustier both 
Blue and Yellow on White (n = 9), Normandy (n = 1), and Provence (n = 7) five of which 
had rim decoration J; styles attributable to Mexican or Spanish traditions was Puebla 
Blue-on-White (n = 3).  There were also untyped sherds in the decorative tradition of 
Dutch delft (n = 4), British delftware (n = 2) and undetermined (n = 2).  The various 
styles of French polychrome ceramics recovered from the site were: St. Cloud (n = 8) 
with Rims G (n = 6), and L (n = 1), as well as a single body sherd.  The Spanish tradition 
polychromes were represented by San Elizario Polychrome (n = 2).   
In comparison, the two collections from the site are very similar.  Both have 
substantial amounts of Provence Blue on White, Rim J and Brittany Blue on White, Rim 
A.  San Elizario Polychrome is also represented in both collections.  The significant 
difference between the surface collection and the excavated samples is the presence of 
the Moustier Blue on White and Yellow on White; however, its presence in the 1981 
collections can not be ruled out.  Both Moustier and Provence appear to be southern 
French styles.   
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CHAPTER 6 
 
TIN-ENAMELED CERAMICS: OF DECORATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS  
 
 
 After considering the site specific-information and reviewing the counts and 
percentages that each style of ceramic contributes to the whole of the site collection, it is 
time to turn to assessing their similarity or their differences.  I employed two 
complimentary methods, both applying the discriminatory levels from the proposed 
typology for tin-enameled earthenware (Table 13) to the 4761 sherds in the study.  The 
first method was a progressive comparison of the levels by percentage and the second 
was Robinson’s Index of Agreement (Robinson 1951). 
In the first method I turned the sherd counts into percentages; that is, I determined 
what proportion each paradigmatically defined category contributed to the entire sherd 
count for a site.  I initially employed this method in a test case (Emery 2004), using three 
sites from this thesis, and found it successful at representing diversity.  The diversity was 
captured by working down through the levels of distinction and plotting the percentage 
that each category contributed to the whole on bar graphs.  These bar graphs and the data 
were examined for emerging patterns.  While this method was successful at capturing and 
representing changing percentages in the test-case, at the Style-level of the typology there 
were too many different categories making the percentages too small to be meaningfully 
represented.   
The second method, Robinson’s (1951) Index of Agreement, is also based on 
percentages.  Robinson’s primary goal was the ordering of things in time.  The ability of 
the Index of Agreement to order contexts in time is based on frequency seriation.  In a 
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frequency seriation, it is assumed that things are introduced and have a small presence, 
this presence grows through time until the object falls out of favor, at which time the 
frequency lessens—a monotonic or unimodial distribution.  Robinson suggested that:  
…deposits with similar distributions of percentages ought to be temporally 
close, and those with dissimilar distributions ought to be widely separated.  We 
can quantify these comparisons by devising a measure of how similar or 
dissimilar percentage distributions are for various pairs of deposits.  Let us for 
the moment call these measures indexes of agreement between the percentage 
distributions (Robinson 1951: 294).   
 
Robinson says that we can order contexts (units, trenches, strata, and ultimately 
sites) using this index.  A single number, between one and 200, is used to 
characterize the difference between two contexts.  To arrive at this number, the 
absolute value of the difference between the percentages of each type for each pair of 
contexts (generally sites in this study) is subtracted from 200.  In this scheme, lower 
numbers indicate greater differences between the two contexts; whereas, 200 
represents identity.  The comparisons between the contexts are placed in tables 
where the relationship between the rows and columns, is the relationship between the 
two contexts.  These are then ordered so that the measures of agreement (numbers 
between one and 200) which represent identity are arranged in a diagonal with the 
numbers in both the rows and columns descending away from the diagonal (Tables 
28 to 31).   
Robinson’s Index of Agreement will organize sites along the axis of time, as 
long as one end of the sequence is known.  However, he and other authors (Dunnel 
1970; Marquardt 1978:261, 297, in Banning 2000: 249) warn against ordering units 
along other axis such as space or cultural affiliation.  Here is Robinson’s (1951:295) 
caveat: 
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The existence of order among the data, however, is not enough to guarantee that 
the order is a temporal one.  It would undoubtedly be possible to imagine a 
situation in which [a] pattern …would result where the causative agent was not 
time but some other factor such as geographic proximity.   
 
The fact that this approach simply orders things based on similarity is the reason for 
its use here.  As standard seriations have assumptions, these are mine:  (1) I assume that 
time is not a discernable factor in the distribution of tin-enameled wares because both 
Brown Tin-enameled and White Tin-enameled wares were available in Louisiana from 
1707 onwards; however, as the analysis was progressing, I began to change my opinion.  
By the time it was complete, I refuted this assumption.  (2) I assume this method will 
help uncover the similarities and differences between sites based on their geographical 
relationships, which is a fundamental question in this study that can not be answered in 
any meaningful way through the documentary record.  (3) I further assume that it will 
indicate differences that may be socioeconomic in nature which may counter the 
geographic axis which I am testing (e.g. the sites in the New Orleans area or in the 
Natchitoches area will vary and be more like sites in the other areas based on 
socioeconomic position).  For cases where stylistic differences do not exist or where they 
exist counter to the expectations in the hypothesis, the interplay of the documentary 
record may clarify the association.  
Because these methods, Robinson’s Index of Agreement and the consideration of 
percentages, are complimentary, that is, they order for the same thing—association, I 
present both methods side by side.  I do this until the graphical representation of the first 
method becomes untenable, due to the diversity at each of the sites.  After completing the 
analysis, I found that initially the two methods came to the same conclusion about the 
relationship of the contexts (sites); and, that, the straight percentage method was much 
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quicker and lent itself to graphic presentation when just a few of the of the categories 
were considered.  This held true for the analysis of the White Tin-enameled/Brown Tin-
enameled distinction and the White Tin-enameled, Monochrome, Polychrome/Brown 
Tin-enameled, Monochrome, Polychrome distinction, but with increasing diversity within 
ten different contexts (at nine different sites), the percentages became too small to be 
meaningful through representation.   
Class Level Dimension 
When examining the Class dimension (Figure 61), the determining factor is the 
percentage of Brown Tin-enameled ware.  For sites with less Brown Tin-enameled ware 
than White Tin-enameled ware, there seems to be a gradation between Los Adaes 
(16NA16), with the lowest percentage of Brown Tin-enameled ware, and Madame John’s 
Legacy (16OR51) with the highest percentage.  The pattern of White to Brown Tin-
enameled ware is similar to that at Fort Chartres III, dating between 1752 and 1772, 
where the ratio was 19 to 1, respectively.  For Galveztown (16AN39), the pattern is  
Figure 61.  Ceramic decoration at the class level.  Sites arranged by similarity.   
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reversed.  Brown Tin-enameled ware represents 54 percent and White Tin-enameled ware 
represents 46% (Figure 61).  This ordering tells us that the sites, even at this gross level 
of examination, cannot be ordered geographically.  This statement is further supported by 
Robinson’s Index of Agreement (IA), which places them in the same order.  It should be 
noted that at this gross level, the sites can not yet be grouped in the anticipated 
socioeconomic order.   
Group Level Dimension 
 When looking at the second dimension, the Group level, a potential pattern arises, 
indicating that there is a significant difference in the Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) 
and Galveztown (16AN39) site collections (Figure 62, Table 28).  It should also be noted 
that the collection at Los Adaes (16NA16) displays higher percentages of Decorated  
Figure 62.  Ceramic decoration at the group level.  Sites ordered by geography.   
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of the Hispanic tradition of decoration which generally covers the entire body of the 
ceramic or the greater portion of it, as compared to the more austere French wares of the 
18th century.  At the Group level, it is clear that the White Tin-enameled outstrips the 
Brown Tin-enameled, as represented in the last analysis, but by adding the dimension of 
decoration to both Classes, it becomes clear that the mid-river sites have more Decorated 
Brown Tin-enameled than either the sites in the New Orleans area or those in the vicinity 
of Natchitoches.  The order for the sites evidenced in Table 28 is clearly not  
Table 28.  Ordered Index of Agreement for group level of classification. 
  16AN39 160R51 16PC80 16OR209 22AD999 
16OR136-
Barracks 16NA67 
16OR136-
Post Bar. 16NA100 16NA16 
16AN39 200 154 136 130 126 120 113 108 104 93 
160R51 154 200 176 176 139 166 159 134 150 139 
16PC80 136 176 200 192 150 179 176 139 168 157 
16OR209 130 176 192 200 142 178 183 138 169 163 
22AD999 126 139 150 142 200 160 157 164 170 133 
16OR136-
Barracks 120 166 179 178 160 200 185 160 182 152 
16NA67 113 159 176 183 157 185 200 155 187 164 
16OR136-
Post Bar. 108 134 139 138 164 160 155 200 163 124 
16NA100 104 150 168 169 170 182 187 163 200 160 
16NA16 93 139 157 163 133 152 164 124 160 200 
geographical, nor can it be interpreted as socioeconomic in nature.  It is potentially 
chronological because it finds its basis in the White Tin-enameled/Brown Tin-enameled 
division, which was nearly linear as demonstrated by the first level of the classification 
system. 
Type Level Dimension 
When looking at the third dimension—the Type level, White Tin-enameled, 
Undecorated, Uncolored is by far the most frequent type of artifact at every site, except 
Galveztown (16AN39) where Rouen Plain takes that position (Figure 63).  This is to be 
expected considering the nature of the category; that is, it is inclusive of the Normandy 
Plain type (Waselkov and Walthall 2002), plain types of majolica, and plain types of delft 
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or delfware.  It is clear that the mid-river sites have a different pattern than those sites in 
New Orleans and those in the Natchitoches area.  They have a higher percentage of White 
Tin-enameled, Decorated, Polychrome sherds than White Tin-enameled, Decorated 
sherds.  Also, they have a significant contribution of Brown Tin-enameled,  
Figure 63.  Type level chart of the percentages contributed by category, arranged 
geographically. 
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Polychrome categories is reversed at the mid-river sites.  That is, at the sites in the New 
Orleans area and the Natchitoches area, there are more monochrome than polychrome 
decorated sherds—some times as much as 25 percent (i.e., the ca. 1730 colonial barracks 
and Los Adaes); whereas, at the mid-river sites, the White Tin-enameled, Polychrome 
category constitutes a higher percentage of the collection than the White Tin-enameled, 
Monochrome category.   
The Index of Agreement (Table 29) shows a clear association between the New 
Orleans and Natchitoches area sites, with the opposition between Galveztown (16AN39) 
and Los Adaes (16NA16) providing the axis upon which the table was determined.  
Considering that they were both Spanish sites, and that Galveztown (16AN39) was 
officially founded after Los Adaes was abandoned, the difference in the ceramics is likely 
chronological, rather than socioeconomic or geographical.  Another point to note is the 
close association of the American Cemetery (16NA67) and the ca. 1730 barracks 
occupation (16OR136) (Table 29); however, by examining Figure 63, displaying the  
Table 29.  Ordered Index of Agreement for type level of classification. 
same information, it can be seen that these two sites are not similar at all, except that both 
are relatively different from Galveztown (16AN39). 
  16AN39 22AD999 16PC80 16OR209 160R51 16NA67 
16OR136-
Barracks 16NA100 
16OR136-
Post Bar. 16NA16 
16AN39 200 122 136 130 152 113 110 101 98 93 
22AD999 122 200 151 139 131 158 134 143 135 133 
16PC80 136 151 200 171 162 165 149 140 137 143 
16OR209 130 139 171 200 176 175 173 164 137 162 
160R51 152 131 162 176 200 160 155 146 133 139 
16NA67 113 158 165 175 160 200 170 170 151 162 
16OR136-
Barracks 110 134 149 173 155 170 200 182 159 152 
16NA100 101 143 140 164 146 170 182 200 163 159 
16OR136-
Post Bar. 98 135 137 137 133 151 159 163 200 124 
16NA16 93 133 143 162 139 162 152 159 124 200 
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Considering that the major order of the sites was established based on the 
difference between Galveztown (16AN39) and Los Adaes (16NA16), I felt that I should 
remove Galveztown from the comparison and examine the new results (Table 30).  The 
Index seen in Table 31 is ordered with the least number of positive changes, but I would 
not say that it is a clearly definable order.  Based on Table 30, the exclusion of 
Galveztown (16AN39) changes the order drastically.  The 16OR136-post barracks 
occupation moves from a position adjacent to Los Adaes (16NA16) to the opposite end of 
order.  The reason this occurs is based on the White Tin-enameled, Decorated, 
Monochrome category where the difference between the two sites is the greatest.   
Table 30.  Order Index of Agreement for type level classification without 16AN39. 
 16OR136-Post Bar. 22AD999 16PC80 160R51 
16OR136-
Barracks 16NA100 16OR209 16NA67 16NA16 
16OR136-
Post Bar. 200 135 137 133 159 163 137 151 124 
22AD999 135 200 151 131 134 143 139 158 133 
16PC80 137 151 200 162 149 140 171 165 143 
160R51 133 131 162 200 155 146 176 160 139 
16OR136-
Barracks 159 134 149 155 200 182 173 170 152 
16NA100 163 143 140 146 182 200 164 170 159 
16OR209 137 139 171 176 173 164 200 175 162 
16NA67 151 158 165 160 170 170 175 200 162 
16NA16 124 133 143 139 152 159 162 162 200 
The inter-dependence of the percentages in this case shows a weakness of the Index of 
Association, especially for sites like Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) and Galveztown 
(16AN39) with small sample sizes (n=29 and n=52 respectively).  
Style Level Dimension 
Finally, by examining the fourth dimension, the Style level, where the 
country/region/type level decisions were previously made, the patterning becomes too 
diversified to make any clear distinctions using graphical means (Table 32).  This is the 
level, however where socioeconomic questions are able to be answered.  
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Socioeconomic and Consumer Choice Comparison 
Differences in the New Orleans Area 
I chose the three sites in the New Orleans area to test if there were differences in 
tin-enameled ceramic assemblages based on socioeconomic status.  The three sites 
represented different relative economic positions during the French colonial period: the 
residents of the Lower Pontalba Building site (16OR209) were upper class, the residents 
of Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) were middle class/upper middle class, and the 
soilders stationed at the ca. 1730 French colonial barracks (16OR136) were lower class.  
Using the Index of Agreement and the qualitative comparison, the sites were ordered 
based on stylistic differences of the ceramics (Table 31); however, the sites that were the 
most dissimilar were Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) and the ca. 1730 French Colonial 
Barracks, as well as the post-barracks occupation of 16OR136.  The expectation, based 
on socioeconomic factors, was that Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51), the middle class 
household, would be more similar to both 16OR136 and Lower Pontalba Building 
(16OR209), placing it in the middle of the index.  Based upon this ordering, and 
assuming that the socioeconomic levels are correct, the expectation framed in the 
hypothesis can not be supported.   
Table 31.  Ordered Index of Agreement for the sites in the New Orleans area. 
  16OR51 16OR209 16OR136 
16OR51 200 152 117 
16OR209 152 200 122 
16OR136 117 122 200 
Considering the results of the quantitative method, does the qualitative 
interpretation indicate the same or a different pattern of diversity at these three sites 
(Table 32)?  Puebla Blue-on-White was present at all three sites, indicating that even 
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during times of Spanish embargo, a few goods were able to get through.  Ample support 
for this can be found in the documentary record.  Provence Blue on White, Rim J was 
present at all three of the sites, clearly indicating the wide appeal of this style across class 
divisions.  Brittany Blue on White was at all three of the sites, but was not present in the 
barracks occupation for 16OR136, indicating as Waselkov and Walthall (2002) have 
suggested, that it was available and probably more popular after 1750, just after the 
barracks were abandoned. 
It should be noted that the lambrequin style decoration displayed in Figure 29 was 
only present at Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51); it was nowhere else in New Orleans 
and nowhere else in Louisiana.  St. Cloud Polychrome, Rim L was present at Madame 
John’s Legacy (16OR51) and the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) but absent from 
both the barracks occupation and the post-barracks occupation.  Based on the fine 
execution and the decorative nature of this Rim type, this is to be expected.  Overall, 
Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) had more Decorated, Polychrome ceramics in the 
styles of St. Cloud, Seine, San Elizario and Puebla (in absolute numbers and by 
percentage).  Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) and the Lower Pontalba Building 
(16OR209) (Table 32) had the same diversity of Decorated, Monochrome tin-enameled 
ceramics, however.  Site 16OR51 also had more Brown Tin-enameled wares than the 
other two sites, which may indicate that the collections were from a later period in time.  
Based on the qualitative comparison, it is clear that the ca. 1730s barracks occupation at 
site 16OR136 had less diversity of monochrome and polychrome decoration, with fewer 
varieties of each, and no decorated Brown Tin-enameled wares.  It is much harder to 
distinguish between the other two sites, but without the documentary record, Madame 
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John’s Legacy (16OR51) would have been described as relating to higher status 
individuals than the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209).  I think this discrepancy can be 
explained by two factors: the first is that provenience was lacking for artifacts from the 
two sites, which made it impossible to tie them to a particular period of occupation; 
secondly, the residents of the two sites changed status during the Spanish period.  
Residents of Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) elevated their standard of living during 
the Spanish period, the Delanzo’s might even be considered to be high status individuals; 
whereas, the tenants of the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) could be considered low 
status, an overall downward shift of status.   
Socioeconomic Similarities Across Distance 
 A further test of the effect of socioeconomic status with relation to tin-enameled 
ceramics is to examine the sites which are believed to be of the same or similar status 
across space.  This was done by comparing the collections from the De Mezieres 
habitation (the Chamard House, 16NA100) with the Lower Pontalaba Building 
(16OR209) and Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51).  As evidence by the historic record, 
there were shifts in status thorough time at all three of the sites.  Again the comparison 
was done at the Style dimension of the classificatory scheme presented in Chapter 2. 
The comparison revealed similar percentages of monochrome type ceramics with 
Brittany Blue on White and Puebla Blue-on-White present in small quantities at all three 
sites.  While Moustier Blue on White and Normandy Blue on White are present at all of 
the sites, Moustier Blue on White contributes nearly seven percent to the Chamard House 
(16NA100) site collection and only 0.6 percent to New Orleans area sites.  Conversely, 
the tin-enameled collections in New Orleans have a higher proportion of Normandy Blue 
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on White than 16NA100 (9 percent for 16OR51 and 4.6 percent for 16OR209 compared 
to 0.8 percent at 16NA100).  This is a clear reversal, which may be a reflection of 
consumer choice or access.   
With regard to the polychrome ceramic styles, St. Cloud Polychrome is present in 
small quantities at all three of the sites.  San Elizario also contributes a small percentage 
to the Chamard House collection (1.7 percent) and to the Madame John’s Legacy 
collection (0.6%), indicating access to this polychrome style, which is, with regard to 
pigment application, in essence similar to St. Cloud Polychrome—they are both lined 
blue decorative traditions (Williams and Williams [2004:30-33].)  Deagan (1987:85-86), 
incorrectly describes San Elizario Polychrome as primarily a brown motif outlined in 
black or blue (Fransworth and Williams 1992:5).  Her description of Playa Polychrome is 
that which is used here to describe San Elizario (Deagan 1987:87).  It is the Seine 
Polychrome category which proves most interesting because of its absence at the 
Chamard House site (16NA100).  This absence may argue for differential access based 
on distance from the entrepôt; however, as will be discussed, there are similar quantities 
of Seine Polychrome at the American Cemetery (16NA67) (Table 32), which seems to 
contradict the assumption that access was restricted.  While these sites hint at some 
differences, there is no clear and unequivocal comparison which demonstrates that access 
was tied either to distance or socioeconomic status.   
Vessel Forms and Socioeconomic Status 
 Vessel forms are tied to status in two ways.  In the first, ceramic vessel forms are 
tied to the price of the vessel in addition to the decoration.  This has been demonstrated 
through price indexing (Miller 1980, 1991).  Miller’s work with late 18th and early 19th 
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century British vessels forms has done a great deal for the study of status and consumer 
choice in the archaeological record.  Unfortunately, there has been no comparable study 
to transfer this vessel-form price sensitivity to the French or Spanish traditions.  
However, it is logical to posit a similar price difference based on the knowledge that 
smaller numbers of hollowware vessels were able to be fired at a time in the French kilns.  
Flatwares could be stacked closer together, taking less space and allowing a greater 
number of them to be fired at once.  Since firing was time consuming, costly, and 
technically difficult to master, this volume difference might have been reflected in a price 
difference. 
Another issue, which is associated with this particular avenue of socioeconomic 
differentiation, is the innovation of the British ceramic industry which provided “sets” of 
dishes to that consumer; that is, where a bowl, plate, tea cup and saucer, and serving 
pieces could have a matched pattern.  There is some evidence from the Machault that 
there were matching tea sets in Chinese import porcelain reaching Canada (Sullivan 
1986: 68-70), but during the 18th century, faience appears to have been sold in lots of 
matching vessel forms and decoration (Waselkov 2004, personal communication).  For 
example, the Machault had cases of Tin-enameled bowls of various sizes and at Fort 
Toulouse there were eight Brittany Blue on White plates found discarded in a pit filled 
just prior to withdrawal to Mobile in 1763.  The fact that sets could not be purchased, in 
the modern sense, may have forced consumers to purchase lots of vessels which were 
drastically different than the ones they currently owned and used, thus providing diverse 
decoration at a single site.   
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 The second way to tie vessel form to socioeconomic status is thorough alimentary 
practices.  That is, certain vessel forms are tied to certain practices (e.g. coffee, tea, and 
chocolate drinking) and access to these items happened along class lines; therefore, the 
presence of vessel forms tied to the consumption of luxury goods indicates higher status.   
 Plates were the most abundant vessel from at all of the sites in the study, followed 
by platter forms; this fits with Walthall’s examination of the sites in colonial Illinois 
(1991a).  The platter category was followed in frequency by the hollowware category.  
This more-general category was used, except when specific vessel forms could be 
identified, because of the fragmentary nature of the tin-enameled ceramics.  There were 
hollowares present at all the sites in the study, with the greatest number and diversity 
concentrated in the New Orleans area at 16OR51 and 16OR209.  This fits with the above-
comparison of the decorations. 
The Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) is the only site to have clear alimentary 
associations with higher class vessel forms.  Present at 1OR209 are a caffeterier brune, 
used for heating all sorts of liquid (Didterot and D’Alemblet 1969: Plate I, Figure 4), and 
a tea pot, or theieres.  These two vessels represent practices which required access to 
expensive goods, tea and coffee.  There is documentary information in Francois 
Goudeau’s succession inventory that indicates the residents of Madame John’s Legacy 
(16OR51) also had access to these items, but there was no archaeological evidence of the 
serving vessels.  However, there were two cups, one of which was a tin-enameled coffee 
cup with delftware chinoise decoration.  Also, there were six tureens, four covers, which 
are indicative of hollowware forms, and the widest range of tableware and storage pots 
recovered from Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51).   
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 In general, the sites in the New Orleans area had a greater diversity of vessel 
forms and clear class associations.  The Chamard House site, considered to be of high 
status, had only plates, platters, two saucers, and a bowl.  When compared to the 
collections from Madame John’s Legacy or to the Lower Pontalba Building, the Chamard 
House site is markedly different.  However, without a larger sample and better 
stratigraphic control, the difference cannot be relied upon to be representative of 
economic trends of the 18th century.  Again, the mid-river sites collections are markedly 
different but cannot be compared because of the chronological difference.   
Patterned Diversity Over the Landscape 
Since the socioeconomic association for the New Orleans area sites did not fit the 
expected pattern, and the comparison between Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51), the 
Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209), and the Chamard Site (16NA100) did not 
unequivocally fit the expected pattern, it is necessary to examine all the contexts to see if 
there are some other patterns existing in the data (Table 32).  As was demonstrated 
earlier, the Index of Association did not provide a clear and unequivocal quantitative 
method of determining the expected pattern.  I attempted to apply it at this level; 
however, Excel was unable to use a formula as long as the one needed to complete the 
calculations.  Since chronological factors appeared to conflate the Index of Agreement, 
and because, based on the Class, Group, and Type level of comparison, the proposed 
explanation was rejected, it was not used for the Style level analysis.  Though a 
quantitative method of comparison was not employed, there are interesting descriptive 
and qualitative differences that should be brought forward for scrutiny.  Some of these 
differences may be cultural and others may be due to access.  Unfortunately, with the 
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Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain
Grand Total
White
Tin-enameled
Decorated Monochrome
Normandy BW
Moustier BW
Moustier YW
Provence BW
Puebla BW
Seine PC
St. Cloud PC
PolychromeDecorated
Faience 
Brune
Decorated
Polychrome
Brown
Tin-enameled
Faeince 
Blanche
Undecorated
Uncolored
16OR136  
Barracks
16OR136  
Barracks %
16OR136 
Post-
Barracks
16OR136 Post- 
Barracks % 16OR51 16OR51 % 16OR209 16OR209 %
0.0% 2 0.8% 1 0.3% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
3 7.0% 8 3.2% 25 8.0% 7 4.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 2 0.6% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 2 0.6% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2 4.7% 3 1.2% 6 1.9% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 2.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 3 1.2% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 15 8.6%
0.0% 0.0% 4 1.3% 1 0.6%
1 2.3% 3 1.2% 0.0% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 3 1.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 2.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 3 1.2% 4 1.3% 1 0.6%
3 7.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
0.0% 6 2.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11 6.3%
0.0% 0.0% 4 1.3% 1 0.6%
0.0% 3 1.2% 4 1.3% 4 2.3%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 3 1.7%
0.0% 0.0% 3 1.0% 5 2.9%
0.0% 0.0% 7 2.2% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 5 2.0% 2 0.6% 2 1.1%
1 2.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 0.0%
1 2.3% 0.0% 2 0.6% 2 1.1%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 2 0.6% 2 1.1%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 2 0.6% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 3 1.0% 2 1.1%
0.0% 1 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 2 0.8% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.4% 2 0.6% 1 0.6%
24 55.8% 187 75.4% 119 37.9% 73 41.7%
0.0% 0.0% 13 4.1% 3 1.7%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 1 0.3% 1 0.6%
0.0% 0.0% 5 1.6% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 2 0.6% 3 1.7%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
6 14.0% 19 7.7% 89 28.3% 29 16.6%
43 100.0% 248 100.0% 314 100.0% 175 100.0%
Class Group Type Style Rim
Brittany BW
A
Normandy BW (?)
C
D
G
H
I
lambrequin
Berain-style 
ferronneries
Berain-style 
ferronneries, 
Truncated
Berain-style 
ferronneries
Laugier and 
Olerys Style
Moustier YW (?)
Provence (?)
J
Provence YW J
Nevers BW
Nevers BW (?)
Normandy or Delft
Catalonia BW
Huejotzingo BW
3-dot
San Augustin BW
Undetermined, Puebla BW
Delft, Dutch
Delftware, British
Delftware, British(?)
Powderd Delftware,British
Delft or Delftware
Undetermined
B
C
Floral
G
H
I
L
N
Unreported
D?
Floral
G
I
K
L
lambrequin
O
Moustier PC Grotesques
Provence PC J
Nevers PC
La Rochelle PC
Normandy or Delft
Abo or Aranama PC
Abo PC
Aranama PC
Puebla PC
San Elizario PC
Undetermined, Puebla PC
Delftware, British
Powdered Delftware, British
Colored Marseille
Normandy Plain
Spanish
Delftware, British
Monochrome Rouen BW
Rouen PC
G
Unreported
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain
Grand Total
White  
Tin-enameled
Decorated Monochrome
Normandy BW
Moustier BW
Moustier YW
Provence BW
Puebla BW
Seine PC
St. Cloud PC
PolychromeDecorated
Faience 
Brune
Decorated
Polychrome
Brown
Tin-enameled
Faeince 
Blanche
Undecorated
Uncolored
22AD999 22AD999 % 16PC80 16PC80 % 16AN39 16AN39 %
2 6.9% 1 0.5% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.5% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 2 1.1% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 4 2.2% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.5% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 1.9%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.5% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 5 2.7% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 5 2.7% 1 1.9%
0.0% 8 4.3% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 1.9%
1 3.4% 11 5.9% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 3.4% 11 5.9% 3 5.8%
0.0% 3 1.6% 0.0%
1 3.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 7 3.8% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 3.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 1.9%
0.0% 1 0.5% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
3 10.3% 0.0% 0.0%
15 51.7% 82 44.1% 10 19.2%
0.0% 0.0% 7 13.5%
0.0% 2 1.1% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 1 1.9%
0.0% 5 2.7% 3 5.8%
3 10.3% 5 2.7% 3 5.8%
0.0% 1 0.5% 0.0%
2 6.9% 30 16.1% 21 40.4%
29 100.0% 186 100.0% 52 100.0%
Class Group Type Style Rim 16NA16 16NA16 % 16NA100 16NA100 % 16NA67 16NA67 %
Brittany BW
A 77 2.2% 3 2.5% 4 2.4%
Normandy BW (?) 47 1.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 1 0.8% 1 0.6%
C 4 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
D 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
G 3 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
H 48 1.4% 0.0% 0.0%
I 4 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
lambrequin 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
11 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Berain-style 
ferronneries 0.0% 7 5.8% 1 0.6%
Berain-style 
ferronneries, 
Truncated 0.0% 1 0.8% 0.0%
10 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Berain-style 
ferronneries 0.0% 1 0.8% 0.0%
Laugier and 
Olerys Style 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
Moustier YW (?) 2 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
Provence (?) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 2 1.7% 0.0%
J 168 4.9% 5 4.2% 8 4.8%
Provence YW J 9 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Nevers BW 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
Nevers BW (?) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Normandy or Delft 92 2.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Catalonia BW 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Huejotzingo BW 11 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
570 16.6% 3 2.5% 5 3.0%
3-dot 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
San Augustin BW 40 1.2% 0.0% 0.0%
Undetermined, Puebla BW 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Delft, Dutch 0.0% 4 3.3% 5 3.0%
Delftware, British 243 7.1% 2 1.7% 0.0%
Delftware, British(?) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Powderd Delftware,British 6 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%
Delft or Delftware 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Undetermined 0.0% 2 1.7% 8 4.8%
4 0.1% 0.0% 6 3.6%
B 9 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
C 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Floral 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
G 4 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
H 5 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
I 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
L 1 0.0% 0.0% 1 0.6%
N 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Unreported 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
3 0.1% 1 0.8% 3 1.8%
D? 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Floral 0.0% 0.0% 3 1.8%
G 0.0% 6 5.0% 6 3.6%
I 0.0% 0.0% 3 1.8%
K 0.0% 0.0% 2 1.2%
L 0.0% 1 0.8% 0.0%
lambrequin 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
O 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Moustier PC Grotesques 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Provence PC J 21 0.6% 0.0% 0.0%
Nevers PC 4 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
La Rochelle PC 25 0.7% 0.0% 1 0.6%
Normandy or Delft 32 0.9% 0.0% 0.0%
Abo or Aranama PC 95 2.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Abo PC 51 1.5% 0.0% 1 0.6%
Aranama PC 34 1.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Puebla PC 124 3.6% 0.0% 2 1.2%
San Elizario PC 15 0.4% 2 1.7% 0.0%
Undetermined, Puebla PC 7 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%
Delftware, British 84 2.5% 0.0% 0.0%
Powdered Delftware, British 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Colored Marseille 0.0% 0.0% 4 2.4%
Normandy Plain 1396 40.7% 70 58.3% 78 46.7%
Spanish 155 4.5% 2 1.7% 7 4.2%
Delftware, British 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Monochrome Rouen BW 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Rouen PC 2 0.1% 1 0.8% 0.0%
G 0.0% 0.0% 2 1.2%
Unreported 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Undecorated Uncolored Rouen Plain 11 0.3% 6 5.0% 15 9.0%
Grand Total 3427 100.0% 120 100.0% 167 100.0%
White 
Tin-enameled
Decorated Monochrome
Normandy BW
Moustier BW
Moustier YW
Provence BW
Puebla BW
Seine PC
St. Cloud PC
PolychromeDecorated
Faience 
Brune
Decorated
Polychrome
Brown 
Tin-enameled
Faeince 
Blanche
Undecorated
Uncolored
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information at hand, it is impossible to determine the exact reason for the differences; 
however, some tentative ones are proposed. 
Patterned Diversity over the Landscape: Faience Styles 
Brittany Blue on White is present at every site except Galveztown (16AN39) and 
the ca. 1730 barracks occupation of 16OR136.  This provides a chronological bracket 
potentially indicating that Brittany Blue on White is a post 1750, but a pre-1779, 
decorative motif in Louisiana.  Confirmation of this awaits stratified samples from other 
contexts.  This date range seems to fit Walthall’s date range (1991b) and means that this 
style is apparently domestic as well as military.   
 Normandy Blue on White is a very minor component of the American Cemetery 
(16NA67) and the Chamard House (16NA100) (n=1/n=1) sites, while it is a significant 
component of the Los Adaes (16NA16) collections, which had 48 sherds of Rim H, the 
largest collection of Rim H in the study.  At the mid-river sites, only a single sherd was 
classified as Normandy Blue on White; this sherd was found at French Site I (16PC80).  
The lack of this style of ceramic fits what is currently known about its date range at sites 
in North America.  Only small numbers of this style would be expected to be found at 
French Site I (16PC80).  Its absence at Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) and Galveztown 
(16AN39) also seem to point to a later date for these sites; however, this cannot be 
unequivocally asserted.  Finally, Normandy Blue on White is a component of all the sites 
in the New Orleans area, with Rims I, G, and H present.  Rouen style decorated body 
sherds of Normandy Blue on White are the largest portion of Monochrome, Decorated 
styles in the New Orleans area.  Overall, it seems that there is access to Normandy Blue 
on White across Louisiana.  It is present from the entrepôt north and west.  It is also a 
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large component at sites in the Illinois country (Walthall 1991a).  The absence or near 
absence of it at the mid-river sites points, again, to chronological rather than access 
issues.   
Nevers Blue on White occurs only at the American Cemetery (16NA67), though 
there is a possible example at 16OR136 from the barracks context.  The occupational 
range of these two sites, the second Fort St. Jean Baptiste post ca. 1722 and the New 
Orleans barracks post ca. 1730, is toward the end of the what is considered be the range 
for Nevers Blue on White and Polychrome, but it has been found in small quantities in 
post-1720 contexts by Waselkov and Gums (2000:137).  In this study, Nevers 
Polychrome was only recovered from Los Adaes (16NA16), indicating possible early 
trade relations with soldiers at St. Jean Baptiste.  The Nevers-style seems to dominate the 
early site of Old Mobile (1702-1711) (Waselkov and Gums 2000:137).  It is uncertain if 
it would dominate at sites further to the west, which were established just a few years 
after 1711 (e.g., Ft. Roasalie, the first Post at Natchitoches, or New Orleans), but from the 
available data, this type probably fell from predominance as settlement was shifting west.   
 Moustier Blue on White and Yellow on White were prevalent at the sites in the 
Natchitoches area and present at the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) (n=1).  The 
only sherd of Moustier Polychrome in the study was found at Madame John’s Legacy 
(16OR51) (Figure 64).  Moustier Blue on White contributes a greater portion to the 
collection from the Chamard House (16NA100) than any other site.  It is present at the 
traders’ homes, De Mezieres (16NA100) and Pascal (16OR51), and possibly at the 
Government House in New Orleans (16OR209).  Based on existing evidence, I am not 
certain why this pattern exists.  It may be that those settlers in the Natchitoches area were 
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Figure 64.  Moustier Polychrome from Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51).   
from southern France and had an affinity for these ceramics, or it could be associated 
with the trading businesses of De Mezieres and Pascal/Marin.  However, the paucity of 
data and the lack of any direction from the documentary record make these very 
interesting but unsustainable claims.   
Decoration in the Style of Provence, considered as a sub-set of Moustier, or a 
provincial type by many French scholars, seems to be from Southern France.  Provence 
Blue on White, Rim J has a presence at almost all of the sites and components.  It is 
absent only from Galveztown (16AN39) and Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999).  It is 
clear that this type of ceramic was used in both domestic and military contexts; however, 
it seems to have fallen from popularity before St. Cloud Polychrome, Rim G, and Rouen 
Polychrome, Rim G, which are both present at the two sites without Provence Blue on 
White, Rim J.  It should be noted that Provence Yellow on White, only recorded at Los 
Adaes (16NA16), is probably a minor component at sites throughout Louisiana; this 
statement, however, awaits larger comparable samples to be substantiated.   
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La Rochelle seems to be associated with Spanish occupations.  However, 
evidence for this statement generally comes from its absence at sites which can be 
associated with the French period.  There is a very minor presence (0.6 %, n = 1) at the 
post-barracks occupation of 16OR136, and at Los Adaes (0.7 %, n = 25).  It is possible 
that the La Rochelle style was primarily imported during the early Spanish period, and its 
polychrome floral decorative motifs appealed to Spanish sensibilities.  However, this may 
also be explained by the small sample sizes of the mid-river sites, the colonial barracks 
(16OR136) and the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209).  The early-Spanish-period 
interpretation is based on the absence of La Rochelle style ceramics at Galveztown, 
established in 1779; however, until a larger stratified sample can be collected from this 
site, this cannot be said with authority.   
St. Cloud- and Seine-style Polychrome tin-enameled wares, should be sensitive to 
socioeconomic variables.  Holding socioeconomic status equal, price increases should be 
reflected by a concentration of St. Cloud and Seine Polychrome at the sites in the New 
Orleans area, excepting the ca. 1730 barracks component of 16OR136; this is the 
expectation framed in the original hypothesis.  In Table 33, it can be seen that this 
expectation did not hold true for the St. Cloud Polychrome sherds, but for the Seine 
Polychrome sherds it generally holds true.  However, when all of the Polychrome 
ceramics are added together it can be seen that there is not a discernable pattern (Figure 
62).  It is interesting to note that Rim type G dominates the St. Cloud type of decoration.  
It is both widespread, occurring at all but Los Adaes (16NA16) and the post-barracks 
occupation of 16OR136, and abundant, when it is present.  
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Table 33.  Percentages of St. Cloud and Seine Polychrome ceramics. 
 New Orleans Area Sites Mid-River Sites Natchitoches Area Sites 
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St. Cloud 4.56 % 0.83 % 4.0 % 2.55 % 5.77 % 17.20 % 13.79 % 0.67 % 10.18 % 6.67 % 
Seine 0.00 % 1.39 % 7.43 % 5.41 % 1.92 % 4.30 % 0.00 % 0.09 % 4.19 % 0.00 % 
 
 The Rouen Polychrome and Blue on White styles of Brown Tin-enameled wares 
seem to be most prevalent at the mid-river sites.  There is also a strong presence at 
Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51).  Overall, polychrome (or camieu) decoration is 
dominant within the Rouen-style sherds, with Rim style G the only previously defined 
Rim type to be present.  I believe that the mere presence of Brown Tin-enameled  ware 
does not necessarily indicate a post 1740 date as Walthall (1991b: 110) or post 1745 as 
Waselkov and Walthall (2002:70) indicate, but that the predominance of this Type and 
Style increases through time as seen at Galveztown (16AN39).  This trend also seems to 
be happening at Bicentennial Gardens (22AD999) and French Site I (16PC80).  Also, the 
increase in contribution to the overall collection is also represented at Madame John’s 
Legacy (16OR51) because of Shenkel’s (1971) excavation of many late components (see 
discussion in Chapter 5).  Brown Tin-enameled, Rouen Style ceramics appears to be 
sensitive chronologically.  One clear way to test this would be to examine the Ft. St. 
Pierre collection excavated by Ian Brown in the 1970s for the presence or absence of 
Brown Tin-enameled wares in its various styles.   
 For the faience, the overall diversity represented by the ten components and the 
nine sites in Louisiana seems to be divided along chronological lines rather than 
socioeconomic lines.  Normandy Blue on White is concentrated at Los Adeas (16NA16) 
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and in the New Orleans area sites.  Provence Blue on White and Brittany Blue on White 
are widely distributed.  Nevers Blue on White and Polychrome, a type that seems to be 
chronologically sensitive, is only present in small numbers, but at the widest geographic 
distance.  St. Cloud Polychrome is present at all of the sites in varying amounts.  Seine 
Polychrome is at all of the sites except three (16OR136-barracks, Bicentennial Gardens 
(22AD999), and the Chamard House (16NA100)).  Rouen Polychrome, and its 
percentage contribution to a sites’ collection, seems to be chronologically determined 
rather than socioeconomically determined.   
Patterned Diversity Over the Landscape: Spanish Styles 
 Because it appears that the overall comparison at the Type level did not determine 
a clear diversity, excepting a chronological distinction for the mid-river sites which was 
made stronger through the discussion of the various faience styles, discussion of the 
Spanish styles is warranted.  The possible diversity tied to the French mercantile system 
discussed above would not apply to the tin-enameled ceramics of the Spanish period or 
for the illicitly acquired ceramics of the French period; however, a pattern appears to 
exist.   
 The greatest diversity of Spanish tin-enameled wares is at Los Adaes (16NA16) 
with: Huejozingo Blue-on-White, Puebla Blue-on-White, San Agustín Blue-on-White, 
Abó Polychrome, Aranama Polychrome, Puebla Polychrome, San Elizario Polychrome, 
undetermined, Puebla monochrome and polychrome, and undecorated Puebla majolica.  
These ceramics span the entire occupation of the site from 1720 to 1773; however, there 
is a greater percentage of early-style ceramics at this site than any other.  There are also 
earlier ceramics at 16NA67, Abó and Puebla Polychrome.  The Spanish style ceramics at 
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the Chamard House (16NA100), Puebla Blue-on-White and San Elizario Polychrome, 
have a broad range 1700-1850 and 1750-1850 respectively, but seem to be most prevalent 
in the later half of the 18th century.   
 The mid-river sites generally have an absence of Spanish-style tin-enameled 
ceramics.  There are no Spanish ceramics at the Bicentennial Gardens site (22AD999), as 
might be expected.  It was settled as a French period site and was ceded at the end of the 
Seven Years War to the British rather than the Spanish.  Also, it was not along trade 
routes that linked various portions of the Spanish empire like the southern portions of 
Lower Louisiana.  Also, the sample was very small.  French Site I has one sherd of an 
undetermined Puebla style polychrome, which presents some interesting questions about 
this site that seems to be chronologically later, based on the faience styles and 
documentary record.  Galveztown (16AN39) is the most interesting mid-river site, 
however.  It is clear from the documentary record that it was founded by 1779, and it has 
Seine, St. Cloud, and Rouen styles of polychrome decoration, but only two types of 
decorated Spanish ceramics, San Elizario Polychrome and Puebla Blue-on-White.  
Chronologically these style ceramics are appropriate, but the majority of the decorated 
collection can be attributed to French rather than Hispanic origins. 
 The New Orleans area sites have the second greatest diversity of Spanish tradition 
tin-enameled ceramics, with Catalonia Blue-on-White, Huejotzingo Blue-on-White, 
Puebla Blue-on-White, and San Elizario Polychrome.  While all the sites in the New 
Orleans area have Puebla Blue-on-White, including both components of 16OR136, the 
Barracks has the largest percentage.  This percentage is skewed due to the small sample 
size.  The Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209) and Madame John’s Legacy (16OR51) 
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have four different styles of decoration.  Both have Puebla Blue-on-White and 
Huejotzingo Blue-on-White, which have long periods of use beginning in 1700 and 
extending until 1850; but each of them have a type that dates exclusively to the latter half 
of the 18th century, Catalonia Blue-on-White (1760-1820) at the Lower Pontalba Building 
and San Elizario Polychrome (1750-1850) at Madame John’s Legacy.  Taken together, 
these dates indicate a later occupation of these two sites during the Spanish period. The 
presence of Puebla Blue-on-White tin-enameled ceramics at the barracks occupation of 
16OR136 highlights the illegal trade of items by the lower class during the infancy of 
New Orleans.   
In sum, the greatest diversity is in the Natchitoches area, followed by the New 
Orleans area, and then the mid-river area, again conflating the expectations unless the 
chronological distinctions are examined.  When they are examined, it seems clear that the 
greatest diversity at Los Adaes (16NA100) and the American Cemetery (16NA67) can be 
tied to the earlier period tin-enamel ceramics; whereas, the diversity in the New Orleans 
area is tied to the later style ceramics.  This follows the pattern of the historical record; 
that is, during the embargo of Spanish goods during the first half of the 18th century these 
goods were not widely traded in the colonial capitol of Louisiana, New Orleans, but were 
traded on the edge of the empire.  As Louisiana was transferred to Spain in the 1760s, 
Spanish goods began flowing into New Orleans.   
The mid-river sites were, during both periods, the hinterland.  The diversity and 
number of Spanish tin-enameled ceramics at these sites reflects this marginalized 
position.  In essence the idea of distance decay from the entrepôt (either Los Adaes or 
New Orleans depending upon the time) appears to be a determining factor in the 
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distribution of Spanish style ceramics in colonial Louisiana, but keep in mind these only 
represent 25 percent of the tin-enameled ceramics examined and in some cases only a 
single sherd is present at a site or context.  
Conclusion: The Curtain Falls 
 A reiteration of the hypothesis is necessary at this point to fully assess if it must 
be rejected in favor of other explanations.  At the beginning of this thesis I hypothesized 
that: based on documented increases in price for items at a distance from entrepôts such 
as Dauphine Island and New Orleans, and the possibility that there was a relatively wide 
variety of ceramic designs to choose from, that the ceramic assemblages will be 
stylistically different, less diverse, at points farther away from the entrepôt, all other 
things being equal.  I further indicated that, socioeconomic status may obscure this 
pattern; but, by comparing sites with similar socioeconomic status across space, this 
problem can be mitigated.  Also, because the type and frequency of ceramics across 
space, as a function of price, primarily relate to the expressions of socioeconomic status, 
the exploration of it was going to be a major focus of this thesis.   
In conclusion, it is clear that the hypothesis as framed must be rejected or 
modified.  The primary reason for rejecting this hypothesis is that the expectations were 
not met with regard to geographic change between the sites in New Orleans, the mid-
river sites, and the Natchitoches area sites.  There appear to be clear associations between 
the collections in the Natchitoches area and the New Orleans area, which run counter to 
the expectations of the hypothesis.  Also, the mid-river sites are clearly different than the 
other two, but not in the graded way expected.  However, when the Spanish tradition 
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ceramics are discussed separately, there are clear gradations which tentatively meet the 
hypothesis.   
 With regard to socioeconomic comparisons, the stylistic associations of tin-
enameled ceramics at sites of known socioeconomic status, also, did not meet those 
outlined in the corollary to the hypothesis, though there are clear impressionistic 
differences between the sites in New Orleans.  From the analysis, the barracks occupation 
of 16OR136 represents a significant break with the other two sites. 
The primary reason the hypothesis was not supported is based on the lack of 
stratigraphic control, which did not allow for the differentiation necessary to separate 
French from Spanish occupations, also the available collections were small.  
Fundamentally, I believe the hypothesis to be valid; however, the data gathered to test it 
were insufficient to the task.  In order to test it, a researcher would need sites with good 
stratigraphic and chronological control, within approximately ten to twenty years of one 
another.  The problems associated with long occupation spans were best illustrated by 
those sites in New Orleans, which had long occupation spans that shifted status through 
time.   
Because the hypothesis must be rejected with the current data, it is incumbent 
upon me to suggest an alternative hypothesis for the data at hand.  It appears that an 
alternative explanation for the diversity for the sites in this study is chronology.  The mid-
river sites are chronologically later; that is, they were established later according to the 
documentary record and therefore the ceramic collection, with regard to tin-enameled 
wares, were qualitatively different.  This underscores the falsity of my first assumption.  
A concurrent tentative hypothesis which explains the similarity between the New Orleans 
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area sites and the Natchitoches area sites, in the sense there is great diversity and 
abundant highly decorated ceramics, is: there were artificially deflated prices for goods at 
Natchitoches, just as there were at Ft. Toulouse.  The low prices explain why the 
diversity is similar, but different in unique ways, as was explored.  The fact that 
Natchitoches was established for similar purposes as Ft. Toulouse—trade with Native 
Americans and as a bulwark of the French colony in opposition to other colonial 
powers—also helps support this claim.   
 Additional positive results from this work which do not specifically speak to the 
hypothesis, but were necessary factors for answering it are: (1) the creation of an 
assailable framework which will facilitate discussion of socioeconomic status in the 18th 
century through closer examination of original sources; (2) the formulation of a 
comprehensive typological system that captures and represents diversity and accounts for 
various stylistic traditions in a holistic manner; (3) the recordation of the Lower Pontalba 
Building as archaeological site 16OR209, which has great potential for interpreting high 
status early French occupation, as well as architectural features of colonial New Orleans; 
(4) a clear and accessible presentation of the archaeological signature of the 1788 fire and 
a poteaux sur sole earth fast construction of the ca. 1730 French colonial barracks; (5) 
and finally, an accessible baseline of information to facilitate comparative work with tin-
enameled earthenwares in Louisiana and more generally in the southeastern United States 
was created.   
 Finally, what do these bits of ceramics have to do with people and how they 
lived?  The number and diversity of the ceramics demonstrate that after traveling 
thousands of miles, men like Bienville, St. Denis, De Mezieres, Pascal, Marin, and the 
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common solider, as well as women like the Elizabeth Pascal/Marin, valued their 
culturally defined vessel forms and decoration enough to transport them to the New 
World.  Certainly they incorporated Spanish and English ceramics into their daily round, 
but the French wares dominate the imported tin-enameled ceramics.  These ceramics may 
have been a foundation of cultural identity, a means of displaying position, or simply a 
functional necessity.  Whatever their use, it was important to have a piece of the old 
country in one’s home or barracks.  These ceramics also played an important role in the 
trade with Native Americans.  They shaped how American Indians created ceramics, as 
evidenced by native vessel forms which imitate those of the French found in the “Tunica 
Treasure” (Brain 1979) and at Los Adaes (Avery 1997).  The widespread use of ceramics 
which were not manufactured in the colony indicates that the French were holding onto 
their culture and sharing it with the Spanish and Native Americans.  Subconscious 
cultural traditions and their props, ceramics, are powerful forces in replicating culture.  
Directions for Future Research: A Possible Encore 
 Two distinct directions for further research are apparent, the first deals with 
chronology and the second with socioeconomic comparisons.  With regard to 
chronological concerns, I have tentatively proposed that later sites, sites post-1779, have 
more Brown Tin-enameled than White Tin-enameled wares.  Because this based on a 
small amount of data, it should be tested further.  I recommend using sites like Wilton 
(16SJB20), Helvetia (16SJ21) and Whitney plantations (16SJB11), which were Acadian 
settlements in the 1760 and 1770s and the Herman-Grima House (16OR45) which also 
has later components.  Also relating to chronology, there needs to be more excavations in 
the New Orleans area and in Natchitoches to determine if Nevers Blue on White or 
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Polychrome are primarily pre-1714 or pre-1718 chronological indicators.  This may 
prove to be so because, according to Waselkov and Gums (2000:137), it was the 
predominate type at Old Mobile (1702-1711); however, it was found only at the 
American Cemetery (16NA67), indicating that it may have fallen from popularity as 
population centers were shifting west.   
With regard to socioeconomic comparisons, a careful review of the holdings of 
Notarial Archives in New Orleans should be undertaken to build a more complete 
understanding of the universe of vessels used in 18th century Louisiana.  Also, aboriginal 
pottery, coarse earthenware, and Chinese porcelain, should be included in the analysis to 
characterize the socioeconomic status of a site’s inhabitants.  Though, these avenues will 
not be fruitful without additional excavations.  In order to conduct research on 
socioeconomic status in the 18th century, archaeologists need to develop an 
archaeological database that is tightly stratified, while ensuring that proper cataloging 
procedures are followed.  Sites like the Lower Pontalba Building (16OR209), the 
Chamard House site (16NA100), and the 1730 French colonial barracks (16OR136) have 
great potential to inform socioeconomic questions with additional excavations.  It is clear 
that much more work, both archaeological and archival, needs to be undertaken in 
Louisiana.   
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